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Abttrac:t
One in kn Canadians ofchiJdbeating ag~ experience infeniliry. Often. infenility is
discussed in relation to new reproductive technologies and their ability to -treat"
infertiliry as well as the legal, social and ethical consequences of these ttthnologies for
women, children and society. This thesis does not focus on these consequences but rather
explores how the experience of infeniliry impacts on the daily activities of ....'OmCn living
in 51. John's. Newfoundland. This study examines the diverse ways in which women
perceive. experience nnd make sense of their lives after rec~iving an infertility diagnosis.
A phenomenological approach was used to gain a detailed understanding of the infeniliry
experience from women's perspectives. The findings suggest that women and their
partners living in St. John's and ruml Newfoundland experienc~ lack of choice and poor
access to medical treatments and social support. Also. the impact of infertility stretched
beyond the "medical aspect- by influencing the extended family, social and friendship
circles. and ....wk enviromn~nts. Moreover. it disrupted how the women understood their
life cycles and bodies.
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I.troduction
Infertility I affects a significant number ofCanadian men and women. According
to Infenility Awareness Association ofCanada (1999). one in ten Canadians of
childbearing age experience infenility. Generally.~ tend to think ofinfenility in
relation to new reproductive teclmologies~ or NRTs and 'miracle' medical innovations
such as the first 'test-tube' baby in 1978. Much academic activity has centred around
NRTs used to 'trell.t' infertility and the ethical. legal. and social ramifications of this
technology for society. women and children. The apparent increasing incidence of
infertility is to some extent related to the availability ofNRTs rather than the increase of
infertility per se (Ziehl 1994; 1]8). By improving the chances of bypassing fertility
problems. such technologies could create a demand for treatment. thereby enhancing the
public's awareness of the extent ofttle conditions which require such treatments. (Zichl
1994; 138).
In Newfoundland. research has focussed on developing resource material to detail
the medical and non-medical options available to women and their partners (Redfern and
IFor brevity. I use the medical definition of infertility. Infertility refers to the inability to
conceive after one year of unprotected. well-timed. sexual imercourse or after six: months
if the \l,'Otnan is over age thirty-five. A more detailed examination of me definition of
infertility is provided in chapter four.
~ew reproductive technologies (NRTs) refer to several differem medical procedures
designed 10 unile spenn and eggs. thus bypassing altogether some of the factors causing
infertility. The most common NRTs arc artificial insemination. in vitro fertilization.
gamete intrafallopian transfer (GIFT) and zygote intrafaJlopian transfer (ZIFT) (Gamer.
Menning and Wentz 1997; 29).
Wy~ 1981). Yet. the infertility experience among couples includes more than the use of
NRT's to treat infertility. The experience ofinfertiJity affects the entire lives of women
and their partners. From their own perspective. two women discuss the totality of the
infertility experience:
Hannah: So people say. ~relax. relax. it will happen.~ But it is hard to because
you are thinking about it [infertilityl every day. You~ thinking about it every
time when you and your husband are having sex. You think about it. It ne\'er
leaves your mind. Especially when every day you are counting days and counting
this. and you are taking pills everyday and you are taking injectionse~ day. It
is a reminder. Everyday.
Julia: Infertility really affects your whole life. The next thing you know. )'00~
drawn into this vortex and then your life suffers. II is not supposed to be 50
mechanical. Babiesjust happen you know.
The above quotes also illustrate certain assumptions women have about infertility.
their lives. their bodies and themselves. Such assumptions include being able to segment
or bracket the infertility experience and that babies are supposed to happen 'naturally'
with little or no medical intervention. Moreover. the stereotypical advice given to
couples who experience infertility by family. friends. co-woders and even medical health
com providers to relax in order to conceive a child is discussed by the women.
Conceiving a child for couples who experience infertility involves more than relaxation:
it involves a stressful and emotional regime of diagnostic tests and medica! treatments
which reminds the couple of their infertilitye~ day.
This thesis presents the stories of thirteen women who experience infertility. II is
an exploration of what it means to be an infertile woman confronting assumptions about
one's body. one's life and one's self. This thesis also explores the consequences of
viewing infertility $Oldy in terms of a duaJistic framework which separates the mind from
the body. emotion from science and infertility from fertility. This fr.unework is
constantly reworked and rewnuen throughout the everyday lives of these women.
Throughout this thesis. their stories will emerge along with certain themes and concepts.
As much as possible. their n:uratives are presented from their own experiences. voices
and emotions.
! I Choice of Research Topic
My interest in studying infertility and the body was shaped by my persol\31
experiences. Ovtt the years. I have watched dose family mem~ make sense of their
lives and bodies after being diagnosed with an illness such as cancer. multiple sclerosis
and chronic arthritis. Often. we do not pay attention to the day to day activities of our
bodies. HO\\'ever. when a disrupl.ton OCCur.> such as being diagnosed with a chronic
illness. our bodily routines are brought into the forefront. I have wonde~ bow
individuals understand their bodies before and after a disruption occurs.
In t 995. I would also face a disruption to my understanding of my body and
confront assumptions I held about my body. After a year of being referred to different
physicians, receiving numerous blood tests and pelvic examinations and repeatedly being
lold thai the reason why I stopped menstruating was because ofstress.l was finally
diagnosed as having an "ovulatory disorder." One cold winter day. I heard my
gynaecologist read out loud the results of a pelvic examination and blood lest. In a calm
voice she said "Penny. you may have difficulty having children because your body
stopped ovulating." I was shocked. Although J knew wt there could be a problem with
my menstrual cycle. J never expected my gynaecologist to say those words. I always
asswned that when I chose 10 have a child. I would be able to have one. I nevCf thought
my body could not ~carry~ or conceive a child.
The next sentence I ~member hearing was. ~don't worry. what you have is easily
fixable with fer1ility drugs.~ The only ....,ord I focused on was fixable. My gYl"I:k.'Cologisl
did oot use the word treatable. but fixable. At that moment. my body had been viewed ::as
a machine with a malfunctioning subsystem that the physician could fix. I did not feel or
view my female body as being broken and in need of repair. For me. the tenn fixable not
only referred to fixing my ovulatory disorder (my reproductive system). but referred 10
fixing my whole body in tenns of being a woman.
After being diagnosed. I had contradictory feelings about myself. Although I
knew defining my womanhood solely in tenns of being able to have a child was
reductionist and was a part of the social ideology that equated womanhood with
motherhood. I nonetheless defined myself in those tenns. The possibility of not being
able to conceive a child. fOt" me. struck at the heart of what it meant to be a woman. Like
other women who have experiences with infertility. I was forced to confront assumptions
I held about my body, myself and what it meant 10 be a woman.
Many ,,",'Omen and their panners who experience infertility do not know they have
fertility problems until they try to conceive a child. Today. many couples au deciding to
postpone having children until they are financially and socially S«ute. Couples .....ho
postpone childbirth may find ~themselves in a situation \,\,'here they are most capable of
providing for-but unable to conceive or bear a child" (Zeihl 1994: 141). In other words.
even though coupfes may be economically and socially sccwe and decide to have a child.
their bodies are unable to bear or conceive a child. 1berefore. many couples are surprised
10 leam that they have difficulty in conceiving a child. I wanted 10 know how other
women who had different infertility experiences made sense of their lives and bodies after
an infertility diagnosis.
The methodological and theoretical focus of this thesis is driven by my personal
experiences with infertility. I disclosed my personal experiences with inlertility when
the women asked why I was studying their experiences. Smith (1987) argues that
women's experiences of marginalization and exclusion make their lives epistemologically
privileged slarting points for conducting sociological research. Therefore. beginning
from the standpoint of women who experience infenility will provide me with an entry
point into the wider social relations that organize their experiences and will help give
voice to women who have been previously marginalized in the discussion surrounding
infertility and new reproductive technologies.
I 2 Outline ofW Thesis
Chapter two begins by documenting the literature surrounding infertility from the
perspectives of medicine, psychology. sociology and anthropology. 1be literature review
primarily discusses how the body is viewed in each of these disciplines. I then look at
feminist ""Tilings on infertility and discuss a lensioo among them. Following that. I detail
the theoretical perspectives used in this thesis. phenomenology and sociology of the body.
The concept of the body is explored in detail and I argue that 'the body' consists of both
the physical. experiential body and the objectified body. I also argue for the need to view
thc body in holistic and 'embodied' tenns rather than a mindlbody and science/emotion
dichotomy. Finally. I explore the use of bodily metaphors in the coostruetion ofa
gendercd body.
Chapter three describes the research design and the methodology used in this
study. II explains my research objectives and the tel1SOn I chose to~ qualitative
research techniques. I also discuss the difficulties I had in gaining access to the
population I intended to study and the limitations of my study.
Chapter four gives a detailed demographic description of the panicipants in tenus
of age, occupation. income. marital status and education. This chapter gives background
information about the infertility clinic, the medical and social services available in St.
John's and explores the geographical impact orIiving in Newfoundland for women and
their partners. Next. I provide an introduction to the infertile women's lives by providing
a portrait sketch of five of the women I interviewed. The remaining pottrnit sketches of
the women can be found in the Epilogue at the end of the thesis. Finally. I discuss how
the women define infertility and what it means to them. I examine the interplay between
the medical definition of infertility and the women's own definitions., noting WIthe
women's experiences of infertility and the meaning they ascribe to it does not fit with the
medkal profession's dcfmition of infertility.
TIle fifth chapter explores the themes and concepts that have emerged from the
women's infenility narratives. It discusses the 'regime' of diagnosing and treating
infertility in order to document the processes by which the fem3le body is objectified and
fragmented into different biological syslems. Ialso explore how the isolating and lonely
experience of infertility contributes to the de\'elopment of the 'CffiQtioll3! roller coosler
ride' among the women. Within each of these sections is an explorntion of how the:
women tactually, visually and emotiorwlJy experience their bodies. I also nOle how their
understanding of their bodies is disrupted after receiving an infertility diagnosis.
TIle sixth chapter details the various ways in which the women experience loss in
their daily lives. These losses include misc3lT'iages. loss ofcontrol over their life cycles
and bodies. the loss of specific reproductive organs. and the loss ofa life dream. that of
motherhood. Throughout this chapter I discuss how the women remake and rcwrile their
lives after an infenility diagnosis. I also explore how the body becomes a site of
resistance for these ....'Omen and bow they negotiate between their actual activities and the
images and discourses presented by popular culture and the medical profession.
In the conclusion. I discuss the overarching~ that have emerged from the
infertility IWT'lltives such as: blurring boundaries between the dichotomies of
science/emotion, mindlbody. infenilily/fenility, and otherness/sameness; the impact of
using visuallechnology to (re)image the female body; and the experience ofalienation
from one's body. ooc's life and one's work. Finally. I provide some policy
recommendations that are based on the women's experiences of infertility.
As you rc:uI through the chapters., it will become evKknt that the women's
experiences an: filled with obstades. mixed emotions and that they continuously redefine
their bodies. their lives and themselves. Just like tmy story. there is a beginning. middle
and end. However. some stories do not have a resolution:1nd await 3. future that is
unkno1Nl1. Join me by entering into the lives of thirteen women who sh3.red their stories.
I hope that you. the reader will gain a deeper understanding ofthe infertility experience.
Cbapler2
Lileralure Review ..d Tbeordieal Penpedwqs)
This chapter will review the infertility lilerat~ in medicine. psychology.
soc:iology and anthropology. I willl1lso explore tension among feminist writers in
relation to how women's bodies are viewed and the use ofnew reproductive technologies
to treat infertility. Next. Jwill outline the thecxetical ~rspectives used in this thesis.
phenomenology and sociology oflhe body. This chapter is not an exhaustive survey of
the infertility literature, but instead offers a glimpse into how 'the body' is viewed and
interpmed in each of these areas.
2 I The Medical Perspective on Infertility
Medical studies of infertility either discuss the cause(s) of infertility or deal with
advances in technological innovations in infertility treatments such as new reproduclive
technologies. According to medical studies. infertility is as likely to be caused by a male
factor as a female factor. Female rcl3ted problems account for 40% ofinfcnility and
male·rclated problems account for 4QO!t. Combined female and male problems account
for 1004, and W1explained causes account for the remaining 10'/0 (Gamer. Menning and
Wentz 1996: 4). Theca~ of infertility can rnnge from behaviornl factors.
environmental and occupational factors to physiological factors. Behaviornl factors may
include inadequate diet and exercise. cigareue smoking. and the use of alcohol and drugs
which ean lower spenn count levels and cause irregular ovulation in women.
Environmental factors include exposure to lead. repeated exposure to sources of radiation
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like x- rays. and cancer treatmenls. which can affect sperm production and contribute to
ovarilll\ problems. Physiological factors for female infertility consist of abnormal
ovulation. blocked fallopian tubes. endometriosis and coital/cervical problems.
Physiological factors for male infertility may be related 10 inadequate sperm count or
abnormalities relating 10 size. shape and mobility of sperm. About 30% to 50% of male
factor infertility relates to the presmce ora varicocele. or varicose veins within the
scrotum. which affect spenn quality w quantity (Gamer and Pallon 1996: 17). With the
exception of references 10 psychological disturbance and stress (Keye 1984). medical
litetature rarely discusses the non-biological context of infertility: such as its the impact
on a marriage. family. relationships. career. or other aspects of daily life (Strickler 1992:
114).
The mcdicallilerature frames the problem ofinfertililY in 11 narrow and clinical
manner. For inslance. physicians often focus on the causes and cures of infenility and not
its psychological or social consequences. Discussions bet.....een physicians and infertile::
patients revolve around temperature charts. timed sexual intercolUSC. ~iQtion. and
progress toward achieving !he goal of pregnancy (Mahlstedt 1985: 341). Even though
the paliem's body is the primary focus. there is little discussion within the medical
liter.llure about how infertile women experi~their bodies.
The medical literature on infenility is framed by a positivist view of science. The
positivist scientiftc view assumes that there is a ungible reality 'out there' (including the
body) that can be dissected into discrete parts, and is capable of being examined
II
independently from other factors. For example. the body can be dissected into specific
biological subsystems where each system can be measured and tested inde~ndently from
other factors. This dominant view of science is the basis for the medical model and has
led to a medical discourse in which some maladies are seen as cumbie and fixable. In
medicine. infertility is viewed as a disease and the medical model helps in explaining the
componenlS oflhis dise:JSe in orner to select the nppropriat£ trealment for the 'cure'
(Glynn 1991: 152). In short. medical studies aCme causes of infertility and the
technological innovations used to diagnose and treat infertility docs not assess the whole
situation for infertility patients within their limited framework.
2 2 Psvchological Studies of Infertility
Historically. psychological studies ofinfenility explored a possible link be'"'«n
infertility and personality. It was argued iliat infertility was psychogenic in nature where
an individual's personality 'causccf infenility. For example. Eisner (1963) contended that
infertile women experienced more emotional disturbance and were reponed ~to give more
schizoid-type re5pOnse5 on projective tests than nonnal women: but other studies have
rated infertile women as more hystcr1c:a1 or aggressive than nonnal women based on
responses in psychodiagnoslic interviews- (1963: 391·395). Mazor (1978) further
elaborated thai women have a ~universal fear of not being able 10 conceive. hence. crisis
is precipitated by the awarenessthatlhe dread fear is now a realily" (1978: 137-160).
What these earlier studies fail to consider is the social and cultural COOIC.~l in which these
women's experiences are embedded. lbc -universal fear of 001 being able to conceive~
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and the repon of infertile women being more "aggressive" and "hysterical" lhan normal
women are socially constrUcted ideas that equ.:lIe womanhood with motherhood. Within
the psychologic.al perspective there is little discussion aCthe discourse which equates
womanhood with motherhood and how this may shape the experience of infertile women.
In contrasl later psychological studies of infertility focussed on the nature ofche
infertility experience itselr. looking at the crnotional aspects of infenilily and the
mechanisms by ",hieh individuals co~ wilh the infertility experience (Ziehl 1994;
Hartmann 1981; Lober 1989; and Mahlstedt 1985). The emotional aspects of infertility
include the stressful regimen of daily tempemture chatting. regular doctor's appointments.
medications. surgeries. the impact on an individuafs selfesteem and the social stigma
associated with infertility. The experience ofan emotional roller coaster ride is ..veil
documented in the psychologicallitcratW'C. The emotional roller coaster ride consists of
a woman feeling hopeful and excited at the begiMing of a trea~t cyclc follo\\-ro by
disappointment and griefifthe medical treatment fails. Schoener and Krysa (1995:110)
note that the grieving process is a continual focus for the woman and her partner. who
must grieve at many stages such as the diagnosis of infertility. changes in life style and
each new loss of an early pcegnancy or miscarriage.
Other studies have documented the sense ofloss women feel as they receive
medical treatment. The sense or loss includes the loss ofcontrol over one's body and life
course. loss of privacy. loss ofa life dream. i.e. motherhood. and loss of one's self esteem
(Needleman 1981: Mostyn 1986: Shapiro 1988; Humm 1989: McCormick 1980: and
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Valentine 1986). The 5Cf1SC of loss is also present after any failed altempt to conceive a
child or after the experience of a miscarriage. The sense of loss for such women has a
profound impact on their lives. It cm1 be an emotionally draining experience since one is
dealing not only with a woman's reproductive capacity. which is something abSlnlCI. but
also with her reproductive organs themselves (Ziehl 1994: 145).
While psychological studies of infertility often focus on the emotional aspects of
infertility and medical studies focus on the causc(s) and physiological impainnents of the
infertile body. neither discipline pays much attention 10 the actual bodily experience of
infertile women and how this shapes the emotional needs ofthesc women. Consequently.
each discipline maintains the mindlbody distinction which is problem.uic in the study of
theinfertilityc:xperiencc.
Recently. some studies surrounding the psychological components ofinfcnility
have tried to incorpor.1tc a morc holistic view of infertility and the patient's body. For
instance. Schoener and Krysa (1995:168) use the KaICilba theoretical model orcomron
(the stale or having basic needs for ease. relief and transcendence met) that involves lour
factors. These four faclors include physical. social. psychospiritwl and environmental
aspects. "The physical factor is how a woman experiences her body as she goes through
the diagnosis and trealtnent ofher infertility. This includes mastery ofinjcction
techniques. daily blood tests. side effects of the medication. and receiving daily
uhrasounds. The social factor includes the relationships of the patient with her family.
partner. friends. eo-workers and $UWOn groups. Psychospiritual refers to the palients'
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acceptance of the infertility diagnosis and the regime ofttle medical treatment, working
throogh the stages of grief and maintaining self esteem. The environmental factor refers
to the daily travel concerns ofthe p3tient. conlrOl of liCe events. and change of location of
lrealmcnt for OUI oftown patients (Schoener and Krysa 1995: 169). Each factor focuses
on different aspects ofthc infertility experience oflhl: patient. The authors recognize thaI
receiving an infertility diagnosis invalks ~one's body. one's personality. onc'sjob and
one's mind* (Mahlstedt 1985: 341). While this theoretical perspective incorporates a
more holistic view oCthe body. it does not discuss the cultural aspects ofinfenility or
how infenile women make sense ofand consuuet their own meaning of infenility.
" J Sociological and Anlbmpologjg! Sl\Idies of Infeuiljtv
Sociological and anthropological studies ofinfenility emphasize the social and
cultural faclors that shape the infertility experience. Populnr narrntives of infertility. such
as those in the ~ia. and the medical profession's representation of infertile women are
ex.amincd in order to uncoVtt the social construction of an ideology that furthers the
process by which women see themselves as different from other women who can have a
child 'naturally' and that stigmatizes them for failing to fulfil a societal nonn (Whiteford
and Gonzalez 1995: Pfeffer 1987. 1993: Martin 1989; Rapp 1987: Beagan 1989: Findlay
1996; and Stanworth 1987). lbese studies aim to document the social. cultural. political.
medical and economic contexts in which the infertile couple's experiences occur. One
area of panicular importance in the: study of infertility is medicine's relationship to
political economy. It is argued that~ is a link between pharmaceutical companies
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which develop new dnJgs to treat infertility and~ medical profession which markets
such drugs and develops new technologies to 'help' treat infertility (Franklin 1997; Glynn
1991). Subsequently, these studies emphasize the social construction ofinfcnility rather
lhan the actual bodily experience oCthe infertile woman.
However. some recent anthropological studies have tried 10 incorpor.1tc the social
construction of infertility without ignoring the body (Becker 1997: Martin [989: Bury
1982; and Scritchfidd 1989) For instance. Becker (1997:13) examines the process by
which people anernpt to create continuity after an unexpected disruption 10 their life such
as an infertility diagnosis. She argues that the body is the medium through which people
experience their cultural world. and bodily experience can rel1«t the culture in which il
occurs. Moreover. Manio (1989) discusses how women's bodies have~ historically
viewed in the medical and scientific community. Martin stresses how metaphors of
production infonn medical descriptions of female bodies. Most of these metaphors
clearly relate to familiar fonns ofmass production. where value is pl3Ced on ~Iarge
quantities and on dliciency of scale" (1989: xiv). In each oflhese works. there is a
commitment to the study of the larger social. political and cultural context in which the
female body is embedded without ignoring the imponance of how women aclUally
experience their bodies.
Thus far, I have given a briefoverview of the literature surrounding infertility.
Allhough I have drnwn artirlCial boundaries between the medical. psychological.
sociological and anthropological studies of infertility, there are overlaps in how infertility
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is studied andvi~ particularly among the social sciences. The study of infertility
incorporates many different facets ranging from the medical causes of infertility and the
emotional aspects of infertility 10 exploring the social. medical and political contexi in
which the infertility experience occurs. In the next section. I will discuss a large body of
feminist IileralUre sUlTOunding new reproductive technologies. Often. infertility is
situated within the context ofnew reproductive technologies. In the following p3ges. I
will highlight a tension that exists among feminist writers between how the female body
is viewed and the use of new reproductive lechnologicSlo treat infertility, I will also nOle
how my study is situated wililin this tension.
2.4 fsrniniSl Views of New Reproductive fuhnologjes and Infertility
There arc several different feminist perspectives sUlTOunding new reproductive
technologies. Broadly speaking. there are IWO main arguments: I) new reproductive
technologies provide women with choices in treating infertility and the$(' technologies
have lhe cap;K:ily to free women from the confines of the biological family: and 2) new
reproductive technologies further medicalize women's reproductive cap3Ciliesand
increase the control over women's bodies by a predominately while. male medical
profession. thus expanding patriarchal power over women's bodies. Central to this debate
are theoretical assumptions about how the female body. technology and power are
defined'.
'Feminist writers have also debated the concept of motherhood. 1bere has been
profound division between feminists who reject motherhood because of its oppressive
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Wilh reference to !he first argument.. Firestone noted that modem medicine and its
technologies rescued "'"Omen from their biology. Firestone (1979), argued thai when
technology is able (0 perfect anificial ways for people to reproduce. the need for lhe
biological family would disappeM and. with it. the need to impose heterosellwlity as a
means of ensuring human production. Once women no longer have to rqmxIuce. the
primary rationale for keeping them at home would disappear: and with the entrance of
women in the workpl3Cc. the family would no longer exist as an economic unit.
Therefore. it is argued, that iflechnology could elimin:l.lc woman-lite-reproducer. it could
also eliminate the role of man-the-producer (Tong' 989: 75).
However, some feminist writers (Corea 1985a: Williams 1986: Walby 1990:
Spallone 1989; Klein 198~ SMrwin 1992; Stanwonh 1987: and Azizah a1-Hirbri 1989)
have noted that technological reproduction does not neutralize the patriarchal power
structure, as Firestone argued. bUI it invens it. It appropriates Ihe reproductive power of
women and places it in the hands of men who control new reproductive ttchnologies. As
Azizah aJ·Hilbri (1989) notes. -far &om liberating v.-omen. reproductive technology will
further consolidate men's power over women" (as cited in Tong 1989: 28). It is argued
character and its presumed ability to capture the moral essmce ofwomaness (Davis
1994: 42) and feminists who embrace motherhood as a powerful. liber.l.ting experience of
womanhood. It is argued that the "cult of motherhood" (Stanworth 1987: 17) attempts
to press women in the direction of childbearing and in that sense. women's motivations
for motherhood are socially shaped. In contrast. motherhood is viewed as an
experience of great value for women and their children. when: women ate able to
separate themselves &om men. Rather than viewing motherhood as destiny for all
women. motherf1ood and the experience of it can be seen as the epitome of womanhood.
"
that NRTs increase the medicaJi231ion of women's bodies and therefore. "''Omen's
monthly cycles. pregnancies and menopauses become conlrolled by a predominately
male medical profession. These men may pursue research directions which thcy fecI are
imponant. and which mayor may nol be beneficial to women (Williams 1986: 5).
Moreover. physicians controlling these Icdmologies could restrict access to only
lOOse women who meet physicians' criteria for good mothers. criteria that may emphasize
race. age. heterosexual relationships and middle class life style. The opportunity to use
these [echnologies has political and social rDel1nings and consequences ~ing the role
of women. and how women and children are viewed in society (Rodin and Collins 1991:
3). It is funher argued that a woman who opposes the increased regulation of her body is
defined as pathological. as a difficult patient or a pregnant woman who is working ag.ainst
the interests or the child she is carrying (Smart 1989: 113).
Other feminist theorists have noted Ihm NRTs ellist within a specific cultural.
historical and mroical context which shapes the development of these technologies
(Smart 1989; Armstrong 1995; Rodin and Collins 1991; Jordanova 1980; and Oakley
1984). Historically. women's bodies. patenlal desires to procreate and the nuclear family
have been dcpictro as being 'natura!' within medicine and western culture (Jordanova
1980; 49). For example, in the Eighteenth ttntury. female breasts wen: a powerful
symbol of women's role in the family through their association with suckling babies.
Women's destiny to bear children and suckle babies was used to define their whole body
and mind. and therefore their psychological capacities and social tasks. This resulted in
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women becoming a cenual part ofcontemporary social dclxlles which fOcussed on the
family as natural. It is necessary 10 consider some oCthe historical context of the medical
profession's conceptualization of women and their bodies in order 10 gain an insight into
the current concerns surrounding new reproductive technologies. As Jordanova (1980:
66) states:
while il is imporU1nt to realize Ihat nature was endowed '>'-ith a rernark3ble range
of meanings during the period ofEnlightenrnenL there \\'as also one common
theme. Nature was laken to be thai realm on which mankind acts. nol just 10
intervene in or manipulate di~t1y. but also to understand and render it
intelligible. This perception of nalure includes people and societies they
construct.
Similarly, this vicw of nature can be appli~ 10 contemporary debates surrounding new
reproductive technologies. Women's bodies are viewed as 'natural' in ICnns oflheir
ability to bear children. Medical science aels. nOljus! to intervene with NRTs directly.
but also to undersland women's reproductive capacities and render them intelligible and
visible. The female body literally becl1me the site for the "exercise of masculinisl
engineering orreproduction" (Terry and Calvert 1997:6).
However. underlying this argument is an assumption of how Ihe female body is
viewed. Women and their bodies are viewed as being passive. manipulaled and as
victims of medical technologies. FeminiSi concerns with the medical profession and
representations and images of the body ignore how "....omen aclually engage with these
ideas in their daily praclices. For instance. how does the controlling nature of the medical
p'ofcssion and the objectification of women's bodies get worked out in the daily routines
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of women who seek out new reproductive technology? Moreover. the emphasis on the
oppressive characterofa male defined lechnology 3nd its use limits our ability to
understand women as being other than manipulated and passive.
In addition. technology is viewed as culturally masc:ulinized nnd its uses are
always circular. maintaining the hegemony of patriarchal relalions(Manco 1988: 214).
In this view. technology exerts power toward the object and mainlains power in a circular
manner. Alternativdy. te<:hnology both shapes and is shaped by the everyday activities of
individuals. As human agents. individuals are 3ble to shape technology itself. albeit
within pregiven social relations. This latter perspective is further argued by Wajcman
(1991: x). She states:
a recognition of tile profoundly gendered character of technology need nOllead to
political pessimism or total rejcction of existing technologies. The argument thai
women's relationship 10 technology is a contradictory one. combined with the
realization that technology IlSClf is a social COnstlUCt. opens up fresh possibilities
for feminist scholarship and action.
Recently. a few feminist theorists have questioned the unilatern.l char.lcterization of
medical technology and its effects on the body as being oppressive: they point out that a
woman's body can also be a site of resistance, agency and empowennent (Rapp 1991:
Manin 1989: Humm 1989: and Woolen 19(6). Writing from her OY/n experiences of
infertility. Humm (1989: 45) ROtes:
infertility is problematic because of the ways in which it has been tcchnologized
by male-dominated medicine. Yet. an experience of infertility must be kept
problematic. must deliberately not cohere. iftltc individual who brings it forward
is to see the contradictions honestly. But to rely on the apparent passivity of
infertile women as a basis for a feminist explanation of tile development of
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medical technology is the narrowest kind of rationalization.
Others such as Martin and Raw have noted the complex relationship IxtWttn ....'omen as
victims or as agents. Rapp (J 991 ) goes beyond the medical·control and coercion
component of reproduction by uncovering and documenting women's resistance to
routinized medical assessments of in utcco disabling conditions. Similarly. Martin (1989:
178-179) notes there is resistance to dominant binhing practices in hospitals among
young black women in birthing centres deVOkd 10 the creation of new birth imagery and
woman-centered birthing practices. The complex and often contradictory relationships of
women to new reproductive technologies are even docwnenled with the use of imaging
technologies such as the x-ray and the ultrasound. While these imaging technologies
increase lhe medical control over ",.omen's bodies and assist in discm:liting women's
experience of pregnancy. onc must also notc the positive aspect of this tcchnolo~y. i.e.
women's pleasure in seeing their babies and increased knowledge of their own bodies
(Marcus 1990: 261).
Furthermore. there is lillie altempt to understand the diverse ways in which
women make sense of and experience infertility, and the reasons why they might persist
with or- resisl medical treatmenls.. In this way. infertile women's voices have been
marginalized in feminist writing and ·given no pan in developing an understanding of.
for cx:unple. the diverse meanings of motherhood in western industrialized and other
cultures· (Woollen 1996: 75). It is also importanllo note that the experience ofinfenility
docs not solely centre around the use of new reproductive technologies to 'treat' infertility.
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but incorporates all the experiences oflhese women.
This thesis focuses on the everyday experiences of infenile women and details
their infenility experience: from their ov.n perspective. It is hoped that this will help
bridge the gap in the infertility liler.Uure by documenting infertile women's experiences
which have been previously marginlllized. One of the aims or this thesis is to document
the ruptures or cracks in the ideological discourses surrounding infertility and note the
spaces when: women reproduce. transform and resist dominant discourses of infertility.
All feminisl theorists have made important comribUlions to the study ofinfenilily.
However. any analysis that wishes to explore lhc nuances and complexities oflhe
experience of infeniliry and the meaning(s) surrounding infertility must be experientially
based as well as politically motivated.
2..5 PhenomenolOGY' Merleau·Pooty and Smith
The theoretical approach used in this thesis is phenomenology. Broadly speaking.
phenomenology refers to a method of inquiry thai begins with the individual and hislher
own conscious experience (Wallace and Wolf 1991: 290). Since the aim of this thesis is
to document the everyday experiences of infertile women, it is necessary to begin the
inquiry with their life world. The term Iifeworld refers to the world of our common.
immediate experiences. Specifically, phenomenology is defined as a descriptive science
thaI otTers ~an account of space, time, and the world as we 'live' them and tries to Si ...c a
direct description of OUf experience as it is· (Merkau.Ponty: I%2: vii). Individuals gain
access to and experience the world through their bodies. Merleau·Ponty used 'lived'
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experience to illustrate that the body and mind cannot be represented as sep.1r.1le and
oppositional. The body and mind are not only inlclTelated with each other. but with the
world. In fact. the body is viewed as belonging [0 a particular space and time. As
Mcrleau-Ponty (1962: 140-141) sta~ • I belong to space and time. my body combines
with them and includes them.·
Rather than beginning his analysis with the division betWttn the objective world
and the experiencing individual. Merleau-Ponty (1962: 242) starts with the
-preobjeclive" experience ofiliat individual. ·in all its indeterminacy and ricMess." For
Merleau.Ponty. the preobjective world is where one begins the inquiry inlo the social
world. The preobjective world consist of individuals experiences before they ace
reorganized by a professional to fit the dominant ideology of a social institution.
Merleau-Ponty points the social researcher nol towards the end. but towards the starting
point of analysis in the ~preobjective· world.
Similarly, Smith (1987) oolcslhal making the everyday world problematic. as a
method ofinquiry, begins wilh an individual's ~3Ctu:l1 experiences~ and works out from
there to sec how social relations. organiutions and structures shape their life. Ahhough
Merlcau.Ponty uses the term ~prcobjcctive'''Iorid'' and Smith uses the term ~aclu:ll
expcrience~.both thcorislS refer (0 studying activities of individuals bclore they are
rcorglll1ized to fit with the professional's objectives. For instance. Merleau·Pomy views
the experience of pain (physical and emotional) as bcgiMing in the prcobjcctive body.
Bul., in a person's perception of that pain and in hisJhcr verbal description of it. the
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distinction between subject and objcct and mind and body are heightened. The mind and
body. reason and emotion can be arbitrarily separated by an act ofcooscious reflection
and ob;eaiftcation. Smith (199Oa) alsocontC'f1ds that the ~actual3C1ivities· ofineJividuals
become a resource for scientific technologies thai produce objects that are recognizable 10
'" scientific discourse. Medical pr3Clices are designed to localize suffering in a discrete
site in the body. a site which can be made visible and subjected to thttlpeutic procedures
and objectified (Good 1994: 132). The technology ofscience such as the microscope. x·
ray and ultrasound systematically produces objects and events which etln be found and
RCognized as the same in the multiple 5enings of scienlil'ic discowse. including its
research prnctices(Smith 1999: 122·123).
A funher example ortlle objectification process is how an individual's experience
is transformed into a flK:t~1 accounl. According 10 Smith (I 99Oa). it is a series of
socially organized practices in the "relations of ruling" thaI enable the factual account 10
emerge. First. there is the actual experience of the individual. which exists before the
individuallells hiSllter stOt}' to the professional associated with a particularorganiZlltion.
Then there is the telling of the story whose development the professional can shape. The
experiences of the individual are then reflected upon by the professional. This is lhe entry
point of the wrinen text. This is the point oflr.lltSition from engagement in the living to
refleclion on the lived from the standpoinl of the text (Smith 1990a: 78). Then the text
gets worked inlo a factual account. This occurs when the experience orthe subject is
made into a report which includes the concepts and terminologies oflhe professional
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(19903: 78). When the aetuaI cxpericnce is reorganized into the factual accOWlt by the
professional. there is a disjWlCtUre between the world as it is known by the professional
and the experiences afthe individual. The experiences of the individual are reorganized
and recooceptualized 10 'tit' with the professional's policies and objectives. Accounts are
shaped to fit the text called for within the legat. medical. governmental. or educ:uional
institutions.
Therefore. if we begin the inquiry at the level ofobjectificalion. we cannot sec: or
study the processes by which the body and its activities are ob~tified. Phenomenology
3$ a theory concentrates on the experiences of individuals. noring the different social and
historic..1contexts of the individual or what Merleau-Ponty called studying the body in its
particular time and space. In Phenonvnology ofPercepljon. Merle::au·Ponty (1962)
emphasized thai perception is always undertaken from a particular place or perspective.
He slated that our perception of everyday reality depends on a "lived body" because we,
(or instance. move around a room in terms of sight. touch and smell (fumer 1992: 43).
1be "lived body" refers 10 the perception of the individual and hislher surrounding. l-ie
counters the claim thai the subject is autonomous and separate from the world. Mcrlcau·
Panty re·unites the mind with !he body which opposes Descartes, who argued that the
mind and body are separate entities. However. it should be noled that MerI~u.Ponty
docs nOI argue that the body has agency. In contrast. Smith argues for the
acknowledgement of women's standpoint and their expertise in applying or resisting
dominant discourses of femininity. Smith(l99Ob) draws attention to the role o( dominant
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ideology and '1l\e relations of ruling" in the construction of knowledge but also leaves
open the possibility of women's agency and resistanet' to the '"relations ofruling-. In this
way. the body is acti~ and is capable ofperttiving and activating itself in organized
ways in relation to the social world. The body is vie"''ed as being actively engaged in the
"Iifeworld" and as an agent in its own world construction.
Gaining access to the Rlife worIdR of individuals can occur through their telling of
lheir story. Language gives access to individuals' experience in 50 far as language is
brought to experience (C50rdas 1994: II). Therefore. telling one's story can be a means
through which bodily experience is expressed. For instance. when people experience
health conditions requiring medical intervention. they monitoe and discuss their bodies.
In the case ofinfettility. women who 'choose' 10 seek out medical treatment often talked
about their bodies in relation 10 the medical tttatmeni. How they talked about their
bodies can lell us about the nature of their experience and how gender. age and ethnicity
influence their bodily experience (B«ker 1997: 29). Since individuals experience the
social world through their bodies. any disruption to their bodies can disrupt how they
perceive the world around them. Prior to a disruption, people move through their
everyday routines giving little attention to the inner functions of their bodies such as the
reproductive system. However. a disruption cuts through this routinization of bodily
experience (Be<:ker 1997: 192). Once a woman receives an infertility diagnosis. how she
perceives and experiences her body and the world around it becomes disrupted.
Subsequently. the ....,oman·s perception of the world is -unmade- (Good 1994: 13) or
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altered as a result ofthc infenility diagnosis. Using Merlcau·Ponty's vicw of
phenomenology and Smith's theoretical perspective allows one to study the ways in
which women actively engage in me 'remaking' of their lifeworld.
2.6 Bodyng) tXfined.
Many theorists have viewed the body as being socially constructe<! by dominant
disco~ (Turner 1992: Lyon and Barbarict 1994; Lupton 1994: McWilliam 1996:
Merleau-Ponty 1962: Foucault 1978: Martin 1989: William and Bendelo\\' 1996). For
inslance. Martin (1989) has noted thai the represenUltion of sexual organs in medical
discourse reflects dominant conceptions of the role of the rn1) genders in society and that
the language for describing reproduction has been shaped by the dominant ethic of
industrial c3.ptlalisrn. Moreover. Foucault (1978: 1980) focused on how 'bodies' are
produced by discourses and his primary thmte was the normaliz.:l.lion afthe bodies and
populations by the social sciences and social institutions with the use of scientific
knowledge. He documented how the body was transformed into the ~docileft body by
various discursive pr.IClices of Icnowledge systems.
However. the body is more than a social representation of dominam discourses.
~ term discour.>e refel"5 to particular ways of organizing meaning-making praclices. II
is a constructed ideology with images. ideas. language and categories that arc
internalized by individuals and define their reality. A discourse is also a systematic lorm
of regulation and legitimation of power. Discourse as a fonn of regulation aclS to limit
the range of possible practices of people and organizes the articulation ofthcse practices
within a particular historical and social context aJthough difTerenlly and often unequally
fordifTerent people (lewis and Simon 1986: 457458).
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Theorists have noted that 'the body' consists of both the "actualities of el(perienc:e~(Smilh
1987) and as a social consuuct (Martin 1989; TurJJer 1992; Merleau·Ponty 1962: DIs
1994 and Williams and Bmdelow 1996). The "actualities of experience" refers to all the
immediate experiences of the body such as feelings. sensations. perceptions and
emotions. The body also renects the processes by which it is socially constructed and
~ dominant discourses are inscri~on the body. Defining the body in this way
alloW! one to vicw the body as a lived experience nod also as an objective prescnce. As
Turner (1992: 61) notes, "the body is a product oCknowledge which cannot exist
independently of the practices which constantly produce it in lime and space.
Alternatively. the body exists separately from its social conslr\lCtion."
By viewing the body as a socil:ll construct and as the "actualities ofexperience"
one does not vicw the body as passive. but instead active in its involvement in the social
world. Theorists. like Foucault have only Sttn the body as a social artifact rather lhan as
an active source of social processes. To acknowledge individuals as active agents in their
social world docs not deny that their bodily activities are a subject or(and subject to)
social power. Yet. they are nol merely passive recipients of social discourses and
Ihcrefore extemallo it. As Lyon and Barbalet(I994: 54) contend. Mthe human capacity
for social agency, 10 colleclively and individually conlribule 10 the making ohhe social
world. comes precisely from Ihe person's lived experience of embodiment." In relation 10
this thesis, I am nol arguing that the women do not experience their bodies in a
segmented. objectified manner. In fact. their bodies do become objectified through a
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number of different medical procedlJf'eS. However. to deny that the women have agclll:)'
and that they actively make sense of their Iifeworld is to deny their own perspective and
experience of infertility.
2 63 EmOljons and the Body
Another aspect oftlJc body which must be included is the concept oremations.
Emotions and their experience are central in the women's infertility narr.J.lives. Often. the
experience of infertility is filled with mixed emotions ranging from hope to
disappointment and a sense of failure. Historically, emotions, like the body. have h3d a
peripheral existence within sociology. This peripheral existence is embedded in
tmditioo.d western thought which sought to divorce body from mind. nature from culture.
reason from emotion and public from private. Emotions have tenckd to be dismissed as
'private'. 'irrational', inner sensations. which have been tied. historically to "'omen's
'imtional thoughts' and 'hy.stcTical bodies' (Williams and Bendelow 1998: xv). Rather
than viewing emotions as private. 'irrational' thoughts and desires of 'hysterical' women.
emotions are better viewed as embodied. purposive and meaningful expressions of
individuals (Csordas 1994; and Denzin 1984).
Furthermore. emotions are a pan of !he social, personal. biophysical. situational
and cultural factors ofan individuaL William and Bendelow (1996: 37) suggest. using
Giddens' structuration thcory. that the social structure can be seen as both the medium and
outcome of -emotionally embodH:d proctices/lC'Chniques it recursively organizes.~ For
Giddens' (1976: 121-122) social structures are both the medium and the effect of human
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action. They exist neither apan from the activities they govern nor from human ag~nlS'
conceptions of these activities. Allhe same time. the)' are also a material condition of
these activities. Therefore. social structure both enables and constrnins human agems'
activities. In this way. emotions are not viewed as passive or involuntary responses 10 the
world. but rather as ways in which individuals engage :lCtiycly and e"'en construct the
world (Jaggar 1989: IS3). II is through activities that individuals' emotions have
practical directions 3nd force which connect them to the social world and to each other.
By solely concentrating on how dominant discourses shape the body. one runs the
risk of ignoring the bodily sensations of indivKiuals. including emotions. and of ,·jewing
individuals as passive recipientsofa dominant cullUtt. In order to build theories ofthc
body. one must ground theories oflhe body in concrete embodied experiences and the
practices of individuals (Enore 1998: 554). For instance. biomedicine and ilS discourse
has its own panicuJar view of the body. The body is viewed as an object and medical
practitioners deal with malfunctioning organs or other subsystems of the body but not
with 'the body'. The medical view of the body is panial because it does not include the
-actualities of experience-. Even though this is a dominant view in medicine.
individuals' in~tion ofand experience of their bodies can allow the emergence of a
different view of the body that counters the medical view.
., 6b The Gendercd Body
Thus far,l have argued that a definition of the body must include the immediate
experiences of individuals such as feelings., sensations. perceptions and emotions as well
1I
as noting the processes by which the body is socially constructed. I have also :lCgued that
individuals are active agtllts in constrUCting their lifewOIld. aJbeit ""ithin pr-egivtll social
~lalioos. Yet I have not specifically discussed the concept afme gendered body.
Feminist writers have noted the importance of placing women's bodies within a social and
historical contclC!. In feminism. there is a ~jection of the view thai. the body can be
understood outside the realm orcull~. society or politics (Bordo 1993). In fact. the
body is viewed as gendered. One cannot separate one's gender. sexuality. class and
ethnicity from the experience orlhe body.
For example. the medical view of the body as being panitioned off in subsystems
has consequences when specifIC grndered metaphoric meanings arc attached (0 those
subsystems. Often. the focus of diagnosing and treating infertility is on the woman's
reproductive system and the process of menstruation. fertilization and pregnancy.
Women's reproductive organs have symbolic and metaphoric importance in representing
what is female such as being nunuranl. productive. natural. whole (in tcnns of having all
reproductive organs) and healthy. Body metapho~ provide a way 10 communicate bodily
sensalion as well as social. culluml. and political meaning (Becker 1991: 84). For
instance. Jlf"CgnllnCy is a culluml symbol ofthc discourse on womanhood. Pregnancy
affinns thai a woman is nonna!. that she is a woman and thai her body is healthy (Becker
1991: 85). In medicine, menstruation has a panicular symbolic meaning ascribed to it.
Mensuuation not only carries the connotation of a healthy. natural female cycle bUI also
of a productive system that has failed, making products thai arc wasted and scrap (Manin
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1997: 29). Martin (1997: 30) further elaborates:
one reason the negative image of failed production is attached to menstruation is
precisely that women are in some sinister sense out of control when they
menstruate. They are not reproducing. not continuing the species. not preparing to
stay at home with the baby. not providing a safe, warm womb to nunure 3 m:m's
spc:nn. (lhink it is plain that the negative power behind the image offailure to
produce can be considerable when applied metaphorically to women's bodies.
In rd3tion [0 infertility. women not only have the symbolic meaning of menstruation as
unproch.K:tivc but it also has a met1phoric meaning of failure because it confirms that they
are not pregnant. This can impact how the women view themselves in relation to other
women who can have a child without any medical intervention. It is well documented
that infertile women's.self esteem and sdf identity can be negatively afTec:ted .....-hen they
do not 'fit' the social ideology that equates womanhood with motherhood (Becker 1997;
Whiteford and Gonzalez 1995). In sum. women cannot separate their gender. sexuality.
class and ethnic:ity from the experience of the body. There is a tension between women's
'lived' bodily experience and the cultural meanings inscribed on the female body that
always 'mediate' those experience (Conooy. Medina and Stanbury 1997: I). In other
words, there is a ~linc of faull M (Smith 1987) between the women's actual experiences and
what is represented officially by the dominant discourses surrounding infertility.
In conclusion. I have given a briefoverview of the literature surrounding
infertility. The study of infertility can lake many different vantage points: documenling
!he medical causes of infertility: exploring the psychological impact of receiving an
J3
infertility diagnosis on women and their partncTs: and noting the social. political and
historical context in which the infertility experience is embedd~. Few infertility studies
have incorpol3ted the actual experiences of women as they maneuver through the medical
maze ofdiagnosing and In:ating their infertility,
Feminist writers have debated the impact of using new reproductive technologies
in treating infertility. 1be debate centres around the concept of the fema.le body and
whether such technologies provide: 'choice' to women who have difficulty in conceiving a
child or increase the medical control over women's bodies and their reproductive
capacities. Women who 'choose' to USC new rqxoductive technologies enter inlo a
complex relationship between women as victims of such technologies and as agents.
actively engaging in their lifcworld.
This lhesis aims to explore this complex rdationship by dcK::umenling the actual
experiences of infertile women. My panicular vantage point starts from the women's own
perspective and how they experience and imerpret their bodies after receiving an
infertility diagnosis. In the following chapters that focus on presenting and analyzing the
women's infeniJity narratives cenain questions about the experience ofinfenility emerge.
For instance. how do the women experience their own and the: medically
constuetedl'defined body while ~ivingmedical trc3tJnenL what role do emotions play in
the development of the narrative. how does the ultrasound and x-ray imaging shape the
experience of these women. what meaning(s) do the women attach to the lenn infertility
and what is the social and medical context of their experiences? These questions and
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others will be further explored in the data analysis chapters. In the next chapter. I will
document the research design and methodology used in this study.
C••pterThree
Researdl Daip .ad Methodology
This chapter will describe the research design and the methodology used in this
study. First. I will outline my research objectives and explain why qlUllitative research
teclmiques were used. Second. I will detail the research seeps involved in gathering the
data. Third I will discuss the difficulties I had in gaining access to the population I
intended to study and the limitations of my sample. Finally. I will offer some personal
reflections on the researdt process.
1ne purpose of this study is exploratory and descriptive: to gain a broadtt and
d«per W1derstanding of the infertility e.xperiera from the perspective of women. I
wanted to explore the experiences ofinfenile women within the social and medical
contexts in which they occurred. The emphasis was on how infenile women talked about
their everyday lives and how they made sense of their lives after rettiving an infcnility
diagnosis.
J I Qualitatiye Research
A qualitative research approach was chosen for this study. Qualitative research is
a method of inquiry that involves the direct observation of social phenomena in their
natural settings and the assumption that social phenomena cannot be easily reduced to
numbers (Rabbie 1998: 280). Qualitative research is based on methods of data generation
which are flexible to the social context in which data an: produced rather than rigidly
standardized or structured. as in some forms ofexperimental and qU3nitative methods
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(Mason 1997: 4). Qualitative research enables the researcher to explore complex soci3.1
phenomena and to document social phenomena in rich and meaningful ways. Qualitative
researchers are most interested in how individuals pen::civc themselves and their settings
and how they make sense oftheiT surroundings through symbols. rituals. social SlroctUres.
social relations and social roles (Berg 1995: 4).
However. qualitative research is criticized for its limited gencrnlizabilil)'. This
criticism is countered by the claim that quaOlitative methodologies cannot adequately
explain complex and contradictory realities of social life. Qualitative research has also
been criticized for bring nonscientific and thus invalid (Berg 1995: 2). Vel knowledge
and the production aCknowledge are not neutral or purely objective. Smith (1992: 91)
maintains that dominant ronns of knowledge production are designed 10 reneel the
interests of those with the most power· trnditionally, white males in modem western
society. Knowledge is neither value free nor value neutral; the processes that produce it
are themselves value-laden and those values an: open to evalWlolion (Smith 1990::1: 204).
Since my research aims 10 detaillhe daily lives of infenile women and the various
meanings they give to their lives, aqualilative approach provides the best means of
studying the perspectives and experiences of infenile "'Omen. My study was also guided
by my theoretical assumption that women's lives and their everyday experiences are a
"good staning place" (Smilh 1987:128) to begin social research. My study was not suited
to a qu:1ntitative approach that emphasized a scientific method and obj«tivity.
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J II Smith's Methodology' Making lhe Everyday Problematic.
Smith's methodology. making the everyday world probIanatic. guidro this
research. 11le inquiry begins with the actual activities and experiences of women and
works out from there 10 sec how social relations. organizations and structures shape their
lives. Smith (1992: 91) Mgues that the standpoint of women begins one step before tht:
Cartesian shift thai di,;orces the body from the mind:
The body isn't [orgonen: hence the actlUll site of the body isn'l forgonen. Inquiry
starts with the knower who is actually localed: she ;s aClive; she is at work: she is
COfllll:Cted with particular other people in various ways: she thinks. laughs:
desires. sorrows. sings. curses. lovC$ JUSt here: she reads here: she watches
television. Activities. feelings. experiences. hook her into extended social
relations linking her activities to those ofother people and in ways beyond her
knowing. Whereas a standpoint beginning in texl-mediate<! discourse begins with
the concepts or schema of that discourse and turns towards the 3Ctualto find its
object, the standpoint of women never leaves the actual. The knowing subject is
always located in a panicular spatial and temporal site, a particular configuration
of the everyday/everynight world...When we begin with our experiences as
women, ho\o\-ever, \o\'e: Wer'e: always returning to ounelves and to each other as
subjects in our bodies.
Instead of beginning the inquiry with the concepts and schema of those who om in power.
one begins the inquiry with Ihe immediate activities and experiences of an individual.
Moreover, staning from the experiences of women and seeing how their lives are
sociaJly organized provides a means ofexploring the disjuncture between our
experiences and the dominant ideologies shaping our experiences. Smith (1987)
identifies a disjuncture or line of fault that divides what is officially presented by the
~relalions of ruling~ and whal WOOlen experience when their experiences do not coincide
J&
with the official discourse. This disjuncture provides a. point ofentry into an examination
of the social relations and structures that inform both everyday experiences and official
discourse. The disjUllClUrtS between experience and officially legitimtlted facts can
provide a 'point of entry' into understanding how knowledge is socially constructed
(Smith 1990: 204). An example arlhis disjuncture is how infenile \\-'Omen e.xpenence the
medical treatment they ~ive and what is officially presented to them in the (onn of
pamphlets that explain the treatment.
Critics of Smith's methodology note that it privileges the site of the knower.
Terms like 'experience' and 'standpoint' denote a nolion thai some knowers have a
privileged position of knowing associated with their identities (Devault 1996: 39).
However. the argwnent is not that women know beuer by vinue ofoccupying these
positions. but thai the research done from the standpoint of women must be pan orany
adequate account of how the social relations. organiUltions and structures shape the daily
lives of women.
Others have noted that taking a standpoint invokes the partieular experiences
associated with some panicular people located in society. Critics suggest thai the idea of
a single 'women's standpoint' provides an account ofexperience that fits for only some
women. mainly white, heterosexual women (Collins 1992; Ingraham 1994). Yel. Smith
(1992: 90) notes that making the everyday world problematic. as a mcthodology. works to
mol<,
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a space into which anyone's experience. how various, could become a beginning
place of inquiry. 'Anyone' could be an Arro-Chinese. or Caucasian
Canadian, an individual from one of the First Nations. an old woman or man.
lesbian or gay man. a mernberofthe nlIing class or any other man.
From different sites of people's experiences. different social relations and suuetures are
brought into view and their organization is explicated. Smilh's standpoint does
emphasize the local. subjective experience of an individual and does not entail an
absolute lruthdaim. 1lJere is no claim to a unil3/')' or final truth. As Smith (1992: 91)
states. "I am not aiming for the one truth." Other feminist researchers have noted that the
aim of conducting research is not gaining the ullimate truth on a particular social
phenomenon. but feminist social scientists center themselves in knowl~ge development
and widening of the feminist knowledge communiI)' (Stivers 1993: 424). In my thesis. I
do not claim to represent the entire infenile experience among the women I interviewed.
However. what I can offer is a glimpse into the infertile women's lives and how they live
them. Making !heir experiences problematic can provide a perspeoive that those in
positions of power are nonnally unable to sec.
Finally, critics have noted that a woman's tdling of her experience may simply
reneet the biases of the larger society (Devault 1996: 40). Women's experiences an:
always communicated in language and discourse. Smith (I QQOa) argues that women's
~bifun:ated~ consciousness and the experience of the line of fault encompasses the
knowledge required 10 participate in social relations. organized largely through
ideological proccsscs. She calls for analysis of how women's activities an: connected to
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the imerest of those who rule and how the ~idcological processes ofntlingM shape.
without rully detennining. women's accounts of their experiences (Devault 1992: 96).
JIb Narntjve as g. MethodQlogy
Along with Smith's melhodology. I used a narrative approach to guide this
research projecL Since experience comes into view in its Ielling. listening to .....omen·s
narrnlivcs and wh:lt they say about their lives provides insights into how these lives arc
organized and the meanings embedded in them. Narrative is Ihe retelling of an
experience that has a temporal ordering ofevents and is associated with change ofsome
kind. Most namuives consist of a beginning. middle and end (Hyden 1997: 50). The
narrative mode is a form for women to express and retell a story 00sed on their
experiences ofinfenility. Narratives provide neither an 'accurate' nor 'inaa:ur.lle'
description of preexisting experiences. but instead. help give experience fonn.
According to Becker (1997: 25). experience is reshaped in the narrative process and
narratives are subject to change with subsequent experience. One reason a IWT3tivc
approach has proven useful to the analysis of conception. assisted conception :tid
infertility among women is because of its generic composition of beginnings and endings.
obstacles and resolutions and seriality ofe\'ents (Franklin 1997: 12).
One main criticism of using a narrative approach in social resean:h is whether the
story lold by the participant is true. In other words. how nccurately does the narrative
reflect the lived reality of the story tcller? Mar~t Anderson (as cited in Reinharz 1992:
29) argues that if rescan::hers assumc that the women's claims arc: inaccuratc they are put
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in an untenable position ofbeiog unable [0 believe the subjects' repon. A more
appropriate research slJ3legy is to look at the actual conditions aflhe "'Omen's li"es fiom
various vantage points and the way those conditions and context shape the women's
responses. The studying of the actual conditions of women's lives from various v.nntage
points may include talking with collaborative sources. paying close :mention to the non·
verbal responses afthe participants and receiving feedback from the participants
lhroughout the research process (Reinharz 1992: 29). In essence. the researcher looks at
where a woman is sitwted and the context in which her experience emerges [0 check the
validity afthe siory.
Researchers using a namtive approach also note thai situarionaJ factors playa
decisive role in the consuuction of narratives and that individuals continually produce
new narratives in new contexts. It is not a question of obtaining the narrative. bUI rather
ofdifTen:nt possible namuives "t1ich are determined by situational factor.; such as the
social context of the narrator and the interaction between the narrator and listener (Hyden
1997: 52). It is important to note that I interviewed the participants at a particular
moment in their lives. If I were to inlerviewtht'm a month or a year later. theirnilmltives
would change because they would be in a different context in which the retelling of their
experience emerges.
The methodological focus of this research centres on developing concepts and
themes through narratives. As such. the resuhs are time and contexl specific. Specificity
is extremely valuable when one is interested in clearly understanding the social space in
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which the experiences of individuals are embedded (White 1997: 102). In addition. the
women's narrntives ....'C1"e so compelling and thick with detailed description that it was
difficult not to believe their stories. For instance. women who received medical treatment
described every step of their treatment process and the women who experienced a
miscarriage relold their experience with such emotion and with gnphic images that I did
not doubt their experiences or stories.
The panicipams of this study were selected using purposive sampling. The
boundaries consisted of those women who had been medically defined l1S infertile
(inability to conceive after one year of unprole<:ted, v..-ell timed. se.xU31 inlen:outSC or after
six months if the woman is over age thiny.fjve) and lived in the 51. lohn's area.
However. it should be noted thallwo women defined themselves as iorcnile and another
two lived outside the 51. John's area. 1 tried to maximize varintion in the s:1mple by
imerviewing women who were both in and out of medGI treatment women refusing
medical treatment. women considering adoption and women considering remaining
childless. The length oftime that they spent trying to have a child ranged from one 10
seventeen yean.
I contacted the administrator of the St John's Women's Centre. The Can: Centre
for Women, and the Fertility Managemenl Services (infeniJity clinic) at the Grace
hospital to inform them of the project and gain their cooperation and permission in
placing an advertisement in their establishments. Advertisements wne placed in each of
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these organizations, in the Evening Telegram and in a newsleller published by the Sl.
John's Women's Centre. However, gaining acc~ 10 the infertility clinic at Groce
Hospital was difficult.
) ) Gaining Access
The difficulty in gaining access to the infertility clinic was an unexpected hurdle
;n the research process. Although I had already had ethics approval from the Arts Ethics
Commillee at Memorial University, it was strongly suggested by Fertility Management
Services that I go through medical ethics approval before my advertisement Vo"Ould be
placed in the infertility clinic. After wailing seven weeks. I was informed by P3tienl
Research at the Heallh Care Corporation orsl. John's that I would not have to go through
medical ethics. They based their decision on two main factors: i) my research was flO(
going to cost the Health Care Corporation nrSt John's any money: and Ii) I "'as not
asking for the participants' medical records.
lne experience of having to wait 10 place my advertisement in the infertility
clinic even though I had ethics approval from Memorial University raised an important
question: was one ethics committee more qualified and therefore more valid than the
other in making a decision as to whether my research was ethically sound? Since my
research is a phenomenological study of infertile women's experiences.. one could argue
thaE the Memorial University Faculty of Arts Ethics Committee would have a better
understanding of the complexities and nuances of this research method. Moreover. the
criteria used by PatientR~h of the Health Care Corporation ofSt. John's to
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dclenninc that I did not have to go lhrough medical ethics was not based on whether the
participants' were voluntarily involved and informed of any potential risks. In contrast.
the criteria focussed on whether I was asking for subjects' medical records and ifmy
research was going to cosl the Health Care Corporation of 51. John's any money.
Obtaining participants for this research project was also difficult. I hoped that
after interviewing a few women about their experiences with infenility that they would
inform other women they knew about my study in order to gain more participants. Yet.
only one woman gave me a name of a friend who shared a similar experience. Some
women found it difficult to lell their friends about my study because infertility and the
cxpnience of it "'-ere considered to be a private issue and not something thai was re3dily
discussed. Others noted that they did nol know of any friends or acquaintances who had
difficulty in conceiving a child. In tola1, 1 interviewed thirteen women for this study. Six
saw my advertisement in the Evening Telegram. three in the infertility clinic. two in the
Care Centre for Women, one in the Women's Centre Newsletter and one was referred to
mebya friend.
J 4 Initial Conlast with Participants
Initial di~ contact with potential panicipants was conducted by telephone or
email. Further elaboration on and discussion of the project such as how long the
interview would lake and the approximate schedule of interviewing were presented tn
each woman. Issues of confidentiality and the woman's right to withdrnw from the
project at any time Wfie also discussed by telephone or email prior to the interview. It
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was important to allow the women SO~ lime to consider ~fully their decision to
participate before making a commiuncnl. I conducted the interviews either at my home
or the participants' homes. However. one interview was conducted in the sociology
graduate room at Memorial University. The time and place ofthc interview "''ere
scheduled around the participants' work schedules and their personal preferences.
Establishing rapport and trust with~ women was extremely important In a
study which aims to capture the phenomenological perspective of tile infertility
experience. it is net:essary that the setting maximize trust and rapport belwet:n the
inlerv~"er and participants. As Erikson (1986: 142) notes. "trust and rapport in
fieldwork are not simply a matter of niceness; a noncoen:ive. mutually rewarding
relationship with key infonnants is essential if the researcher is 10 gain valid insights into
the infonnant's poin! of view." One way lhal I established rapport and uust with the
participants were by disclosing my OYm experience wilh infertility. The women were
sharing intimate and sometimes painful experiences with infertility and I felt that I had a
responsibility to be open and~ wilh them when they asked why I was conducting
this research. Some feminist researchers note that self disclosure helps establish the
interview as a 'true dialogue' rother than an 'interrogation'. As Reinharz(l992: 33) states.
~selfdisclosure initiates true dialogue by allowing participants to become co-researchers.~
liried to encouroge an open dialogue where lhe women felt frec to ask me questions
about the research project and my own experiences which I believe promoted 3
meaningful conversation between myself and the women.
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J .5 The Imervjew Process
A .semi-structured interview schedule was used to interview the participants.
Individual interviews allowed me to gain access to the women's narrntivcs and provided
me with an immediate. rich SOI.bU ofd3ta. One aCme benefits of interViewing is thai it
offers researchers xcess to people's ideas. thoughts and memories in their O\l,n words
rather thnn in the words orlhe researcher(Reinharz 1992: 19). 11le goal of this research
was 10 try 10 understolnd wbat it means 10 be infertile from the perspective of people
experiencing it. I assumed thai the women would have a better chance of Ielling me
about their experiences as they saw them iflheir active participation in defining the
dialogue were encoUfilged. Although I had specific questions that I asked the women. I
allowed the interview to follow the natural order in \lotlich it occurred.
The interviews were: tape recorded wilh the ....'Tinen consent ofeach participant.
Each participant completed an Interviewee Release Form (see Appendix iv). This form
provided the participant with relc\'lllll infonnation about me study. II also informed the
participant that her participatioo was voluntary and that she could at any time 1A-ithdraw
from the study. Names of the participants have been replaced with pseudonyms and I
hnve altered the age and occupation of the women to conceal their identities. I also
provided information about the infenility support group and a name ofa psychologist at
the Fenility Management Services if the women requested funher infonnation about
support serviees in St. John's.
The shortest interview lasted two oours while the longest lasted four hours. Each
interview was tmnseribed verbatim. I did not selectively trnnscribe rOf' two main
n:asons: I) I did not want to intemlpt the now of the narrative; and 2) I did not want to
change the sequence of events in which the women told them. It was important to let the
themes and concepts emerge from the data rather than imposing an external onIcr on the
narrative.
Once transcriptions of the interviews were completed and copies made. I began
reading through the interviews and making notes in the margins. Having listened to each
tape severa] times already. I found that I had sketchy ideas about some of the possible
themes emerging from the interviews. I started coding each interview using letter
categories. Coding refers to the process whereby the rationale for naming and
conceptualizing data is developed and used. For instance, [ used "BI~ for body image.
MF"' for financial concerns of the medical treatment and MLCB" for the loss ofcontnH of
one's body. At certain passages. I used multiple codes because the women discussed
multiple categories in a single passage. I also analyzed the interviews by SC<:tioning out
large passages that dealt with one panicular theme such as the meaning of infenility.
Once all quotations from the ~'omcn were separated. I began to analyze the passages.
Certain key words were emerging from the data. For instance. all the women I
interviewed used terms like frustration. alienation and loneliness to describe what it
meant to be infertile.
For some women. particular themes~ed as more important than others. For
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example. in Cindy's narrative. her experience ofthm: miscarriages in a row \\'35 (%f1tral
10 her story because il shaped bow she defined infertility and how she viewed her own
body. Furthermore, Jane's self identity as a lesbian. the experience oran ectopic
prqnancyand her feelings of difference framed the development oCher namuive.
I also interviewed a nurse who worked allhc: infertility clinic. This allowed me 10
see another 'point of view'. that ora person who worked at the clinic. It also gave me an
opponuniry to ask questions about the diagnosis and treatment of infertili!)' which
clarified any ambiguities that I had about the process. Due 10 the busy work schedule of
the infertility specinlist and time constraints, I was unable 10 interview the infertility
specialist.
Furthmnore. I read numerous articles and pamphlets and watched informational
videos provided by lhe infertility clinic 10 couples receiving medical treatmenl. This
provided me with another source of information about the infertility experience presented
by the medical profession. As I began to analyze the interviews. I returned to the text
provided by the medical establishment with "new eyes" (Smith 1992: 9]) and identified
points of disjuncture or lines of fault for women who were diagnosed with infenility and
who Wert receiving medical treatment. I also touted the infertility clinic to get a sense of
the physical setting of where some women received medical trel1tment. I viewed the
waiting room, individual examination rooms and the various medical equipment used to
tn:at infertility such as lhe vaginal ultrnsound used to U'3Ck the development of the follicle
and the medical equipment used 10 perfonn artificial i~mination. These different
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methods of'points of entry' inlo the infertility experience provided a more substantive
picture ofthc reality, and a richer. more complete anay ofsymbols. concepts and
meanings surrounding the infertility experience (Berg 1995: 5).
J 61 imitations of the Sample
Since this research is explorntory in nature and there exists no Jist to use as a
sampling frame for this population. I cannot gencral~ to the larger population :and.
therefore. this project will forego generalization in favour of exploration. Moreover. my
sample for this project was limited 10 imerviewing women who were: white. middle class
and h3d at Icast two years of post secondary education. Idid not interview any women
who~ from a visible minority or who~ economically disadvantaged. Due to the
lack of medicaJ insurance covern.ge for infertility treatments and the expense of them. il
would ~ unlikely that women who arc economically disadvantaged would be able to
obtain medical treatment for infertility. These factors limit thc accessibility oflhi! group
and draw attention to the socioeconomic complexities of 'choice' in their wish 10 have a
child. The fact that my sample did nol include women from a visible minority group
may be largely due to the fact that 51. John's has a low percentage of ethnie minority
groups. Racism in Canadian society has a complex impact on infertility issues and Ihis
merits a separate im-estigative study.
3 7 Personal Reflections on the Research Process
During the interviews. Ilried 10 promote a sense lhat we were learning together
and no one has a monopoly on 'the tnIth'. For instance. Jdid not claim lhat I was an
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"expert~ on infenility issues and when the women asked why I was re:se:uching their
experiences I replied that my personal experiences with infertility prompted me to do this
~h. I fully disclosed my personal experiences with the women I interviewed. I also
asked the women iflhcy had any questions about myself or the research process.
Moreover. I asked the women to clarify any medical and tcchnicallenns that I did not
understand. If further clarification was needed. I recontacted the women and also
contacted the nurse 31 the infertility clinic (0 help me understand some ohhe diagnostic
tests and medical procedures that the women rtteived. All women I interviewed were
from Newfoundland and I asked all the women the same questions.
Most women commented that panicipating in the study was helpful in that it g.;lYe
them an opportunity to share their narratives with others. For instance. Cindy noted thai
one reason she participated in this study was to ·contribute to somebody c1~'s
experiences" and knowing this. she "would be happy that [she] did." Wendy. in a similar
tone stated "it is really good for women to talk about their experienct's and gct them out
tht're because it helps you feel less alone and isolated.~
Moreover. after each interview, I wrote extensively in a journal about my
experiences interviewing the women. This.served three functions. First. it allowed me to
write about my personal thoughts and ideas about infertility or what Kirby and McKeruu
(1989: 32) called a mt'thod of tracking your "conceptual baggage.~ Through my writing [
attempted to son out my o....n feelings and experience of infertility from those presented
in the interviews.
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Secondly. I wrote on the themes.. issues and concepts thai were emerging from
each indivtdual interview. For instance. in Cindy's narrative., her experience of three
miscarriages in a row was central to her story and Jane's self identity as 3 lesbian frnrned
the development or her narrative. I also ....mle about themes that were emerging across
the interviews. such as the experience of the elTlOlionai roller coaster ride and the
experience of multiple losses among the women.
Finally. writing ajoumal allowed me to 'debrief' after each interview where I
wrote about my feelings. Every woman retold experiences that were traurn.::atic and filled
with emotional and physical pain. I was physically and emotionally drained from hearing
their narratives and. at times. I wanted to escape the images that the women painted as
lhey told their stories. I also relived the narratives ....iJcn I began to uanscribe the
interviews. I could see the woman's face. lean sliding down her cheek and hear her
dedaralions of pain. For me. the research process was an embodied experience.
~
In sum, I used a qualitative approach in this study because it best suited my
research aims: to gain a deeper understanding of the infertility experience from the
perspective of women and how they made sense of their lives after receiving an infertility
diagnosis. The research process presented me with a number ofchallenges. thaI of
gaining access to the infertility clinic, obtaining participants for this study and the 'slress'
of interviewing the women who retold their stories that were filled with physical and
emotion pain. joy and hope. 1be remaining chapter'S arc devoted 10 the presentation and
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analysis of the narratives. The narrali~ provide a glimpse into the daily livC$ of these
women and what it means 10 be infertile.
Chapter Four
SlupiaCI'e I.fertility E:a:perieace: TIle Mea.illl .fHei.e I.fertile i.
Newt••aeU.1Id.
This chapter has four aims: I) to provide the reader with a demographic
description of the participants in terms ofage. occupalion, income. marital status and
education: 2) to describe the infenility clinic and the impact of'living on the rock' for
these women; J) 10 provide a portrait sketch ofttte women's narratives and 4) to discuss
how the women define infertility.
4 1 Demos@phjc Infonnatjon
All the women I interviewed WeR white and middle class. with a1 least two years
of post SttOndar)' education excepl: for one woman who had a high school diploma. The
age of the women ranged between 26 and 45 years old. Eleven of the thirteen identified
themselves as married, while one was single and another was in a same sex relationship.
At the time of the interviews., seven ofme women had children and six did not.
In terms ofemployment. eight women WOfted on a full·lime basis outside the
home in a variety ofoccupalions such as nurses. teachers and social workers. The
remaining five women wor\:ed in their homes doing childcare and house....,ork. Oulof
these five ......omen. three were homemakers and lOOk care of their children. one was on
maternity leave and another was unemployed. Income levels varied depending on
whether the household was relying on a single income. usually that of the par1ner. or if
the household had dual incomes. The single woman had an income between S10.000 and
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$14.999. whereas the income of dual income couples ranged from $15.000 to $110.000.
Specifically. one couple had a single income between $15.000 and $19.999. four couples
had dual incomes between $40.000 and 569.999, four couples had dual incomes between
$70.000 and S89.999 and tIutt' couples had dual incomesofS90.000 or more. It is
imponam to note thtlt the women I intervic'o''ed for my study were relati"'ely affiucnl
compared to the average income offamilies living in St. John's. According to the 1996
Canadian Census. the average income ofm:uri~Of common-law families for St. John's
and the metropolitan area was $57.114 a year (WWW.statcan.Cl1; I9%). Except for the
single woman who had an income below the poverty linc. len of the twelve couples were
either slightly above or well above the average income reponed in the Canadian Census.
Due to the lack of medicaJ insurnncc coverage for fertility treatments and the e.'I(pen$e of
them. it would be unlikely that I would interview a high number of women who were
economically disadvantaged be<:ause they would be unable to obtain medical treatments
for their infertility. Lack of medical insurance and the high cost of fertility lre'atments
both limit the accessibility of the poor to fenility trealments. This points to !he socio-
economic restriction of their choices in their aUt:mpts to have a child.
4.2 ThS; Infertility Clinic
There is one infertility clinic in St. John's, Newfoundland. At the time this thesis
was written it was located on the second floor of the Grace Hospital where other
gynaecological and obstetrical clinics were held. As a result. women undergoing medical
treatment for their infertility may be waiting in patient rooms with other women who are
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pregnant. The infertility clinic is staffed by one infertility specialist or a reproductive
endocrinologist and one RN nurse who works part-time:. The infertility clinic handles
approxirt1ll.tdy SOO appointments annually. inchxting some repeal. visits. There is a four
to six month waiting list to see the infertility specialist. The medical treatments that 1m
available at the infertility clinic include ovulation induction I. artificial insemination!. 300
an in vitro fertilization satellite program.
In vitro fertilization or IVF involves a technique in which an egg is fertilized in
the laboratory and the resulting embryo is then implanted by a doctor in a woman's uterus.
The in vitro fertilization satellite program allows the woman to start the procedure of
taking the fertility drugs to induce ovulation before she and her partner travel to another
province to get the actual procedure done. This may reduce the time and cost of staying
in another province by two or three \\"eeks. The nearesI infertility clinic that provides IVF
is located in Halira.'\(. Nova Scotia. The infertility clinic in St. John's docs not olTer spenn
banking (freezing ofspenn) or artificial insemination by donor. Artificial insemination
by donor involves taking sperm from an anonymous donor and placing it into the uterus
of the woman. For women having this procedure done. they must either see a
gynaecologist lhat does not wort at the Grace Hospital or travel to another infertility
'Ovulation induction is a procedure in which oral or inje1:table fertility drugs are given to
stimulate ovarian activity in women who are not ovulating nonnally.
~Artificial insemination is a procedure in which a sample ofspenn from the male partner
is~ and placed either in the cervilC or high in the uterus of the felTl3le partner
through a fine catheter.
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clinic outside Newfoundland and labrador.
Women living outside St. John's have the added cost ofbavelling to and staying
in St. John's while they receive medical trealment. One woman noted the difliculties she
had taking lime olT from work to travclto St. John's for her medical treatJnCnt. Allhough
she had family Ihing in St. John's. she decided 10 stay in a holel because she did not want
her family to know she was infertile or receiving medicallreatmenl. For women living
outside 51. John's. obtaining medical treatment for their infertility is difficult because of
the added cost. time and energy. Some women discussed the limited number of choices
in receiving medical tre<lIment at this clinic compared to other clinics across Canada. For
instance. one woman commented thai ",he service for women at the lime was poor
compared to what W3S available to othttplaccs. (fyou are poor and infertile thaI is
worse. It is really bad because when you an: in this province. there was nothing. It was
really hart!." Another woman added. "I found here too lhat you are so limited in
Newfoundland to what you can have done andjusl your knowledge of it all. M
For many of the women, seeking out medicallreatment requires laking injectable
fenility drugs on a daily basis. However. the availability of the injectable drugs at
pharmacies in SL John's is problematic. No pharmacist in St. John's specializes in
fenility drugs. Thettfore. many of the injectable drugs have to be: shipped in from other
phannacies across Canada and the United States. This impacts all the women who need
to take injectable drugs in two ways. First., women have 10 lIavel all over the city locating
one particular fertility drug. Secondly, women have to wait focthe injectable drugs 10
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come in from another pharmacy. One "'Oman noled th.:It lrnvclling throughout the city
was difficult because the "appoinlmenlS and pharmacies were scattered 121l over the city.
If we didn't have a car, it would have been another stressor.~ Since many of the injectable
fertility drugs have a short life span. it is difficult for the phannxics to keep them on
hand all the time before their shelflife expires. Women who lm taking fertility drugs
may find themselves losing not just days or weeks during medical treatment. but whole
months bttause they have missed the starting dale of their rnetlSCruai cycle and have to
wait for another menstrual cycle to begin.
~Living on the rock- and having one infenility clinic and specialist located in the
capital city shapes the everyday experiences of these women. It not only affects what
treatment is available 10 them in this province. bul it also affects their choices· the choice
to consider IVF as an ahernalive. the choice of which medical doctor to see and where 10
go for medical treatment. The women face many delays while seeking out medical
lrealment for their infertilil}'. These delays include waiting four to six months to Sl."e the
infertility specialist. 10 stopping the medical treatment altogether when the infertility
specialist is on vacation and waiting for the appropriate fertility drugs to come in at local
phannacies.
~
Between the months of January and June 1999, I interviewed thirteen women lor
this study. All shared the common bond of experiencing infertility. but:.11 had unique
characteristics as well, The mnge of infertility experiences included women who had
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already adopted. women considering adoption. women both in and out of medical
treatment.~ refusing medica! tmllment fOf lheir infertility and women who wen::
successful in having a child aftet" rettiving medical treatmenl. Ten of the lhincen women
had been medically defined as infertile and three are partners in mani3ges with
unexplained infertility (where there is no known medical~n for the couples'
infenility). The narratives oflhesc Ihineen women reneel this variance. They give a rich
and complex description of their experiences and individual pcrspeclive on the world. In
the following pages. I will present a ponruit skelch arfive women. These five women
wen:: chosen 10 give lhe reader a sense oflhe difference oflheir stories in terms of their
social context, medical history and the experience of being infertile. The five narrati\'es
are also drawn upon 10 discuss how the women define infertility in the next section arthis
chapter. It should be noted thai these five namatives in no WOly exhaust the descriplions of
the infertility experience among the Ihirtecn women in the study. The remaining portrail
sketches of the women can be found in the Epilogue.
Jody's Story
AI the lime oflhe imerview. Jody was 35 years old. married and working full-time
as a legal secretary. After seeing many doctors including family physici:1nS.
gynaecologists and specialists.. Jody was diagnosed wilh pelvic inflammatory disease. II
is an infection and inflammation of the pelvic organs which is caused by bacteria or
viruses which left her fallopian tubes blocked wilh scar tissue. Jody's pelvic
inflammatOf}' disease had been misdiagnosed and left un~lcd for five years. In total. il
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had been ten ytatS of blood teslS. two surgeries [Q remove cysts from her ovaries and a
number of stays in the hospital to monitor the infection. Jody is angry at the fact that she
was misdiagnosed for fivey~ and that she did not Iuve the option to choose to have a
child. The decision was made for her. As she stated:
I was not given an option. It is different when you are given the option. You c:an
say,- I am not going to have any morc: children-, bot when you cannot have the
choice it is very difficult. You feel like !here is a piece of)'ou missing...by
the time it was caught it was too late. [was finished. [was lucky thtlt I didn't
have to end up having a hystertttomy.
Jody and her partner decided that len years of trying to have a child was king enough and
they would not seek oU( any medical treatment for Jady's infertility. Jody succinctly
stated:
I was noc willing 10 sacrifice no more a pan of me that I had already sacrificed
over the past ten years. I was not going 10 lose anything else that was a part of
me. IrJ want a child. I will find another way...II's a barrage of tests. It's
physically and emotionally draining: so you have to be prepared to be pricked and
prodded at. I think I have been through hell and back again. Fifty times with
doctors, tests. the different personalities of doctors. and to them I am just oil
number. I am not a woman trying to have a child. I am one ofthoUS<lnds here in
this province who are having difficulties. I am 34 now, and I don't want to go
through any more crap. I am not going to try. I am not going to put myself
through it. I don't want to tort.re myself. I Vo-ant to heal myselfand move on.
The healing process began when Jody realized that it did not matter ifshc did not give
birth 10 a child. Having a child and being a parent was much mOf"e than thai. Jodyand
her panncrdecidcd to look inlo foster care and be a part of the lives of children around
them: their nieces and nephews. Jody and her partner have thoughl about adoption. but
she noled that the waiting list is 100 long and intemattonal adoption is too expensive.
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Although Jody has come to some resolution. thisjoumey was a long and difficult one and
is still without a final ending.
WCIIdy'sStory
Wendy was J I years old. single and has an arts degree. She was unemployed al
the time of the interview and waiting for another project to begin. Wendy is a free lance
writer. Wendy's story is diffem\t from the oilier YI'OmeJl'S stories because she was single
and she was the only woman who was not actively lrying (0 have a child. When Wendy
was three years old. she had a hysterectomy (removal oflhe reproductive organs) due 10 a
hernia. Wendy has not sought out any medical ~atment for her infertility and she ooted
at this time in her life. she does not feel she is ready to have a child through adoption.
She explained:
I think that having a child is such a huge responsibility. I don't think that I would
be able to live the ereative life (like 10 live. (like to be able to do what I wan! to
do on that day and be able 10 pursue creative projeclS. you know. the lhc:UlC.
music or activism. I "l>Uld like to ha\'e iI child. but I don't think now is the time.
If I had a more secure lifestyle. then I would consider adopting an older child. I
don't feel incomplele without a child you know:. like some women I know would
be devastated, devastated if they knew that they could not have a child in their
life time. I don't feel that way.
Through her creative projects and by doing research on hysterectomies.. Wendy explored
what it means to be a ,",,'Oman and what infertility means 10 her. Although Wendy has a
different experience from the rest of the women I interviewed, she also shares a
commonality with them: Ihe experience of infertility can be an isolatin\; process. Wendy
recalls going through puberty as a particularly isolating process because she did nots~
the same experience with other young women. Wendy did not menstruate and needed to
take hormones to induce pubeny. For Wendy. taking hormones to develop bre:lStS and
develop as a woman felt unnatural and shameful because it was a very laboo thing 10 talk
about with her friends and family.
J~ is 34 years old. has a Wliversity degree and works full-lime in the social
services seclor. Jane is in a common law relationship wilh her same sex partner. She and
her partner have been trying 10 conceive a child for four years. At the time of the
inlerview. Jane had received fourteen anifidaJ inseminations by donor. One of the
anificiaJ insemintltions was successful. but it ~ulled in an ectopic pregnancy! where she
lost lhe fetus and her left fallopian tube.
For Jane. the experience of the eclopic pregnancy was CenlrnilO her story. Not
only was it a traumatic experience and a sense of loss. bul it brought together her identity
not as woman who lost a pregnancy. but as a lesbian who lost a pregnancy. In this
passage. she discusses her loss. being a lesbian and in a room wilh other women who had
miscarriages;
like you are in this room with a111hese women who miscarriage or are in with
ONes or all this gynaecological problems which was really good for me 10 be
there because it was almosl comforting for me to know that other women were
)An ectopic pregnancy is when a woman's pregnancy occurs in her fallopian tube rather
than in her uterus. An eclopic pregnancy can never come to term. It is a dangerous
condilion and always requires surgical intervention 10 save the woman's life. She will
always lose her fallopian lube.
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going lhrough the same thing as me. So it was good to know that other women
had lost their babies 100. It was almost a comfon thing because other women
knew whall was going through...The nurses came with information for the father.
things that the father would be feeling and no one came out to give things to Patty
about what she was going through. Like she is not even recognized Ihal we are in
pain as a couple and that was really hard,lhal was. It was an insult to injury. So
you are grieving. grieving the loss ofyour baby and then you arc nol being
recognized as a couple who lost a baby. No one :asked. you know.
After Jane's ectopic pregnancy she had a few more artificial inseminations by donor. but
they were unsuccessful. Jane explains thai in the last few months it has been difficult 10
schroule a doctor's appointment 10 get an artifICial insemination by donor because hCT
timing has been off in regard to the egg releasing on Iter left side where she has no
fallopian tube and she has had to work around IWO doctor's work schedules. When I
interviewed Jane. she and her partner"~waiting to schedule another appointmem.
Cindy is married. between Ihe age oOS and 39. has a degree in education and
works full-lime as a teacher. Cindy and her p3nner have two children without any
medical intervention. However. between her first child and second child. t~ was a
period oftime where Cindy miscarried three times in a row. It was not a question of
getting pregnant. but staying pregnant. Cindy described this period oftime as being
"pregnant or getting over being pregnant for about silt years." The three miscarriages
were physically and emotionally difficult on her body. Cindy recalled being told by a
medical doctor 10 go home and wait to miscarry for the third time. Cindy described the
waiting period as being filled with disbelief and doubt: -'knew of course. my rational
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mind knew that I was not caJr)"ing a live baby or anything. but my irrational mind-every
time I had a twinge ofgas or something like that. I lttought they Wtte wronS- Ilhooght
that they were wrong. ~ After having the third miscarriage. Cindy nol~ how she
officially fit into the category ofa high risk pregnancy and the services that became
available 10 her when she got pregnant for the fourth time. She staled:
First orall, there was no indication that we would fall into the category of. it is
called the repeal repeat misc:arriage or missed abonion. or high risk pregnancy.
like there are all sons oflabels on it. 1ben becalJSe I had been officially iii into
their category of officially ora high risk pregnancy I was referred 10 a specialist.
Before that. they said anything under three limes. it is not officially high risk.
Anything after that was officially high risk. So you could avail the other services
llfter. So I was referred to a specialist who saw me every week and watched
everything from my honnone counts to have blood work done. Every week I \Ooas
monitored. just like a baby myself. Every single week. And thai was a successful
pregnancy which J went three weeks laiC of all things. So. that's ten yelUS now
lhis year. or it seems like ages ago.
During the six-year period of being pregnant and getting over being pregnanl. Cindy and
her partner considered adoption. HO\..'C\'u. Cindy noted that she had to first get pas! the
pan that her body would not do what it should ha\"C done;and then she would be ready to
adopt.
Julia's Story
Julia is the last woman I interviewed and we had to reschedule GUt meeting
numerous times because she does not live in SI. John's. Julia is 31 years old and has been
married for six years. She works fulJ·time as a se<:relary and her partner is self employed.
As soon as Julia and her partner got married. they Slarted to try to have a child. It was not
until the third year of trying to conceive a child that Julia and her partner decided to go to
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their family doctor to seek out medicaJ trc:aunenl. After Julia had a few blood tests and
her partner bad a sperm counl they wen:: both ~ferml to the infertility specialist by meir
family physician. last year, Julia received one artificial insemination "-rId it was
unsuccessful. While taking the injectable fertility drugs needed for this [realmem. Julia
experienced side effects such as mood swings. weight gain and vomiting. For Julia. this
was 100 much at the lime. and she explained thou now. ~we are officially nol trying
because you are not having a life and you are not healthy mentally either."
Julia also discussed the frustration she felt when the infertility specialist
diagnosed her and her partner as having unex~ained infertility. She stated:
When we found out there is no problem you are annoyed. Like there is nothing to
get fixed. It is frustrating and it is just this big wonder. a big question mark. It is
difficult nol knowing a cause because ifyou knew, then you would know what
not to do. You would gear your life around it and say, "Well. , am being my own
worst enemy. I should do this instead.~ You are barking up the wrong tree. I
think part of the purpose ofus being SO busy is probably to divert our attention
from not being able to have a baby•..Like I won: full-time. and my partner has his
business. I also do my sewing and crafts and everything and courses as ....'C'II.
Like. how does that affect your mind? Is you mind telling your reproductive
system that this person has way too much on the go and now is a bad time 10 get
pregnant. 15 Ihat what is going through my body. you know?
Julia and her partner have put their names on the adoption list and wonder if they will
ever get a chance to adopt an infant IfJulia and her partner have not adopted a child by
the time Julia is 35 years old and she is not pregnant, they will consider in vitro
fertilization. For Julia, the age of35 years old is the best time to have in vitro fertilization
because she will consider hersdfto be in the most 'fertile' period in her life. This view is
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connected to bow she defines infertility and fertility.
4 4 Definition of!nfcl1j!jty
Defining infeniliry is problematic. Scientists. physicians and Lay persons do not
agree about the 'nonna!' length oftime it takes 10 get pregnant or whal infertility is.
According to some scientists. infenility is a ~discase of me reproductive: system often
diagnosed after a couple has had one year or more of unprotected intercourse. or if the
woman has been unable 10 carry a pregnancy that results in a live birth" (Resolve 1996).
On the other hand. physicians typK:ally define infertility as ~inabilily10 conceive aftcronc
year of unprotected. well-timed. .sexual intercourse or after six months if the woman is
over age 35" (Gamer and Patton 1996:20) or "a couple's failure to conceive after regular
unprotected intercourse for a period orat least one ye:u" (Ziehl 1994: 137). Lay persons
arc more simplistic in lheir approach to defining infertility. They define infertility in
tenns ora couple having difficulty in conceiving a child or the inability to get prq;nant.
As stated in chapter three. I adopted the medical definition of infeniliry to set the
parameters around the population I intended to study. However. it is imponant to note
that this definition, as well as the other definitions. are inherently gender bi3Sed. Phrases
such as the 'inability to conceive' or 'difficulty in conceiving a child' and the inability to
'carry a pregnancy that results in a live binh' associate infertility with women because
only women are able to conceive a child and carry a pregnancy. According to Steinberg
(1990: 91), underlying these definitions is a bias which situates responsibility for
infenility where it has historically been located. with women. This assumption is at the
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base of many cOnlemporary sexual stereotypes surrounding infertility. The underlying
notion is that anything 10 do with children is a VI'oman'S concern. that women are
responsible for both conuaoeplion and conception. and thus the tendency is 10 sec
infertility as a female problem.
In addition. the medical and scientific definition ofinfertility is limited in its view.
Infertility is viewed as a disease that is physiologica.l and the body is the sole focus of
inquiry. Infonning this view is a biomedical assumption thai vieW! the: body as separate
from the mind. This assumption has provided a base upon which sciemific medicine rests
which has sought to separate body from mind. reason from emotion. rational from
inalional and biology from culture or what Bordo (1986: 134) calls the ~masculinizalion
ofCartesian lhought.- lbe body not only occupies a separate sphere from the mind. but it
also occupies a superior position to the body. Other dualisms such as male and female.
reason and cmolion. and cullurc and nature were also a part orthe mindlbody dualism. In
biomedicine. the body. emotion. and nature v,?re associaled wilh women and lhe mind.
culture and reason wen: associaled with men. This philosophical paradigm eqUllted
women with nature and its unruly forees, whereas men were equated wilh culture and
reason. William and Bendelow (1996: 27) argue thallhis dualistic conceptualiz.nion of
the body is still present in medicine today. Instead of the 'incarnate body' it is the 'somatic
body' which is emphasized.
Among the thirteen women interviewed. ten defined infertility using the medical
definition and three did nolo Ho~ver. all the women noted that the medical definition
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alone was ir13dequalc in defining infertility and what it means 10 be infertile. To them.
infertility was not just a medical problem located inside the body. It was a part ofthcir
whole lives. socially. economically and psychologically. In short. the medical definition
did not 'fit' with their aclUallived experiences. The women themselves noted the
separation (If science from emotion and the body from the mind. They also noted the
mJOtional and sociaJ aspects of infertility in their definition of infertility and what it
means to be infertile.
For instance. when I asked Rachel about her definition of infertility. she defined
it as being "unsuccessful in becoming pregnant without any medical inlerventions. Just
natural." But when I asked her what words she used to dtSCribe her condition Rachel
replied. "fragile. depressed and devastated" and she went on and staled. "This is not just a
medical issue. It is a very emotional issue. You are notjusl treating a disease or
symptom." Rachel clearly made the distinction that infertility was not just a medical.
physiological issue. but an emotional one as well. Similarly. Teresa noted the sdentific
and medical definition, but also stated that infertility is a lonely disease and that "science
is not an emotional thing.~ When the women discussed what it meant to be infertile. they
discussed it in terms of emotions and feelings of lTustration. alienation. annoying.
devastating. challenging. stimulating and in tenns ofbittemess.loneliness. grief. fragility
and pain. The women did not include the emotional and social aspects of infertility when
they focussed on the medical definition of infertility.
The clearest distinction between the medical definition and the emotional and
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social aspects ofinfenility was made by Lauren. When I asked how she defined
infertility. she stated. ~\lr1len a couple has a diffieuhy in having a child. during a period of
time. a year of infertility and they have to have ueauncnt for their infenility.- However.
Lauren's definition of involuntary childlessness included the emotional and socinl aspect
ofinfenililY. She explained:
[lnvoluntaJy childlessness is) "'anting to have a child and it doesn't malleT how
much effort you put into it. I guess the despair that you feel every time it doesn't
work OUI. That is pretty hard thing. going through the tests and money and so on
and in the end it does no! work. It is something you really want and it is
something that you can', gCI. ..llhink there is a difference between infertility and
involuntary childlessness. I mean a person could find oul that they have an
infertility problem and not be affected. I think involuntary childlessness is if you
really want children and you just can't have one. No maner wh:lt you do. I guess
infenility is more a medical. to me: it is Il)Of"e of a medicaltmn. a medical
definition. whereas. involunwy childlessness there is the emotional thing anactled
to it. That is the difference if that makes sense.
1ne question on defining involuntary childlessness gave Lauren an opportunity to discuss
the emotional aspect of infertility. Other women have meshed the physical and
emotional aspects of infertility and the mind and body distinction in their definitions of
infertility. For example. Kathy defined infertility as the inability to conceive children
"whether it was physiological or psychological in nature." Kathy also noted that she did
not like the use of the term infertility because of the negati~ cooootations surrounding it.
She preferred to use the term "child free" to describe her condition.
Wendy. who had a hysterectomy at a young age. chose to define her condition not
in terms of infertility. but in terms of fertility. She redefined what it meant to be fertile
even though she noted that she was physiologically 'infertile'. In the following qlJO(e
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Wendy succinctly explains why she chose to look at the ways she is fertile and how being
'infertile' has been a lTustrating and challenging process. She stated:
It is challenging, frustrating and stimulating in a sense because I feel like in
some ways I have come to terms with il. I have allowed it to lead me into certain
directions. So I think in a sense I have gro~n from iL But all those negative and
positive things. it has been extremely. extremely frustrating in a lot of ways. I
have tried to look at it in a positive sense. So I consider it a challenge...Infenility
is really interesting because il is something that I have thought about a lot and 1
have been trying to write about. To me. infertile is to be sterile Of' barren. You
know, aillhese other connotations come to mind. desolate or barren. Many years
ago, I mean ira woman was not able to bear childmt then. that is what exactly
you were considered. You can be considered worthless. With some ofrhc things
that I have read from the Victorian Era. a woman would be aflinlc v:lIue if she
could not bear children. So to me. the concept of fertility and infertility is really
an interesting concept. So for me. I have been exploring the opposite. fenility.
Fertility for me is creativity. I am looking for other ways thai I can explore my
creativity and bear children in another sense. Writing music. writing poetf)'.
"'Titing songs. creating a nice home or just. you know through activism in the
sense of maybe uying to build a better world for all children. that sort of thing. I
am looking for ways to balance that limiting definition of infenility with other
ways of being fenile or creative.
Wendy funherdescribed what It meant to be 'infenile' and 'fenile' with the use of
a metaphorofa barren in Newfoundland. For Wendy. the barren is both a desolate and
lush place. She noted:
barrens here in Newfoundland are really, they are. sometime when you look at
them during the year they can be rugged and desolate. and sparse and cold. Then
at other times a barren is really a lush and colourful and hearty place you know.
So things grow there. but they just grow differently. They grow strong. Anything
that grows on a barren. the trees m: very. they might be twisted and stuff like but.
they are strong and they can withstand the elements. There m: berries and all
sorts of things like that on the barren and those are the sorts of things that I am
exploring.
In this quote. Wendy described the barren and 'infertility' as sparse. lush and colourful.
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places place where things grow differently and can withstand the harsh elements.
According toWendy she is neither infertile nor fertile, but she experiences both as the
seasons change from winter to summer. Wendy along with the other women noted the
limiting aspect ofthc medical definition ofinfertiJity. They found ways of redefining it
which 'fit' with thcircxperiences of what it means to be 'infertile'.
Moreover. the women's social context and lheir experiences with infertility
became a tmckdrop which the women drew upon to define infertility and discuss what it
meant 10 be: infertile. Two examples that illusttate lhis were given by Cindy and Jane.
1lle social contexts of these women's lives were different and their definition and
meaning of infertility stem from their experiences. As previously nOled. Cindy gave birth
10 a child 'nonnally' and then had three miscarriages in a row. I asked Cindy if she
considered I'Ierself infenile and her following response included how she defin<:d
infertility. She stated:
I think we did [consideroursclves infenile] even though getting pregnant was not
the problem. Staying pregnam that was the problem. So I don't know. like the
strict definition is. for some people it would include not being able 10 conceive.
but for us. it included nol being able to aclually give binh to a live b:lby. I mean.
before that~ 10 me, I was like any body else. As soon as you find out that
yoo me pregnanl you tell people. but sometimes you just don't know. I just
learned 00 be cautious about thai son afthing. You arc not clear about it until thai
baby is in your anns because you don't know.
For Cindy, experiencing the three miscarriages was a sign ofinfenililY even though the
medical doctors could not find a ~ason for her difficulty in having child~n. Cindy's
definition of infertility not only included the inability to conceive, but not being able to
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cany a pregnancy to a live birth.
10 contrast., Jane defined infertility both in tenn5 ofextema.l and intemal fxton.
Before she had an ectopic pregnancy. she defined infertility as having external barriers Of
problems in gening pregnant. 1be barriers included working around the schedules of two
professionals. However. after Jane had the ectopic pregnancy and then lost both the fetus
and one oCher" fallopian tubes. the term infertility made more sense to her. She
cltplained:
So now, like to me infertile makes more sense in my reality because Ilhink of
infertility as a barrier to gcning pregnant. Ok. now I have a barrier in getting
pregnant because I have one fallopian lube and it makes my chance: much more.. it
lessens my chances in becoming pregnant I didn't know. I guess I am starting 10
come to grips that maybe I am infertile or I got unexplained infenility or maybe
that was the case. but it wasn't a tenn I used readily. It is only now thai I have
son of saying ok. maybe I am infertile or I do have problems because of the
barriers. One might be the actual bMriers ofone fallopian tube. one inscminmion
per cycle and part of that is the financial bc<:ause it costs me $)25 every time I try
10 get pregnant...Infenility. I guess. for me is issues. problems. concerns that
prevent you from getting pregnant and staying pregnant and sometimes it is
internal and sometimes they are external. Maybe I have external infertility. I
don', know (laugh). That is where I am. lbat is what it means 10 me.
Included in Jane's definition of infertility and what it means to be infenile is lhe
physiological problem of having one fallopian tube and how this lessened her chances of
getting pregnant. However. it also included extemal factors such as the schedules of two
doctOlS and the financial cost ofthc actual insemination procedure. Jane also noted that
she does not really know if the term infenility is appropriate for her and does not know
exactly when she is infertile and when she is not.
For some women. trying to fit their experience with that of the medical definition
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was difficult. For the women who were 'successful' in achieving a pregnancy. the
question arises as to whether or not they still considem:t themselves infertile. I asked the
women who had children if they still considered themselves infertile. The "'O~n noted
that they did not consider themselves infertile per se, but had infertility issues or problems
bc<:ause they knew that if they tried to conceive a child again. they would have difficulties
and it would nol happen on ilS own or naturally. They would need some kind of medical
intervention.
The binary opposition of infertility and fertility was a problem for some women
in the study to negotiate and understand. For the women. this dichotomy was 100 limiting
and they viewed their experience: ofinfertility as a C'Onlinuum where the marl;:ers or
boundaries between infertility and fertility were blurred. One clear example which
illustrates the bluned boundary between infertility and fertility was Julia's definition of
inrenility. Not only was the experience of infcnility a continual process. but also
cyclicaL AI certain stages in Julia's life. she was more fertile than at other times. She
explained:
I don't really think ofus as infertile. I kind of think that we are going through an
infertility stage right now. There has been studies done about how at different life
cycles in a women's life your fertility might have peaked at 18 and in your 20's
and it might drop and come up again when you are 35. So I am thinking that I
might be like !haL Whereas everybody else is the other way. your peak
reproduction time is in your twenties. And then I look at my mom. My mother
had me when she was 18, my brother at 19 and my little sister when she was 36.
So I am thinking that I am like her. Maybe her twenties was not her peaked time.
Maybe my good time was when I was 18 then and it won't happen again until I am
35.
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For Julia, the experience of infenility occurs in stages or cycles and depends upon how
old she is. Julia docs not necessarily have a clear distinct boundary where she leaves the
'world' of infertility and travels 10 the world 'fertility' never 10 return again. For her. it is a
continual, cyclical process until she reaches the age of menopause. This is similar to
Wendy's use oflhe metaphor ofinfcniJity as a barren which changes from a sparse place
10 a lush place as the seasons change throughout the year.
Since lhere were no distinct boundaries thai the women drew between being
infertile and fertile. it became even more difficult for them to 'fit' into society as they
experienced iL The women used key phrases and tenns 10 identify themselves as being
different fiom other women in society \lI'OO could have children without any medical
intervenlion. Identifying themselves as being different and the feeling ofotherness
contributed 10 the ambiguity they fell as they relate their personal experiences to the
social and medical context in which it ocCW'S-
Hannah defined inrenility in the following way: ~Infertility to me is more um.
well, it means lhat I am not normal. It's you know. Ijust can't have a baby. I have to go
on drugs. I have to go on regimes. It is just awful. At this point it doesn't mean I will
never have a child." What is interesting in Hannah's definition is that she defined herself
as not being nonnal. not being like other women who can have children. Krisline also
identified herselfas no! being normal with this stalement: "When you don't feel normal.
how else can you go on and be normal? You know what I mean. When you don'l feel
[normal]. how can you be noemal? J will never be normal." Other phrnses the thirteen
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...."Omen used when discussing their experiences and whal it means to be infertile included
M( am abnonnal." MOO one can relate to you and you feel like you are alone. you are
abnormal," "something is wrong with me:'"1 am different." "I feel different:" "I am
diffem1t from normal" and "I am noI the nonn." Th~ phrnses wen: used by the thirtttn
women to identify themselves as being other than nonnal in regard to their self identity
and the way their bodies should be working.
For Jane and Wendy. identifying lhemselves as being different from other women
was an important part orthcir narratives. I would like to quote a passage from each in
order to give a glimpse into their interpretations of what being 'other than normal' is like.
Jane talked about the feeling of difference when she ckeided to have a child with her
lesbian partner. She explained:
I never thought I would be a lesbian. I guess as a kid rjust thought I would be a
mother. I always knew. I just always knew I wanted to be a mother. And then I
wem through puberty and grew up and as a young adult I had attractions 10
women. My thoughts w~ this. this is just inconvenient you know. not being
lesbian. that's fine I have no problems with that. But. it is just puts:l rea1 wn:nch
in having kids. I never thought: ~Gecs I can't have one." I just thought this was
going 10 be more difficult. For me to be, I don't want 10 be noticed. I don't want
to stand out. I just want to be like everyone else. But. sometimes I f«lthat it is
not the same. Our situation is 10 different from Ibeirs~. It is not always the
s.me and I mean. I need to be around people who an: like me. I need 10 be the
same and I am not. I don't know where I fit. just sort of glide along.
Jane recognizes her situalion as different from other infertile women, but at (he same time
she wishes she could be like everyone else and she does not know where she fits in.
~I have balded thest' words to indicate a change in the lOne of voice of the participant.
The participant raised her VOKe when speaking thest' words.
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For Wendy. the feeling of otherness was accentuated by the fact she had a
hysterectomy at a young age and never menstru:lted:
For most of my life. I have felt very much outside the women's experience. I felt
very isolated and alone and alienation might be another adjective. I mean as a
teenager. it was very difficult because I was not able to participate in the
conversations and I didn't feel thai I could express my experience in rel:uion to
theirs because it was a very taboo thing... When I am in a conveBation with a
group of women and they may be IaIking about their periods and saying RMy
period is so irregular and mine is right on time. Oh. I have a heavy flow or oh I
thought I was pregnant the other day. R So when I hear women talk about this. I
mink. -Well gee whizz. M You know, I should be able to laIk about my
experiences in the same way. 10 include myself in the conversation. But. instead I
would just be quiet,just not say anything and allow the conversation to go on.
And I think. "Well gec.1 should not be ashamed aboullhis. This is nol something
to be ashamed oLM Bul, a lot of the shame J would say stems from feeling
different as I mentioned before and you know. not feeling. not feeling J was like
other girls. Not being able 10 panicipate in all that growing up stuff and that Iype
of thing that women go through. And shame about my body. Shame aboul the
SC~. I have scars on my belly. Shame I guess in tenns of my body. Feeling
different. You know, the feeling thai I was different from olhers.
Like Wendy, the other twelve women I interviewed came face to face wilh a core
cultural construct: that biological reproduction is expected to be a naturally oa:WTing
evenl, one considered to be part ofthc nalura! order of life. Failure to fulfil this culturnl
expectation W:l$ disruptive to their lives because they had assumed that they would be
able 10 have children with little or no difficulty. In essence. they StfUl!l!led to lind a lit
between the dominant cullural model and their own experience. They recognized that
they were different from women who could have children wjthout any medical
intervention. In Wendy's case, she faced another core cullural construct: thai
menstruation is a 'naturally' oa:urring biological event that marks the transition to
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The feelings ofalienation.. isolation. difference. and being abnormal among
women who experience infenility were heightened when the women r«ognized the
discrepancy between the cultural script and the personal reality of infertility that they
were forced to confront Sandelowski (1988: 148) argues that although infenile women
confonn to cultural expectations by wanting children. they violate behavioral nonns by
not having them. In some sense they have become culturally 'deviant'.
The women's sense of Ceding other than nonnal was reinforced in Slr3ined
interactions in which they were forced to act differently and in which others. whether it
was family and friends treated them differenlly by withholding infonnation about
pregnancies or by avoiding them ...."hen they experienced a miscarriage. For instance.
Hannah recalled that while she was at work one day. a co-worker apologized profu~ly to
Hannah for announcing her pregnancy among her co-worlc.ers. Hannah Slated that it was
not the fact that her co-worker announced htt pregnancy that mack her feel different but
the fact that her co-worker felt like she needed 10 apologize for it Similarly. W~ndy's
sense of difference was reinforced when she felt mal she could nOI engage in the
conversations women had aboullhcir menstrual cycles.
Most of !he women I inlerviewed felt like they lived and ~xperie~ balh the
'deviant' and conventional worlds. This was heightened by the ambiguily experienced
concerning me reasons for inr~rtility which obscured the lines between fertility and
infertilily. Women who had achieved a pregnancy and motherhood were. at times. slill
7.
confused about when: they fit in. recognizing thai they did have a child. but :llso
rttognizing that if they wanted another child they miihl need medical intervention.
'These women appeared to exist between two worlds. identifying with both sides. For
Jane. it was a matter ofttying 10 find where she fil in. being a lesbian trying 10 conceive a
child and identifying extm'l:l.l and internal factors for her infertility. As Sandelowski
() 988: 160) notes. the unclear boundaries "between fertility and infertility l1nd between
childlessness and parenthood highlight me confusion of identities MKi the uncertainty of
place that the infertile must face as they negolhuc these worlds. ~
Moreover. the medical treatment the ' ....omen sought OUI to solve or fix their
infertility contribuu:d to the feelings ofdifference and abnormality. The medical
treatment heightened their sense ofabnormality and gave it a highly specific fcx:us. the
body. Often during tbe diagnosis and treatment of infertility women were compared 10 a
medical standard of'normalcy'. What a normal period should be (between 28 and 30
days). what a normal fallopian tube looks like and what the normal size and shape of an
ovary and follicle should be. If the: women deviated from the 'nonnal' standard. they
viewed themselves and their bodies as being different. abnonnal and not functioning as
they should. This was evident when the women discussed how their menstrual cycles
did not function nonnally and how they did not ovulate normally with such phruses as
"my period is not nonnal." "I don't ovulate like nonnal women:· ~my honnones are
imbalanced," "it is irregular,fl ~my body is not producing the eggs that it suppose to be"
and "my body is not wading properly."
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In sum. the women noted that the medical definition of infertility was limiting
and it did not accurately refkct theirexperienc:es. The dualities ofmindlbody.
science/emotion. rationallirrational and fertile/infertile WttC limiting in the
conceptualization of what infertility is and how the women experienced it. What it means
to be infertile included more than the "inability 10 conceive after one year of unprotected.
well-timed. sexual inten::ourse or after the six months if the woman is over age 35". It
included the emotional aspects of frustration. aJimation, devastation. loneliness.
binemess, painfulness. challenging and fragile. As LaumJ noted:
No medical doctor ever asked me. ~How an: you coping with this? Is this
difficull for you? Would you like 10 lake a break from this? Would you like to
talk 10 a psychologist? Would you like 10 see a therapist?' Not once. ever. They
are just there 10 give you the treatment
The ,,"'Omen identified themselves as being 'olher than nonnaI'. deviant from a cultural
nomI which stated thai to reproduce biologically is a naturally occurring event. 1be
women often found themselves living in two worlds: that of the fertile (conventional)
world and the infenile (deviant) world. where the boundaries between infertility and
fertility arc blurred. In the next chapttt I will discuss how the women experience their
bodies as they manucver through the maze of diagnostic tests and medical treatment.
Claapltr5
As argued in the previous chapter. infertile women viewed themselves as
differenL abnonnal and alienated from other women who could have a child 'naturally"
withoUI any medical intervemion. lbe medical definition ofinfertility did nol accurately
reflttt the women's experiences. 1bey did noI experience infertility as a set of dualities
of the mind and body. science and emotion. rational and irrational. and fertile and infertile
but rather as an embodied experience l • I use the term embodiment to denote the holistic
view of the body that incorporates both the mind and body. The body is viewed as a
living structure where the: individual actively experiences the world through hislher body
both physically and emotionally. Here. the body is viewed as a 'mindful'. 'emotionally'
'expressive' body (Scheper-Hughes and lode 1987: Williams and Bcndelow 1996: Leder
1990). This view of the body constitutes a theoretical departure from the traditional
Western mindlbody distinction. As Scheper.Hughes and Lock (1987: 21) argue. "we lack
a precise vocabulary with which to deal with mind.body-society interactions and so are
left suspended in hyphens, testifying to the legacy of the Cartesian view of the body."
This chapter will explore how women experience the mind-body.society
interactions as they go through the diagnosis and tteatment phase of their infertility.
IThe embodied experience is used to incorporate the emotional. sensual. U1Ctual. visual
and cognitive ways in which the women experience their bodies as they maneuver
through the: diagnosing and treatment of their infertility.
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SpttifK:a.l.ly. this chapler will describe the procedure: of diagnosis and lJ'ealment of
infertility in order 10 illustrate: the processes by which a woman's body becomes
objtttified. This will be contrasted with the ways in which women's e:cperienccs of
infertility is described as an embodied process.
5.' The Regime' The Process of piagnosing and Treating Infertility
The physician's task is to render the patient's body (and the palient) transparent so
thai the true disease: can be directly apprehended.
- Richard Zaner (1988).
I had a couple of laparoscopies. I had a hysterosalpingogram and thaI was awful.
"There was the endometrium biopsy where they lake a chunk of uterus. And then
lhere were the ullr3SOlmds to see if I was ovulating. I was closely watched and
that was awful.
-v"""",-
The above quotes illustrale Iwo different perspectives. that ofa physician and that
of a patient. In medicine. the dominanl ideology that prevails is one which views the
body and mind as separate and distinct entities. The body is understood as a complex
biological organism thai can be panitioned into specific parts and systems and made
transparent through a nwnber ofdifferent diagnostic tests. HO\lo'eYer. the women do not
view their body and mind as separable. The body and mind are not seen as
distinguishable entities: rather. they fonn a continuum. Therefore. changes in one
produce and cannot be separnted from changes in the other (O'Neil 1985: 122). In other
words. the women enter the medical maze as an integrated whole person. where the mind
and txxIy are not separable.
The diagnosis of infertility involves an infertility wort-up for both the female and
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male partner. The infertility work.up is used 10 identify fertility problems and is
composed of three clements: medical history. physical examination and Laboratory
testing. The giving afthe medical history is the firsl step toward rendering the body
tr3llspamlt to the physician. 80th partners will be: asked to give a detailed medical
history. either privately with me physician or together as a couple. The medical history
includes current hC31th status. diet and lifestyle. past medical and surgical evems.
occupational and environmental risks. sexual devdopmenl from adolescence through
adulthood. use of birth control, sexually trnnsmitted diseases. any previous pregnancies
and sexual issues within the current relationship such as frequency and liming of
intercourse (Gamer. Menning and Wentz 1996: 13.23). The bamlgeofqucstions asked
by the physician is intrusive 10 the lives of woman's MId her partner's. The sole focus of
investigation is on the body and its actions. The inquiry about the body and its actions
begins the separation afthe mind from the body by lurning the woman's attention to her
body as an object.
The physical examination. laboratory tcsting and subsequent medical treatment
finalize the process whereby the body is rendered an object. From the perspective of the
woman. the: examination table may be: seen as 3. bed on whK:h to lie, but rrom the
perspc:ctive orthc: physician it is seen as something to help inspect things (Young 1997:
26). The examination or a woman consists or a general physical including 3. breast
examination and 3. comprehensive pelvic examination. Womc:n with a history or irregular
or absent menstrual cycles may have blood tests to measure: hormone levels and to
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dctennine honnonal profiles. The pelvic (internal) examination is helpful in providing
information about the size. shape and position oflhl: ~roductiveorgans. During the
pelvic examination. the sole focus is on the woman's uterus. ovaries. vagina and cervix
which can be future sites of medical treatment. Although the woman cannOI see what the
physician sees. she does experience the pelvic examination tactually. She feels the
insertion of the speculum. the scrapping ofthe uterus wall and abdominal pressure as the
physician pushes down on her stomach to fed herovaric$. As Young (1991: 58) OO(es.
the woman has tactile experience orjuS! those parts of her own body from which she is
visually excluded.
Before a ,",,'Oman undergoes more time consuming and intrusive diagnostic tests.
the male partner has a general physical and detailed examination ohhe testes. penis and
scrotum as well as a semen analysis. The semen analysis is useful if the cause of
infertility is an obvious male factor. It is imponanllo nOle that the men's bodies arc also
rendered lJilnSp3rent and objectified as they too maneuver through the medical maze.
Additional diagnostic tests for women may include a. basal body lem~rature chart
where a woman cakes her temperature orally each morning before she gets out of bed. a
hysterosaipingogram (HSG). laparoscopy. hysteroscopy. endometrial biopsy. ovarian
drilling and ultrasound testing. Of the thirteen women I interviewed. cleven had
hysterosalpingograms. four had laparoscopies, one had an endometrial biopsy and another
had ovarian drilling. With each of these diagnostic tests. the sole focus is on the woman's
reproductive organs and their ability Of inability to function normally. The women
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discussed the process of having their infertility diagnosed as be physically and
emotionally difficult and filled with uncma.inty. They wert also unprqmed for the
lengthy time illool.:: to localew~ the fertility probIem(s) lie.
All the women preferred to see a female family physician. gynaecologist and
infertility specialist. Eleven of tile thirteen women had a female family physician and
gynaecologist. The infenility specialist in St. John's is female. However. for some
women in this study. they viewed this as a negative experience bttause they eXpe<:led
more from a female physician than from a male physician. For example. two women
commented that they expected the fcmaJe infertility specialist to take into account their
emotional needs I1'lOfe than a male physician. However. from the women's perspecti""cs.
their emotional needs were not addressed throughout the diagnosis and treatment phase of
theirin(crtility.
The hysterosalpingogram or HSG was the most vividly remembered and retold
diagnostic test reported the women. The hysterosalpingogram is used 10 detect stNCtural
problems. Blockages and olher problems of the ulerus. the fallopian lubes and the pelvis
may be diagnosed through an x-ray sludy or film. The HSG is preformed in an
examination room. 1l1e: woman undresses.~~ a hospital go....n and lies on ... metal
examinalion table with her legs spread apan. Only !he physician. radioiogisl and nurse
are present in the room with the woman. A small tube is inserted into Ihe cervix and a
blue dye is slowly injected. The dye flows into the uterus., out through the fallopian lUbes
and into the pelvis and can then be viewed on a television monitor. Tbe lights~
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dimmed in order to enhance the image on the screen. 1be television monitor is
COMected to a metal arm which can be manuevered in place where both the physician and
the woman can view the now ofdye through her reproductive system. As the dye is
injected into the woman's body she (<<Is pain. intense pressure and uterine cmmping that
may last several hours. After the test. there is a sticky discharge which lasts for severnl
hours as the dye is expelled from the uterus.
Rachel described the HSG as very painful and explained that she was
uncomfortable with allihe medical tools in the room:
So I had that done and that was painful. [h ....'35] the most painful. II is a
procedure that had to be done in the hospital. I was a'N:1ke and in this room and
then: was a nurse who was assisting the doctor. I was sq~zing her hand most of
the lime. I would not let go of her. It hurt. I think what hurt more than anything
was all the lools and gadgets thai were there. I guess similar to the kind that
would be thett for a pap smear. But. all that was really painful and when the dye
was put in it was painful. For me. I think the equipment and gclting set up was
much worse. So, Iactually watched it on the monitor and they were trying to get
me focussed on it because I was in so much pain. I watched. I watched the len
tube almost instantly fiJI up and that was open. But the right one was louch and
go for a while... 11 was pretty tense for a linle while because I am thinking ok. one
tube is blocked and my chances Wft'C obvious slim. I was just thinking no. but
eventua.lly the dye did appear so we knew they were bolh open.
Rachel's description of the HSG clearly illustrotcs that this diagnostic test is painful. [t is
also important to note lh.3t Rachel and the other women actually see the dye now through
their inner reproductive organs. They are able to see the: results of this test instantly as the
image is projetted onto the television monitor in front of them. Rachel even notes lecling
tense when the dye did not fill up the right fallopian tube instantly. The impact or
viewing their inner reproductive organs and instantly seeing the results or this test will be
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funher discussed laler in the chapter.
Once a diagnosis is made. a woman may seek out medical treatment. Although
there is a range of medical treatments available 10 the women. I will only discuss
ovulation induction. artificial insemination and artificial insemination by donor because
they were the only medical treatments lhat the women received and they were the ani)"
medical treatments offered in Sl Jalm's. Women usually begin with less invasive
lteatmenl and progress to more invasive ones which are more lime consuming and
increasingly intrusive on the body. One of the first options for women who have
polycystic ovarian disease. a development of multiple cysts in the ovaries which inhibits
follicle growth. is ovulation induction.
Ovulation induction is a procedure in which oral and/or injectable fenility drugs
arc taken daily to stimulate ovman activity. The aim aflhis treatment is to stimulate the
ovaries to produce a single mature follicle (17 mm in diameter). to induce ovulation and
10 allow fertilization to occur by sexual inttteourse or by artificial insemination.
Women beginning ovulation induction usually stan by taking an oml fertility drug called
clomiphene citrate or clomid. If a woman docs not ovulate within three 10 six months.
the physician may increase the dose of c10mid or change the fertility drug to an injectable
fertilitydmg.
The switch to an injcctable fertility drug for a woman means that she is more
closely watched by the infertility specialist and the number ofditTerent steps that she goes
through increases. For instance, a nurse must teach the woman how to inject the fertility
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drug inlo her fatty tissue and she is required 10 take daily blood tests to monitor hormone
levels. The injectable fertility drugs are taken daily at the same time every day. This can
be emotionally stressful for .....'OlTlen trying 10 schedule in the daily injection <It the right
time of the day. As Kathy noted. ~Emotionally it is difficull because you have to gel
everything righl. The timing has to be righl. Ifyou Slart taking injections at 7 o'clock at
night. you have to make sure that you always gel them at 7 o'clock at night. (fyou are
going out somewhere at six. you need to take the stuff with you or you don't go out. Or
you tIy and come back.~ Scheduling the daily injection gets more complicated and
intrusive in the woman's life ifshe is required 10 switch to an injectable fertility drug thai
must be injected into the muscular tissue. "The woman cannot inject this particular
fertility drug herself. A physician or nurse must give the injection. As a result. women
taking this drug either have to go 10 lhe infertility clinic or anolher physici:lJl's office to
receive the injection. Ho\\'eVCl'. on the weekends when most or the physician's clinics 3re
closed. the women must go to the emergency room a( a hospilal where a nurse will give
the injection. This is extremely inconvenient and intrusive because they have to explain
why they need someone (0 give the injection. As one woman described it. "I had to go to
the hospital and bring in all my medication. It is not very convenient and everyooc: else
kinda knows in that regard. The process is intrusive to say the least"
In conjunction with taking the injectable renility drug daily. the women are
monitored using blood tcsts and vaginal ultrasounds to track the growth or tile rollicle.
The monitoring orthe woman's body is imponant because "it maximizes the chances Or:1
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successful prc&"'1J1Cy and minimizes any risks~ (Balen 1996: 6). These risks may include
developing too many q;gs which can lead 10 the chance of multipfe pregnancies and the
development ofovarian hyperstimulation syndrome. This o::cun: when 100 many follicles
grow which enlarges the size afthe ovary and may cause it 10 bursl or rupture. A
treatment cycle may be suspended iftherc is danger ofeither oflhese two conditions
occurring and the woman chooses 10 stop the medical lreatrnenL
The infenility specialist monitors the development ofthc follicle with a v3ginal
ultrasound. The ultrasound is performed by pladng a probe in the vagina. The infenility
specialist sheaths the ulb'aSOund probe in a sterile condom. coals it with cold jelly and
inserts the probe in the woman's vagina (Cussins 1996: 584). By rotating me probe: in
differenl directions. the infertility specialist brings first one ovary into view on the screen
and then the other. Both the infertility specialist and the woman can sec the follicle on
the screen. As the follicle grows and rcx:hes the appropri:uc size (11mm) for ovulation
to occur. the frequency of the vaginal ultrnsounds and blood tests increases. During a
two to three week period. the woman will hav~ blood tests ~very day and vaginal
ultrasounds ~very second day.
At the infertility clinic, blood tests art scheduled at 1:30 in the morning and the
vaginal ultrasounds art perfonned in the afternoon. Women receiving ovulation
induction often find themselves travelling back and forth to the infertility clinic twice in a
single day. The structure of the infertility clinic directly impacts how the women
strueturetheirday. The time of day that the women~ required 10 have the blood tesc
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and vaginal ultrasound are nol flexi~e and delays can occur. At limes. the women find it
difficult to schedule these medical appointmenl$ within their work schedules. Often. they
ask their co-workers to cover for them, take sick days or tell their bosses why they will be
late.
The women not only find it difficult to schedule: this medica.l treallTlent within
their work schedules but the treatment is also difficult on their bodies and their m:uriages.
For instance. Kathy described receiving ovulation induction as being like:
a pin cushion...the bruising and soreness of my stomach and the doctor basically
says when you can have intercourse...You need to be ready to have intercourse al
that time you are supposed 10. It's like do we really have to do Ihis because I am
really too lired to do Ihis. You think if you don't do it now. it means this month.
taking the medication is all for nothing...! mean it kinda of gets a lillie bit
personal you know. You are stripping down.)'ou are getling a vaginal ultraSOund
and everyone is there. They an: ....'31ching you and you are Iooking:1t the SC~
and carrying on a conversation. At one point my partner came in:1nd slarted
talking with the doctor about the equipment.
When Kathy spoke about everyone being in the room with her. it included the infertility
spttialist. her partner. a nurse and ,,",,'0 to three medical intern sttxk:nts. One of the
medical students got to practice performing the vaginal ultrasound on Kathy. Lauren :1lso
commenred on how she felt about having the medical inlem studenls in the room with
her. She e~plaincd:
It felt like I had every resident that went through medical school for about four
years examine me. They would tell me that they need to do this but it was
difficult. You arc continuously, evel)' second day taking your clothes orr for
someone else which I never got used to.. .1 don't know how many of those I h;:ad.
probably a hundred and thiny. Usually the resident would get to do tho:at. But not
always. And the infertility specialist .....,ould look at the ovaries to see if a follide
was developing or if there were too many. She could see it on the SC~ right
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beside you. So I got used to seeing my ovaries and seeing folliclrs.
With the use of the vaginal uluasound. the woman's body is rendered transparent.
The ultrnsound provides a means 10 view inner body parts such as the ovaries and
follicles. Also. the women's bodies are closely monitored with the use of the vaginal
ultrasound and blood tests in order to 'see' the progress oCme lreatment. The women
even monitor their own bodies by laking their basal body tcmper:lIure every morning.
noting any changes in vaginal mucus discharge and making sure thai they take the fertility
drugs at the appropriate time of day. These various steps and pr-ocNures are designed to
monilor the body. they rendtt it visible and segment it into different partS.
However. the women do not experience lhe diagnosis and treatment of their
infertility solely in terms of segmented body parts being displayed on screens in fronl of
them. One clear example is Jane's description of receiving artificial inscmin:1lion by
donor. As Jane describes the steps involved in receiving artificial insemil'l3tion by donor.
she .....eaves a complex nanative which incorporates her selridcnlily as a lesbian. how she
finds it difficult to 5Chedul~ this treatment with her work 5Chedul~ and how she feels
about having artificial insemination. Within this passag~ all thesc issues~ brought 10
light:
Physically it is painfuL.They take a very long thin catheter. just a little plastic:
lube and then they put it up through your c:erviK. Then they get a syringe and put
the sperm inside the syringe and push it in. 11 really huns- a sharp pain. but it does
not last very long....[h isl really diffic:ul! to do some of mat scheduling. And there
are times when we walked away and thought I am not going to get pregnant
because I am 100 NShed. It is Christmas and I am not going 10 enjoy Christmas
day because I got to get back to work and that is no!: fair. I feel like I waited so
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long for this and I got to try and squeeze it in between 12:30 and one. I get son
of resentful. It is not fair that I got to go back because even after the
inseminations for me. I don't know the word. it is not dirty. BUL I don't feel clean
because there's KY jelly on my underwear. You might think this is gross. but for
me. some of the spenn might come on my panties and I am nOI used to that.
That's foreign to me. To have that inside of me lirstofall. I mean I had some
experiences with men when I \lo'3S younger but most of my adult life I have been a
lesbian. So ha\i.ng the feeling ofsperm lilee rush do\o\T1 my body is not a good
feeling 10 me. It feels icky to me even though I need to do this. So I have to go
back to woric and I am feeling icky when I get inseminated. I just want to go
home. I would like to do sort of clean up and lie on the couch and think that it is
happening now. you know. I don', want to do a whole lot. I got to rush through it
and go back to work and Ilhink it is not fair. I should be able to enjoy this time.
For Jane. the artificial insemination by donor procedure is an embodied experience. It is
filled wilh mixed emotions of wanting to 'enjoy' this moment and feeling resentfullhat
she has to schedule this procedure 'between 12:30 and 1:00'. She also noted how the
artificial inseminalion procedure affects her body, the pain w felt as the sperm was
being injected into her and how she felt when some of the spenn 'rushes' down her body.
There is also a tension between her self identity as a lesbian and receiving anificial
inseminalion. Even though she required this procedure 10 achieve a pregnancy she felt
lhe 'ickiness' of the spenn rushing down her body. which is f~ign to her.
Thus far, I have described the process of diagnosing and treating infertilily and
how the women's bodies are rendered transparenl and se&Jllented into different body parts
and systems. However. the women also experience the medicalllnlrnerl1 in tenns ofan
'emotional roller coaster ride' to which I now tum.
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5 2 Emotional Roller Coaster Rick
It is almost like being manic depressive: One minute you are up and lhe next
minute you are down.
1bc emotional roller coaster ride consisll:d of f~linghopeful and excited at the
beginning of a treatment cycle and then disappointed and devaslaled when Ihe medical
trealment is unsuccessful. AI the stan of a new cycle ofovulation induction. a woman is
hopeful that the fertility drug is causing the follicle to grow. SUL when the vaginal
ultrasound shows that Ihe follicle is not growing or responding to thaI particular fenililY
drug. the woman feels disappointed and frustr.tted th:lt the treatment failed. The
emotional roller coaster ride is directly related to the results of the medical tre3tment. As
the medical treatment is more invasive and the woman is monitored more c1osely.lhe
frequency and intensity of the emotional roller coaster increases.
For instance. Hannah makes a clear dislinction between the emolional roller
coasler ride she experienced when she was taking an oral fenility drug (which does not
require her 10 have daily blood tests and a vaginal ultrasound every SC'Cond day) and when
she was laking an injectable fertility drug:
When you arc on domid it is different. (had side effccts every day with hot
nashes and stuff. You Vw'ft'C not 00 the roller coaster ride because you don't know
ifil was working or wasn'l working. So you don'l think about it. But when you
arc on the injcctablcs every two days you arc seeing the results of what you are
doing. So iflhosc results are good, you are good. (fthey are bad. you arc down.
So it all got 10 do with results. When you take a pill. the only thing you do is get
a progesterone level to start your cycle. And that lakes a week or more for you to
know if you ovulated. So you arc going blindly really. But, with the injectable:s
you are not. You arc seeing everything that is l\appcning inside of you. So that's
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wilen the roller coaster comes in. It is more ofan everyday roller coasler. With
tbe other drugs. it's 001 because the roller coaster ride come at the end when your
period starts.
It is aJso important to note that the women experience the emotional roller roaster ride
over and over again each lime they stan a new treatment cycle. By writing in a diary.
Hannah chronicled her daily emotional coaster ride as she went through one Ire:lImenl
cycle of ovulation induction. I would like 10 present a few excerpts from Hannah's diary
10 illustrate how the presence of a SC:~ the results aflhe blood test and vaginal
ultrasound shape the emotional roller coaster ride she experienced. Hannah was not
separated from her family, partner. friends and co-woders while she was rccei\..ing this
medical treatment. She wrote:
Day 7: Today was my first ullraSOund and blood work after 3 injections. The
follicle isn', growing yet, however. I am usually upset by this. but it's 100 soon to
tell if the drug will won. yel. I had 10 get up at 7:30 AM and get blood wort done
and then go back at 11:00 AM for the ulU'a5OUnd. I am doing nights lonigh!. It
doesn't get any easier injecting the drug. It's like waxing your upper lip. I hesil,ue
over and over again before I make that jab. Everybody thinks that injections are
easy but it is not.
Day 12: Today has been the worst day ofmycyde so far. I went for the
ultrasound today and the drug is still not doing its job. My left ovary was only
slightly active. My dose is increased to 75 mg. My doctor asked me today if we
eonsidered ovarian drilling as an option yet. Iloid her M had. If this drug don
not wort.. that is my next option. I don't think there are any options after that. I
feel 50 depressed and desolate today. It looks like my sister may be pregnant after
all. I found out my sister-in-law is pregnant and my best friend is pl"Cgnant. II
seems like everyone aroW'Id me is geRing pregnant but me. I can't take alllhis
news at once. It is killing my spirit.
Day 17: I am still feeling numb and depressed.
Day 18: Today I saw the infertility specialist again. I Mnt thinking the worst but
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something is luming out righl. The doctor did nOI show me the ultrasound screen
loday which makes me feel kind of iffy about the kind of good news that she is
telling me. I hope it is not false hope.
Day 19: A miracle has happened. I have a follicle that is 15 mm in diameter. I
only have to take todays inj«tion and the beta HCO (a honnone thai is given
mldway through the cycle which encourages the dominant follicle to release its
egg] on Sunday. My estradiol has tripled to the target range. This is terrific
news. I am so excited.
Day 23: My period started today. Ok. 50 [ am very disappointed but no tears shed.
I am just happy that I ovulalcd and maybe I will get pregnant. The doclOr warned
me that it may take a few months to get pregnant. But. I am so impatient now
from waiting so long. __Today I told my husband I am sorry thai I still haven't h3d
a baby. He told me thai he will love me forever no matter what and as long as he
has me. he is content. I hope he was Idling the truth.
Through Hannah's diary entries we see the daily roller coaster ride from feelings of
depression and desolation because the follicle was not growing illld everyone around her
was pregnant to exeitement and happiness when she had ovulaled. The dominant theme
in Hannah's diary is whether or not her body can grow a follicle large enough so that the
egg can be released. II is also interesting to note that when the infenility specialisllells
her good news about the follicle. Hannah does nol believe it because she did nol see the
screen herself 10 confinn whallhe doctor had said. In this instance. the screen provided
the visual evidence ofwhat was happening inside her body. Both Hannah and the
infenilily specialist relied on the screen 10 show the results of this medical treatment.
While Hannah and the other women were having the vaginal ultrosound.lhe
infenility specialist used medical phrases to describe what she seen on the screen and
what a nannal follicle. ovary and ulerus should look like. Such phrases include Wstaning
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to see good mucus bui~ up~. -what the lining of the uterus is supposed to~ like·. "how
big the follicle is supposed to be" and·the shnpe ofa normal healthy egg," [fhowever. a
woman devi:ltcd from this medical nonnaIcy or the follicle did not grow. the result of the
ultrasound was perceived negatively. Funhermo~. as the women invest~ lime.
energy and money in the medicalucatmem. the downward swing oflhe emotional roller
C03SteT ride was intensifled. Fori~. Jane conunented on lhc incredible
disappointment she felt when the infertility specialist lold her (with the aid ohhe vaginal
ultrasound) that she ovulated on the wrong side where she did not have a fallopian tube.
At this point, Jane h:Id wailed four months to ~ive her twelfth artificial insemination
by donor. In the doc1Of's office it was Jane's "heart thai hurt" which was quile separate
from her body. As she explained. "[ was just so sad and empty and hollow. I felt empty.
sad and it was horrible. Maybe: next month. maybe next month. BUL right t.here. when
you find out the news, it is your heart that hurts .[and) il does not a1WllYS get taJ.:en care
or."
For both ovulation induction and aniticial insemination. women were reduced to
mere body parts. In ovulation induction the sole focus was on the body's ability to grow a
follicle and then release the egg. Artificial insemination provided additional help for the
body by increasing the likelihood that COCICqItion will take place. This not only maintains
the dichotomy between the mind! body and science/emotion but also separates the self
from the body. In the next section of this chapter I will explore the impact ofreducing
women to mere body pans and how the presence of video screms shape the subjective
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experience ofthese women.
5 J The Viwa! and Tactile Body
With the aid afthe v;deo screen. in both the hysterosalpingogram and vaginal
ullrasound. Ute women see lhcmselves from n vcry dose. yet remote. machine created
location where they witness their 0,,"'1\ bodies from the examination table. The women are
able 10 see parts of themselves that would otherwise not be possible without the aKt of
this medical technology. The women commented that this technology olTered a new and
interesting way ofseeing their bodies. For instance. Julia stated ~it was kind of
interesting though because they gave you a monitor to watch it. You see the bl~ dye
coming up tltrough your rubes and it was like oll. cool," and Kristine i1ddcd -it is
interesting. excitingjusl to see what she [infenility specialist) was looking for because
she showed me everything," Yet. this same image that is projected onto the screen is
also subjected 10 an external medical gaze. The women have noted that they~ objects
to be viewed by others with such statements like. "having people talk about you and you
are not quite sure what they are talking about", "knowing thaI you are an open book to
Slrangers is hard" and ..) felt like a calf going 10 slaughter. All these people watching you
like a spectator-that was difficult" As a result. this medical technology enables the
women to view themselves in a new \\3y and also renders their bodies transparent for
others to view.
However. the body is more than a visual object. As Maxine Shcet£.Johnstone
(1990) argues, the body is a 'taetile4inaesthetic body' capable of feeling and touching the
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world around it. The body is ~always in louch, always responding with an intimate and
immediate knowledge of the world around 11M (Sheets-Johnstone 1990: 46). Not only do
the women experience their bodies visually. but they also experience their bodies
tactually.
For instance. in the hyslerosalpingogram. the women feci the thin catheter being
maneuvered up through their vagina. the coldness of the examination table and the
presswc and pain of tile flow ofdye as it moves through the uterus and up into the
fallopian lUbes. With the vaginal ultrasound. the women feel the Pf'eS$Ure of the prob:
being rotated around in their vagina. the coldness orthe examination table and orthe
probe, and the feeling arK Y jelly leaking down their inner thigh. During each medical
procedure. the women experience their bodies first tactually and then visually. "They
move from one state to another as their inner body parts are being projected onto the
screen in front of them. The television monitor acts like a mirror and il is Mby the means
of image ofthc mirror. [she) becomes cable of being a spe<:tator of [herself]. Through the
acquisition of the specular image the (woman] notices that [she) is visible for (herself]
and others. The passage from the inlfOccp(ivc me into the visual me...is the passage from
one form or state to another" (Merleau.Ponl)' 1964: 136). The mirror is the screen
displaying the visual pictures of the woman's ovary. follicle. fallopian lUbes and uterus.
The passage from the 'introceptive me' is how the women tactually experience their
bodies and the passage to the 'visual me' is how the women visually experience their
bodies.
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Since the women experience lhdr bodies both tactually and visually. how do they
move from onc state to another? In other words, how do the women mediate between
their tactually experienced body and the visually body experienced? It is through the
experience of physical pain. The instrument probing gestures of the hysterosalpingogram
and vaginal ultrasound cause physical pain ranging from discomfort. pressure. sharp
jabbing pain lasting a few minutes. 10 inl~ mcnsuual cramping lasting for a few houts.
It is lhrough the experience of pain thai the women an: tactually bound to their bodies.
As Young (1991: 53) suggests. "pain binds the woman to her body in the realm of
medicine. To permit her to express !leT pain is to pennit herselflo reconstitute hersc:lfas
a [subject]." I would like to quote a few excerpts from the women's namltives to
illustrate how the women experience their tactual and visual bodies:
Jody: It is like your insides are going to pop. Tbe dye cannot go anywhere. II is
pushing on a door that it can'l go through and that \\-"lIS probably the WQfSt pain
ever. Thai was my screaming episode.
Vanessa: very embarrass[ingJ and intrusive. They shoot dye in your fallopian
tubes and it is the most intensive pain you ever felt in your life. You are on the
table and there are other people and they push you up on the table and they look
tit you. And you are looking at the screen and you see your spine go past the
machine. You an: in this pain. You are thinking you are in the twilight zone. on
the table.
lauren: I am not exactly sun:: what they did. They inject the dye. When they put
it in tha.t hurt. When you put the dye in it was just a very sharp pain. It was
painful and they were doing x-rays the whole time. So no one was paying
altemion to the fact that I was in pain and weak. They were trying to get the x-
rays at the right time. So they didn't even know that I was lying there in ptIin tlnd
cold. So when they finished. I just stayed there fOf" a while. 1ben I got dressed.
My husband was waiting outside the room.
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In these excerpts, which desaibc: lhe hysterosalpingogram procedure. the women use
certain terms to describe the pain they experience. These inc:lude "insides are going 10
pop". "door that it can't go through", Nthey!hoot dye in your fallopian tubesN• "pllsh you
up on the table". "it wasjust a sharp pain". "they didn't even know that I was lying there
in pain and colt!' and "you are thinking you are in the twilight zone". The women talk
about lhcir bodies in terms of an 'object' thai is capable of feeling pain such as a door
through which the flow of dye cannot go and the pain is described as sharp where your
insides are going to pop. The women themselves objectifY (heir bodies when they speak
of their pain. According to phenomenology. in the everyday world. individuals do not
experience their bodies as objects. However, ".,'hen individuals try to pay attention to pain
or 10 talk about it-Io make sense ofil. then individuals objectify it (Leder 1990: 69·\02).
While the women are physically feeling the ~ure. they are witnessing their inner
body parts being displayed on the screen which is void of any t.aelile experience. The
women note a disjuncture between what !hey are feeling and wh:lIlhey are seeing in from
of them with terms like the ~Iwilight zone~ and phrases like ~they didn't even know that I
was lying there in pain and cold.~ The procedure itself and the image on the screen
objeclify and segment the woman's body into mere body parIS thai are displayed on thc
However, the experience of pain binds the woman to her body and permils her:t
space where she can reconstitute herselfas subject in the realm of medicine. Pain isa
lived, embodied physical and emotional experience. Pain by definilion is simultaneously
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bodily experience and mental-emotional experience. By consisting oroom -sensation
and emotion. by simultaneously thinking and doing. pain blurs the mindlbody dualism-
(Jackson 1994: 208). The woman also does DOC passively experience the diagnostic lest
and medicallrealmenl but she is actively responding to them tactually. visually and
emotionally. As the women move b3ck. and tOM from their tactual and visual body. they
are experiencing the etn()(ional roller coaster ride. The image on the screen in both the
hyslcrosalpingogram and vaginal ultrasound display the results of the diagnostic lest and
medicallreatment in front of them. Therefore. ifthe image shows no blockages in the
fallopian tubes and the follicle is growing. the women experience the upswing of the
emotional roller coasIer. But. ifmere are blockages in the fallopian lUbes and the follicle
is nOI responding to the medical treatment. the women experience the down swing afthe
emotional roller coastcr ride. For the women. the bound3ries between the mind and body.
self as object and self as subject are blurted. lbey experience both as they maneuvCT
through the maze ofdiagnostic tests and mNical treatment.
In Ihis chapter. I have described some of the consequences of viewing the body in
terms ofsubsystem5 thai can be partitioned otTimo specific parts and made visible. This
systematic view of the body is rendered visible by obtaining a medical hislOry of the
women and using imaging technologies to diagnose and treat infertility. In contrast. the
women in this study do not experience the diagnosis and treatment of their infertility as a
biological system. They experience infertility as an integrated. whole person. In the case
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oflhe hysterosalpingogram and vaginal ultrasound. the women experience the laCtual.
visual and emotional body. The women see the visual image ofthcir ovaries. fallopian
tubes, and follicles., they physk:ally feel the pain and discomfon afthe procedures. and
they experience the emotional roller coaster ride. Moreover. the women are nOI separated
from their families., friends. co-workers and work environments while they experience the
diagnostic tests and medical treatments. The medical rTJale involves a stressful regime of
monitoring the body within a rigid schedule which often conflicts with the women's work
schedules. It requires thai the women monitor their basal body temperatures. take daily
fertility drugs and receive nwnerous blood tests and vaginal ultrasounds. This medical
regime is also filled with delays. uncertainties and mixed emotions of hope and
disappointment. The women do not live their lives as a set of dualities but often blur the
boundaries between the sc:lfand body. science and emolion. and subject and obj<:c1. In
the next chapter. I will explore further the interaction between the self. body and society
in the context of the ,,"'Omen experiencing multiple losses.
a.pter6
The Espc:ricate of M.hiple Losses alld RrMCOtiati•• t~Co.cept of tile Life
Cycle alld tlte Body.
11le women interviewed for this study experienced loss on multiple levels and this
loss had many different meanings for them. The multiple losses included miscarriages.
the loss of specifIC body parts and how this impacts their self identity. the loss of control
over their bodies and life cycle. and finally. for some women. the loss ofa life dream. that
of motherhood. This chapter will explore the impact of experiencing loss on multiple
levels and how this affects the wo~'s understandings of themselves. their bodies and
their life cycles. I will also discuss how the women renegotiate their life cycles after an
infenility diagnosis and how their bodies become sites of resistance. Throughout this
chapter it will be made evident that there ares~s where the women reproduce.
transfonn and resist dominant discootSeS of biomedicine. womanhood and motherhood.
6.1 Loss ofControl Over One's life Cycle
I use the tenn "life cycle" (Kahn 1995: 20) instead ofHfe course for two reasons.
First. it is important to emphasize that women do nol experience the life course in a linear
pattern of progression from one event to another. 1lJe word course denotes "onward
movement in a particular direction". "progress" or "ad\'ance" (Avis 1989: 309). In
contrast. the definition ofcycle stresses a regularly, repeated sequence ofevents (Avis
1989: 332). Therefore. throughout this thesis. I use life cycle to refer to the women's
actual experiences of infertility. I want to highlight the fact that a woman's life cycle is a
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repeated sequence ofevents. yet not without change. such as the experience of the
emoIionai roller Coaslet ride. I also want to draw attention to the nature afthe medical
treatment itself. Medjcal treatment often requires repeated tries in order to find the 'righi'
dose of the fertility drug to stimulate ovulation.
After an infertility diagnosis. the women were foettd 10 confront many ofthc
assumptions they held nbout their life eycl~ and bodi~. As Rachel stated:
Like everybody lakes for granted thai anybody can have a baby. They think
anybody can have a child. ffyou are a woman you will get pregnant. People
decide when they want children and how many and this is whall am going to
have. But people take for granted you do. you don't realize. And then you get
married and you dccide...You prevenl you spend all those years pr-eventing and
then you uy. Then you try, try and uy. All your dreams get messed up and then
you start allover again. Start from scratch again.
As Rachel illustrates, infertility involves a profound disruption in that it challenges
inclividual's laken for granted assumptions that they can have a child of their own on their
own (SandeloMki 1988: 148). All but one woman inteTViev.~ assumed they would be
able to have a child, although the importance ofchildren and motherhood varied among
the women. There was a belief that life should be predictable. knowable and continuous.
A person's life should occur in a series of events and transitions that have an order.
sequence and timing. For instance. one should obtain a univnsity degree. establish one's
career, fall in love. get married and then stan a family. The women expccssed this
assumption in various ways with such statements like, "I am sort ofa planner. I had to
get my education, get a permanent job lhat 1liked and buy a house. And then have a
child. So that's what I did and everything worked out cxocpl for this. Everything J had
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under control except for this partM and "my goal was. I finished my degrtt and gel
married and get pregnant right away... \lo'e had it all picture perfect planned OUI."
However. the life course assumplion was dispelled by the diagnosis of infertility
and subsequent medical trealment. The women's e.'ll:periences did not fil with social
ideology and their own expectations of how their life should be. The women experienced
a disjuncture between their lived reality and the social ideology which shaped their
experiences because real lives are more unpredictable than the social ideal (Becker 1994:
381). When expectations about the life course are not met. people may experience a
disruption.
This disruption in the life course can manifest itself in the experience of loss of
control over one's life. For some women. the ful~. Of" the thought of it. could nol be
foreseen and they felt that their life was in limbo. unable top~ 10 the next phase or
the next event. Jane illustrates this feeling of limbo and pUlling ner career plans on hold
while receiving medK:al treatment. She staled:
We have really become one of those couples thai are so focussed on having a
child lhat I wonder where I would be if this didn't come up. Would [ have done
other things with my life? I put things on hold. I would not apply for jobs or
opportunities because I thought I would become pregnant We arc investing this
money in a child or into a p~gnancy and we are not taking trips or travelling t~
way we would have wanted to do. So there is this son of delay on everything and
both ofus would like to go back and do our master degrees out of the province
and try something different. We won't do lhat. We say. ~No. No we will
probably get pregnant and the baby is going to come." So things are just put on
hold.
11 is interesting to note WI as Jane discusses putting her life on hold she wonders what
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her life would be like if infenility had not intervened. Would she take that job and leavel
more? There iSM expression ofwhal if. what ifinfenilily was not in her life.
The experience of living one's life in limbo is also heightened by the very nature
of the mediCll1 treatment. The mc:dical treatment the women receive is often filled with
delays ranging from delays in seeing the infertility specialist. delays in getting blood teslS
done and delays in obtaining injectable fertility drugs from local phannacies. These
various obstacles lklayed the treatment process not in terms ofdays. but IOOOths. The
women are bound to their monthly menstrual cycle. The women must wait until they eM
begin another treatment cycle which ~ins at the stan ora new menstrual cycle.
Therefore, when a woman speaks about having eight or ninc tttalment cycles. this means
that she is receiving treatment for at least eight or nine months. This does not include
suspending lhe treatrnent due to serious side-effects afthe fertility drugs.. The lreatmenl
process can stretch out over a number of years with no visible end in sight. Moreover.
some women in the study saw ovulation induction as a way of revealing what their
infertility problem was: the infenility spttialist might figure out ""nat would work on the
basis or what did not work in the previous cycle. For instance. the physician might be
able to lind the 'right' dose of the fertility drug that would induce ovulation. Therefore.
the women viewed the next treatment cycle as possibly the one that would be successful.
Julia expressed how her life plans have been put on hold while receiving medical
lreaUTlenL However. Julia also noted her feeling that her life cycle was out of control:
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It (infertility) haspul my career on hold. If I knew then what I know now. I
probably wouldn't even got married when I was 23. I don't know about that. I
don't regret that but I would have put my career first. pul it that way. I would
definitely put my career first rather than thinking about I want (0 have a child.
You fall in love and you get marne<! and have a child...Bul iI's like this whole
block of time, six years has put everything 00 hold. And you feel out o(control.
You don't n:ally. This is my life. (wanl to be in control. you know. work hard.
get whatever you can. what you deserve. So. it has put things on hold. polan the
brakes on really.
Julia stated the taken for grnnted assumption thai a woman's life should occur in an
ordered sequence of events such as falling in love. getting married and then having a
child. Yet. Julia's life did nor: unfold in this way. The diagnosis ofunexplaincd infenility
and subsequent medicallKatment have contributed to putting her life on hold. Julia
further discussed the loss ofcontrol over her life cycle by contrasting the fact that she and
her part.net" work hard. are doing everything right. but still cannot have a child. She
Slat~:
I have always felt that no maner VlNt your life station [isj. you could wad as
hard as you want at anything and reap the benefits. Sometimes bOO things happen
but if you work hard enough you should. I mean we take care ofourselves. we
are fit. we look after ourselves and we work hard. We are decent and honest
people. We have 50 much to give and this baby and this thing is 50 elusive...And
then when nothing happens. it drags you down...! am losing everything that was
imp:mant 10 me. I could not study. I wasn't into my fitness.
Julia's words are a dear example of the discourse surrounding the protestant wort ethic:
if you take care ofyourself. work hard. be honest and decent you should be able to reap
the benefits. To work hard connotcs more than physical labour: work is the "continued
t1Ctivity. whether physical or mental. direct~ to some purpose or end~ (Avis 1989: 1547).
That purpose could be buying a house. being a decent and honest person. or wishing for a
'0'
baby that is still elusive.
When the ~baby thing~ is still elusive. despite how hard the women and their
partners work at it., the women's xlfidentity and selfesteem can be: affected. As
Vanessa explained:
This is not lhe way you S1aned out thinking thaI your married life would be: like.
And it really lakes a toll on your marriage. It affects your self esteem. Another
thing is thai you sort of. you can', control infertility, and you can be as good a
penon as you want. You can be: as sman as you want. You can havc all kinds of
accomplishments and dreams but you CM't have a baby. It makes yOUf selfcstecm
go out the window...You look at yowselfas a failure and it is very difficult
emotionally.
Vanessa and the other women expressed a sense of failure when 311 anticipated life ('\'enl
was nol achieved. As Becker (1997: 395) suggests. a sense of failure 10 live up 10 societal
norms of the idealized life may be present during times of transition. In addressing theif
infertility. women come face to face with a core cultural construet: that biolO\;icaI
reproduction is a naturally occurring event. one thai is part of the nalUrnl order oflife.
Failure [0 fulfil this cultural expectalion was disttJplive 10 the women's lives. The)"
slruggled to find a fil between the cullural model and their own experience. Although the
women were trying [0 conceive a child, they still perceived themselves as dilTeTenl from
other women who could have children without any medical interventioo.
Moreover. the women's sense of failure was accentuated by the fact thallhey
confronted a social discourse that equated womanhood with motherhood. In olher words.
to be a 'real' woman, one must be a mother. The women noted this discourse surrounding
womanhood with statements like "You are a woman and you should be able to have a
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baby, no ifs. ands.. or buts. You are a woman. thaI's what women are made for" and -,
could not see myself not having children. I mean that is every woman's dream. I am a
woman and I can't do it. I think it is harder on women to accept failure because you can',
have a child and it is the most naturallhing.· This discourse was further evidenl when
the "'omen discussed why they wanted a child. Th most common ~ponsewas thai they
always knew that they wanted children and that a child was an extension and product of
the love lhey shared with their partners.
Being able to carry a pregnancy 10 a live birth acted as a cultural symbol of
womanhood which affirmed that a woman was 'normal', that she was a woman. that
nothing was wrong with her and thai her body could function as it should. Tbc discours.:
of womanhood also emphasized that getting pregnant is easy. required no medical
intervenlion and, once pregnant. women were supposed 10 be happy. As Becker (1997)
suggests. pregnancy is not only a cullural ideal but also ~an embodied metaphor for
womanhood: thaI is pregnancy stands for a body th31 is nurturant. natural and healthy and
these qualities represented womanhood and [fel1Ullencssl~ (1997: 85). Because the
women deviated from this idealized social nonn.lhcy viewed themselves as failu~.
The sense offailure was expressed even when women had successfully achieved a
pregnancy but only after receiving medical treatment KriSline and Teresa noted the
feeling offailure after they required a caesarean seclion to deliver their child. For
Kristine. the caesarean section was secn as another failure because she ~eould not even do
this nonnally.~ Teresa further added... I ended up having an emergency c-section. I was
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very depressed after that because I felt like I could not get pregnant on my own and I
could not even deliver the child on my own. I felt like here I am. I could nol do anything
right,"
62 loss ofCoofidence in One's Own Body
The sense of failure was llSS()(:iated not only with inability to live up to the
idealized social nonns of womanhood and motherhood but also with the ~-omcn'$
perception of their bodies as not functioning normally. The loss of confidence in MId
control over one's own body was a pan of the women's narratives. All the women
acknowledged some degm: of loss of confidence in their body's ability 10 function
'oonnally'. though the extent to ",,'hkh their selfesleem and selfimagc was affected
varied.
One way in which the women viewed their body as not functioning nonnaJly was
when they miscarried. The five women who experienced miscarriages fell il was not
enough to get pregnant; one had to stay pregnant. All were told to go home and wail to
miscarry by their physician. The waiting period sometimes lasted over a week :lnd "'as
filled with confusion as 10 whethcr the women had really miscarried. Three of the five.
including Cindy. experienced multiple miscarriages. Cindy miscarried three times in a
row and this affected her selfimage and how she viewed her body. I would like to quote
a lengthy passage from Cindy's namtive in order to illustrate that having a miscarriage is
an experience filled with feelings of loss and griefespecially after physically feeling the
fetus being expelled from the body:
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I got pregnant and everything seemed to be: fine until the fifth month of
pregnancy. I went for an ultrasound and I knew from just the way they weT'e
moving the equiplDml around that they h3dn't found the heartbeaL I was told thai
I should go home andjust \\'3il to lose it before: they ,",,'OUld do anything...Anyway.
I didn't lose it on my own. So they put me in the hospital and tried to stimulate
labour with a hormone. The way they tried to do it WtlS they would come in every
eight hours and insert ten labs of this hormone on my cervix. II felt every lime
like being raped. You are in your hospiml bed and they come in and there is three
or four of them. They didn't take me down into the examination room. They did
it righl in the hospital bed. They "'auld have to put these things light on my
cervix. Really, it was 50 uncomfonable and it happmed like four times everyday.
I was in the hospital for ten days befon: I finally wenl inlo labour and ofcourse I
had full labour. They delivered the baby and it was dead...The physical memory
ofgoing through thai labour stayed with me for such a long lime afterward.
There were certain foods I couldn't pass. the meat section in the grocery Slore
because I remembered all the. just the whole visual sighl. I saw lhe baby being
born and being put in a beefbocket. That is what they did. pul it into a beef
bucket 10 we it to wherever il needed 10 be wen. Just being. how it felt in my
body stayed with me for a long lime. l11ere was no counselling available al that
time in the hospital or anywhere nobody really...1t was hard to come homc from
the hospital without a baby after you had been pregnant. And you had gone
Ihrough il all because your body is still in baby slate. You are [act<lling, My
pregnancy had gone far enough so you have started 10 lactate. Your body is still
sort of. whatever extra weight. your honnones are slill going nuts. It is hard [0
come home from the hospital like thai without a baby.
There are a nwnber of points I want to highlight in Cindy's statement. First. Cindy nOled
the usc of Ihe ultrasound to visually confirm thai the fetus she was carrying was dead
because of the 'way the equipment was being moved around', Second. she described the
physical act of placing the hormones on her cervix as being r.lped: her body was
repeatedly violated in order to force the body imo labour. Third. Cindy ~ounted the
physical and visual imagery of that night. how the felus felt inside her body. how she
experienced her body during and after the miscarriage. She also Slated how il was
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difficull to go home without a baby after going Ihrough the miscarriage and how no
counselling available to her. Cindy experienced the miscarriage both physically and
emotionally. Grieving the loss ora 'baby' and a life dream and physically feeling the
folUd delivery orthe 'baby',
After the discovery ofan infertility diagnosis and the experience of a miscarriage.
the women's sense of self and knowledge about their bodies was challenged. Prior fa the
infertility diagnosis. the women assumed that their bodies would function nonnally which
would allow them to have: a child. However. the diagnosis of infenility was a disruption
10 how they vie-.ved their bodies. As Becker (1997:83) suggests. after a disruption which
challenges a woman's perception of her body, the body becomes an unknown terrain that
needs to be: relearned and becomes the focus of identity in which a new conccplualiz.uion
must be built. The women viewed their bodies as becoming unpredictable. unknowable
and uncontrollable.
For instance. Cindy discussed how after giving birth to a child normally. the
miscarriages affected her perception oCher body as becoming uncontrollable. It is
imponanllo nole that Cindy was not medically diagnosed as infenile. bUI she defined
herself as such because of the three miscarriages. Cindy explained:
Yes, there is a lot about control over your body. You should have control. I
always thought thai I was heahhy. I never h3d anything wrong with me and then
we decided 10 have a child. Our firsl child was planned. It was a planned
pregnancy. We got married, we had a baby and everything was fine. Like my
body works thank you very much.. But. after that it was. whal's wrong'? It is not
working. This isn't supposed to be working like this. I really felt urn, there was a
period when: I really was angry at myselfand my own body because it couldn't do
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what it should be doing. It couldn't do what I wanted it to do. It could not be
relied on to do what it was made to do or so I thought And that sort oflhing thai
I think helped me sort of Wlderstand women who are never able to get pregnant
must feel. At least I think for me. having the experience of having a child was a
good lhing and a bad thing. I knew I could have one but il didn't make the other
times any easier. I understand how someone feels when your body is not doing
what il is supposed to be doing. II is like il is out of control and that really
bothered me.
Cindy viewed her body as healthy. controllable and working nonnally before the
miscarriages. Cindy did not pay much anention 10 her body's ability 10 carTY a pregnancy
before she miscarried. It was something that her body was able to do. However. when
carrying a pregnancy to live binh became difficult. Cindy became self-eonsdously aware
-oCher body. The body was not working nonnally and it could not be relied upon
anymore. The experience of the three miscarriages disrupted how~ viewed herself
resulting in a lack of control over her body. Other women in the study have also
expressed the lack of control over their bodies with statements like ~why can't my body
do this?". MWhy doesn't my body work?" and ~my body is not doing what it is supposed to
be doing."
The women also expressed a sense offailure and shame aboutlheir bodies
because they could not make them function nonnally and because they did not fit the
ideaJiztd social role of motherhood. As. Jane noted. "sometimes I get disappointed. I
feel why can'l my body do it? I say what is wrong with me, why won't my body do it? ..1
don't feel really good about me. I can'l do it right. Why won't my body lei me do it?
TheTe is frustration. anger. sadness and hurt.M Although Jane perttived she could not
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controllvr life cycle and she was living in limbo. she did assume that she could exert
some control over her own body. In contrasl, for Wendy. the feeling of being ashamed of
her body was connected to viewing herself as different from other women: ~A lot of
shame stems from feding differmL Not feeling like I was like other girls. Shame about
my body. Shame about the scars. I have scars on my belly .Shame army body feeling
differenl,R
Wendy's shame about her body feeling different was associated with having a
hysterectomy al a young age. The loss of reproductive organs such as a fallopian tube. an
ovary or the whole reproductive system affC(:ted a woman's self image. Wendy had a
poor self image and as she stated "I was alienated from my body," Jane repons that the
experience of the ~topic pregnancy and then the loss ofa fallopian lube wasjust as
traumatic as losing the embryo. Her hope lhat she would become pregnant was dashed
and her self image was negatively affected. Other women have noted the symbolic
importanCe of having all reproductive 0f"ganS in order to feel like a whole and complete
woman. For instance. Jody dearly noted that she is ~lucky to have everything, even
though it does not work. I told my gynaecologist, 'You won't havc it either. You will nm
be given the opportunity to take it out of me. I will go to the grave with it. It is a part of
me and as long as it is still producing crUs and multiplying it is going to stay. It is what
makes me. me'. ~ Even though Jody noted that her reproductive organs do not work. they
are still a pan of her and she equates the symbolic meaning orthe reproductive organs
(nurturant. femaleness and healthy) with what it means to be a woman. For Jody, the loss
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ofany reproductive organ is associated with not being a complete woman.
Furthermore. infertility often disrupts the body as it is known and experienced.
thereby disrupting not only a sense of wholeness afthe body, but the understanding
specific body parts and systems. The body became the central character for the women
who sought oul medkal treatment. 1lJe medical lrUtmcnt often focussed on specific
body parts. such as a blockcd fallopian lube. the development ora follicle or the ovary
itself. disconnecting the self from the body and reducing the women to mere objectified
body parts. For some womm., their self identity was viewed in terms of specific body
pans. For instance, Jane viewed her right ovary as being useless to her and all her focus
was on the other ovary's ability 10 release an egg on the left side where she had the
remaining fallopian tube. She explained:
I really want 10 get pregnant right. Do something. Give me injectables. I don't
can: what you do. But. they would say. ~Oh. no. no. You don't need any of that.
Wait! wail!~ and I would come away so frustnued. I said. '"Take my ovary on the
right side. I am not using it. It has no purpose 10 me. Take it. ~ BUI. ethically
they can't do that. Because if the right one was gone. the left one would have to
produce the egg. It would be forced into it. And ethically they are saying no.
they woo't because it might cause problems during menopause. But. the W3y I am
feeling right now. it is like I am not using iL It is going to waste. Get rid oeit. It
has no purpose few me. So that is where my thinking has gone. I am not thinking
long term right now. about how healthy I will be when I go through menopause.
Sometimes you lose all sense of reality. It is not a good place to be when I start
thinking like that.
For Jane, the right oval}' is the key body pan in achieving a pregnancy. She understands
the removal of the right ovary as increasing her chances of getting p~nant and not the
long term effects of its removal during menopause. Jane's understanding of her
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reproductive system and the function of her 0 varies has been disNpted by the mtdical
treatment she is receiving and herdesi~ to have a child sooner rather than tmer. 1be
main goal in ovulation induction is lO stimulate the ovary to grow a follicle and then
release the egg. Jane sees whether or not the follicle is growing every ~nd day of lhat
treatment cycle and the infertility specialist can lell her which side she is going to ovulate
on. Since this medical treatment solely focuses on one particular body pan..lhe ovary.
Jane views herself in tenns of her ability to grow a follicle and ovulate. [t is also
important to nOle that Jane views the possible removal of the right ovary as a way fO force
the left ovary to ovulate. Perhaps. this is a way to regain control over the body or
manipulate the body 10 ovulate.
Thus far, I haw; discussed how the women experience multiple losses in terms of
miscarriages. loss ofcontrol over one's body, loss of reproductive organs and the impact
on the women's self image and how the women understand and view their own bodies as
they receive medical treatment. The Iinalloss I wish to discuss is the loss of a dream:
motherhood. As previously stated. the women had an assumption of how Iheir life course
should unfold. One should establish a career. fall in love. get married and then start a
family. Howevtt. not achieving a pregnancy disrupted their life cycle and the women
were confronted. at the same time. with the fear thai they would not become a mothtr.
The women confronted the loss of their dream every time they miscarried. staned their
menstrual cycle. or when the pregnancy tcst carne back negative. The loss ofa dream was
connected to the emotional roller coaster ride that the women repeatedly experienced.
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Every time the medical treatment failed. the women experienced sadness. disappointmenl
and the fcar ofoot becoming a mother. For some 1A.1)men in the study. the start aCtheif
menstrual cycle symbolized the loss oflheir dream. As Teresa noted. "' still evcry
month, like going to the bathroom and like phew. I did nol: stan. And then you start and
there is twenty four hours ofsadness...And then you go back to the drawing board. Every
lime I start it is gross. ~ Instead ohhe menstrual cycle being viewed as something the
body normally did. the menstrual cycle was equated with the death of a dream.
Although seven ....omen eventually had a successful pregnancy and the delivery of
a healthy child addressed their [oss of their dream, they slill characterized the 'period of
lime of trying' as a painful and lonely experience which they would never forget. The
pain and memories of repeatedly trying to have a child may diminish with lime. but it
remains a pennancnt marker in their life cycle.
6 J Infertjljty . An Isolating and Lonely Experience.
I mean you gel married and alllhaL Everyone asks when you are going to have
children. Like it is not that easy. Nobody could understand, unless you go
through it. And the pressure was like why aren't you pregnant, BUI. it hurt. I
mean no one could understand..,We just didn't want other people 10 know aboul
it. You feel bad enough yourselr. Talking 10 someone else about it could make il
more real.
Like the men too, they lake a loll differently, Like my husband. he shies away
from il because he doesn't wanl me to feel bad. He doesn't want 10 have to say,
"Look what you are going through," And we get logether al our friends and he
had to go through a spenn analysis. And il is a big joke around the lable righi, So
it becomes funny for men, Like it is a funny experience for them. And then like
they're saying my sperm count was this. v..'hat was yours, Like it becomes like a
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big joke. And then the women are laughing along wilh the men and yes. it is
funny. But at the same time.. that is all you have to do. That is all you have 10 go
through. I got to go through this test that test and I get stabbed in the ann a dozen
of limes, more lhan a dozen of times... You do need someone. especially when
your partner don't want 10 talk about it. He doesn't want you 10 lee] bad because
he knows that there is nolhing wrong with him. So he is not going to come out
and say anything and talk about it because he is afraid he is going to say the \\-TOng
thing.
-Hannah
The above excerpts from Grace and Hannah succinctly capture why inrenilily is
an isolating and lonely experience. First. infertility is nor a widely discussed topic
among individuals who do not share the experience. The women noted thai -nobody
could understand, unless you go through it.- Likewise. when the women perceive
themselves as not fulfilling the social role of motherhood. they may feel a sense of failure
and do not wish to talk about their experience. Second. 1v.~lve of the women did not
immediately lell their families. friends or co-workers about their difficulty having a
child. Of those Iwelve. four never told wir families. whereas eight eventually did lell.
but laler regretted that decision. The women did nol tell their families and friends about
lheir infertility because they did not wantlhe added social pressure to have a child. nor
did lhey want any 'helpful' advice on how to conceive a child. Infertility and sex were
also subjects not discussed in their families and were viewed as private issues. Even
when the women told their families and friends about their difficulty in having a child.
they never received lhe social support they wanted bei:ause their families and friends
could not undentand what it was like to be infertile and at times they were insensitive to
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what they were experiencing.
Third. the women noted that it was difficult to talk 10 their partners about
infertility because it placed a strain 00 their rdalionship. For instarIU.lhe spontaneity of
having sexual intercourse was hampered because the couple had to have sexual
intercourse on an 'absolute schedule' which matched the lime the woman ovulated. The
women also noted a difference in how men and women experienced infertility. Women
have been socialized 10 expr-ess their feelings and concerns regarding their health.
whereas men are typically encouraged not to do so (Draye. Woods and Mitchell 1988:
165). This can contribute (0 experiencing infertility in isolation because the women
found it difficult 10 bring up the subject of infertility with their partners. As H3J\nah
noted. ~You need someone when your pannerdoesn', want 10 lalk about it."
MOf'e()vcr. the women discussed how they felt guilty about not being able to h:l.ve
a child. Even if the fertility problem is 001. associated with lhe woman or lhe couple is
diagnosed with unexplained infertility. the woman lends 10 locate the fertility problem
with herseJfbecause pregnancy and lhe majority ofdiagnostic leslS and medical
treatmenlS happen to her body. Therefore. she may feel more responsible because the
medical treatment and pregnancy are directed IOward her own body. 1ne women also
felt guilty for foregoing certain things such as buying a house or a car because of tile
addcd expense of the medical treatment.
Most ofille women in the study did nol know of the infenility support group in
St. John's or other support services such as ooWtSelling available to them. Even ifille
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women did know about the support group. some women chose nol to go because they did
nor feel comfortable in that setting. For instance. Jane stated that she would not go to the
support group because she did not want to disclose her sexual orientation to the group.
Two other women could not anend the infertility support group because they did not live
in St. John's and there was no service available to them in their home towns. All these
factors contribute to the experience of infertility as an isolating event for the women.
However. it is important to note that the women and their partners. did negotiate the
boundaries as to when and how they discussed infertility with each other. their families.
friends and co-workers. Each woman decided. when she wanted 10 talk about her
experience and found a person she was comfortable talking to. whethtt it was her p3I'tt1er.
mother. sister or friend. 1bc women also redrew the boundaries between their own
isolating experience and the experience ofather women by reading women's infertility
stories and by developing friendships with others who had a similar experience.
Subsequenlly.lhe \loo"Omen \l!'cte able to identify wilh other ""Omen and realize that they
were not alone. This will be further discussed in lhe next seclion of the chapter.
64 Power Agency and Resistance: ResjsgncS; to Domjmm! Discourses and Finding a
Ss;ng afCommunjty.
I can re<:onnect myself. I don', feel isolated and alone. I realize thaI no. I am a
woman just like every other woman. I am a goddess too. It is a magical thing to
be able to recover a sense of wholeness when you have fell that separation.
-Wendy
Thus far. I have diseussed how various discourses shape the daily lives of lhe
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women in this study. These discounes range from the biomedical discoune of viewing
the body as an organism and thereby maintaining !he mind and body distinction to
discour5Cs surrounding motherhood. womanhood and the life course more generally.
However. I have only told one aspect ofthcsc women's stories. 1be body is 00£ just a site
of surveillance. control and manipulation v.'here the various discourses shape it imo a
particular fonn. but it is also a sile of resistance and agency. The women are nm mere
passive victims of the medical technology and treatment they receive. The are active
human agents engaging in and interacting with their social environmenl. As Dorothy
Smilh (l990b) notC$., femininity as a discourse has ~disclosed a double subject. a subject.
in-discourse who awear.; passive. lacking agency. awaiting definition by a man and a
second layer oforganization positioning an active and competent subject. While the
subject-in-discoUr5e is deprived of agency. the subject at work behind her;s active and
skilled" (l990b: 205.206). This section afthe chapter will explore the spaces where the
\I.'OmCn net active agents resisting and lI'aI1Sfomling the medical concqJt of the body and
the development of their life cycle.
The act of bodily resistance can take many different fonns. For instance. after
years of negative experiences with physicians and subjecting their bodies 10 various
diagnostic tests. both Jady and Vancssadccidcd not 10 have any medical ~tments for
their infertility. Although the dominant biomedical discourse stated that medical
treatment provided the only means of having a child that was biologically linked to them.
they nonetheless decided not 10 seek out medicaltteatmcnt. lady noccd that she was not
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willing 10 sacrif.ce any other paI1 ofhcr« subject her body 10 any further manipulation:
'" was not going to lose anything else that was 3. part of me. If! want a child. I will find
analher way." Vanessa further added. "The doctor look(ed] at me that day like I was a
flake. I wasn't a flake. It was the most imponanl thing in my life. I was al the end of my
rope. ~aching out to this doctor. And I just lhought, 'That is the end. This is all thai I can
expect 10 receive out of doctors. Well. thai is it. I don't need ya.'"
For women seeking out medical treaunenl.. bodily resistance and agency came in
the ronn ofthrowing away and refusing to take the prescribed fenility drugs due 10 the
numerous side efTC(:t$. Kristine noted how she flushed her prescribed oral fertility drug
down the toilet after learning about the drug's side effects. Although Kristine viewro
biomedicine and its technology as providing the sole means in achieving a pregnancy. she
nonetheless threw away the fertility drug that could help her 3chievc a pregnancy. Becker
(1997: 13) suggests that people arc able to ground their resistance to powerful social
norms in bodily experience. AI the same time Kristine noted the discourse surrounding
motherhood and womanhood in the sUlIemcnt "il is evCfY girl's dream to have a child."
She grounded her resistance to this discourse by throwing away the fenility drul:\.
Other women have sought out non·mcdical treatmenlS (such as herbal remedies.
relaxation and breathing techniques, and yoga) to reduce SIrcSS, and to rediscover the
mind and body connection. For example, Lauren nOles thai seeing a non·medical
praclilioner for her infertility enabled her 10 explore the rool cause of the infenility
inSlead of imposing therapy that only treated the symploms. Similarly. Wendy practised
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yoga to become -in rune to (her) body· again and to unite the mind with the body.
The women also gained a sense of empowerment and had agenc:y in treating their
infertility when they actively researched the medical treatments they were receiving. The
women became knowledgeable 'uperts' on the medical lrtatment and on their own
bodies. They Ieamed about the different phases oflhe:it menstrual cycle. the process of
fertilization, the function of the reproductive system, the various medical treatments for
infenility. and bow it affects their bodies and they learned about the different side effects
ofeach treatment. AI times. the women were prompted to do their own research into the
medicaltrealment of infenility and its possible short term and long term side effects
because they were not satisfied with the information provided by their physician. The
women gathered infonnation about infenility from social science and medical journals.
magazines. books. ankles and the internet.
They also searched for other women's stories that focussed on the ac:tu.al lived
experiences ofother infertile women. Vanessa descri~ the proc:ess of connecting her
own isolating experience with other infertile women as ~biblio therapy.~ Jane
commented mat she resean:hed other women's stories about infenility (hat centered
around women's experiences rather than the medical description oflhe cause(s) of
infertility.
In addition, the wailing room of the infenility clinic provided an area where the
women could meet other women who shared similar experiences. For inslllnC~_ Kristine
and Lauren discussed how they developed friendships with women whil~ waiting in the
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infertility clinic. Kristine commented. ~ I don't know why I thought the first lime I was
going there J would be the only one going 10 see the [doctorJ. And you see all these
women and then you say hello. And you get to know them. You get to know about their
problems and I realized I am not alone," In a similar tone. Lauren added. "Eventually. I
did meet another woman at the doctor's office because often the appointments. you would
have to wait maybe an hour or even longer. So after a few years ofgoing there. you start
10 recognize the other people there. So I SUrted lalking to this other woman one day and
we became friends. Other than her. I did not talk 10 anyone." Although infertility can be
an isolating experience. the women found ways to COIInect with olher infertile women.
Wendy also discovered a sense of community with women by reading women's
hysterectomy siories and by talking to women who had hysterectomies. Wendy
succinctly discussed how otherness and dilTerence b«:une a shared experience among
I think it was good for me 10 read that book. It answered~ questions for me
regarding how other women feel after a hysterectomy 3nd 10 com~ it to my
own experience: because t haven't been able to talk. to any other women.
Although lately I have been talking to some: women who an: middle age and who
are having or had a hysterectomy. And ,hat is an interesting thing because I am a
lot younger than they are but we still compare notes. And in a way that was a
valuable thing about that book. was hearing about other women's experiences.
And sometimes you don't know iL when you feel that separate. you don', know if
your own experiences are your own or if they are common with other women.
Are these problems I am having just me? It does help you identify with other
women. Even as having a hysterectomy that's a woman's experience. The same
as having children is a woman's experience or the same as having a period is a
woman's experience. For a lot of women, having a hysterectomy is a woman's
experience. So in that sense. in an interesting way it connects me to other
women's experiences. whereas. for the most of my life I have felt very much
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outside the women's experience. .I am finding a sense ofcommunity with other
women again.
By reading othn women's experiences with infenility and developing friendships.. the
women are actively reconnecting their own isolating experience with other women.
Allhough the women label themselves as being different and abnonnaJ. this otherness is a
shared experience among infertile women.
Moreover. the women who had experienced miscaniages talked about finding a
secret club among women. For Jane, this secret club provided an opportunity for her 10
talk about her experience with other women. She stated:
Since I Iosl the baby it is almosa like I found this secret club because lA.oomen thai
I hardly knew [would] come up to me and lell me their miscarriage stories or their
infertility stories. I am really glad because it really helped me. And it was sort of
1 found this secret club and now I was in the club because I miscarried. Before. I
never talked to these women and now it is like some sort of a friendship. Most of
my talking has been with heterosexual women who had misc;llTied. My lesbian
friends urn. I don't think that some of them listen to me. I don't think tMt they
undersland. I don't think it registers with them because it is not their reality.
Children are not part of their livcs. They are not looking foc kids.
Most of Jane:'s sharing of her infertility experience Ius been with heterosexual women
who had a miscarriage. Jane does not find a 'secret club' among her lesbian fricnds
because it is not their reality. As ~viously stated in the last chapter, Jane: did not know
where she fined in because she did not identify herselfas being infertile. However. the
experience ohlle ectopic pregnancy was an experience thaI connected her to other
women. Jane is not only a lesbian woman trying to conceive a child, but also a woman
who lost a pregnancy.
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Whether it is through reading about women's infertility experiences or talking
with infertile women. the women CUKI ways 10 identify their own experience with others
and recognize that their experience is a shared one. They negotiate the boundaries as to
when they telllheir stories and when not to lelllhem. It is lhrough the sharing of the
infertility experience that the women actively blur the boundaries bct~n sameness and
otherness and isolation and community.
Anolher way in which the women have a sense of empowerment and agency is
when they f'CnegCMiatc the development of their life cycle. All the women shared the
common bond ofexperiencing infertility but were also at different stages of their life
cycle. For instance, women were at different stages of their medicallreatmcnt. Some
had set limits to how long they would seck out medical treatment while others did not.
and some ","'Omen had a resolution to their story while olhers did not. 'The ,,'o~n's
narratives about their life cycle are nol complete. As Good (1994: 146) noles. in many
instances, individuals are still engaged in the striving for a curt and imagining alternative
outcomes. evaluating the potential meanings of the past and seeking or not seeking
medical treatments.
1be options. choices and means available to each woman to negotiate her life
cycle is shaped by social, cultural and economic constraints. For example. some .....omen
in this study noted that it was important to have a child that was genetically linked to
them so they would not consider adoption. Whether the couple had medical insurance
that covered the medical treatment was also a deciding factor foc the WO~ in
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detennining how long they would seck out medical treatment. For other women. the cost
ofan international adoption was too expensive and some viewed it as buying a child.
All the women, [0 some degree. discussed setting limits 10 how long they would
try to conceive a child. What emerged from the narratives were instances where the
women wtte trying to make sense oflheir infertility. Women's statements ranged from "I
was leaming life Icssons~. ~We have come to that fork in the rood". "We have done what
we can and have 10 move on" to statements thai indicated their uncc:nain futures such as
"How long can you put your life on hold for something that may never happen?" and
"How far am I going 10 go this time?" Other statements included a resolution to their
fertility problem such as "We have come to terms \\oith it. It is time 10 stop this and move
on to some other things". "I could live just as happily without a child" and "My path is
going to be different."
Some women actively acknowledged that they were: different and that this
difference was not necessarily a negative self label. For example. as Jody told her Slory.
she defined herself as being different and nol the nann. However. at Ihe end of the
interview. Jody discussed how being different was a positive attribute which enabled her
to gain a sense of resolution. She explained:
Just because you are not the nonn doesn't mean you are abnonnal...My purpose is
differenl from everybody else's. You are just differenl and it is ok 100 because
everybody is different. And I know that [ am not alone anymore and il took me a
long time to realize tha!...1 can say I am ok.lhere is nothing wrong with me. I
don't need to tonure myself anymore.
Jody's statement ofdifference can also be seen as an act of resistance: because she lakes a
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stance toward issues of nonnaIcy and difference. Individuals' statements ofdifference
and statements that say this is !Jaw I am or am not. statements that question the status quo
or the status ofa p:uticular ~ical treatment. are all statements of resistance (Becker
1997: 17). Jody acknowledges that she does not fit the dominant ideology surrounding
the concept of women as defined by motherhood and this is fine with her.
Even though the women experience their life cycle as being in limbo. they do
redraw the boundary between olhemess and sameness. Infertility is 3. disruption in the
women's lives where they 3ctively rewrite and create new meanings to their stories. and
reinterpret events. relationships. feelings and self idenlity in the face of attempts to
achieve an unc:main goal: motherhood. As Kathy explained:
For my experience. for our experience with infertility...",'e think. we feel that"'e
are in a win. win situation. If we have a child and we go down thaI road and life
will be happy. It will be different but it will be happy and it will be hopefully
everything we wanted it to be. But. irwe don't have a child. \\''C will go down the
other road. We would just live the way we have been living. doing our travelling
and all that sort of stuff. So we fed wecannot!ose either which way.
As the women proceed through the diagnostic tests and medical treatments they
experience multiple losses. These losses include miscarriages. loss ofcontrol over their
life cycles and bodies. loss of privacy. loss or reproductive organs, and loss ora dream.
thai of motherhood. The women interact with and confront many discourses surrounding
biomedicine. womanhood. motherhood and the life course which rencct dominant
ideologies about how one's life should be lived. Failwe to fit with these cultural scripts
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and social norms disrupted how the women viewed their bodies and life COUI'SCS. Often.
the women experienced a sense offailure and loss when their bodies did not funclton
nannally and when they did not confonn to the social nonns of motherhood and
\\Iomanhood. Yet. in their everyday lives. the ,",'Omen did find spaces to tronsfonn and
resist these discounes and the medical COl1apl afthe body. SOme ....-omen refused
medical treatments or refused to take prescribed fertility drugs for their infcnility. Other
women sought out non-medical treatments in order to unite the mind with the body. Slill
others found a sense of community and connection 10 other infenile ....,omen despite the
lonely and isolating experience of infertility. All the women in !.he study (re)made sense
of their lives after receiving an infertility diagnosis and renegotiated their life cycles. II is
lhrough listening to the ""'Omen's infertility I'1aIT.ltives that the complexity and often
contradictory meanings of the experience are revealed as a complex social interplay
between the body. self and society.
This thesis explored the experiences of infertile women in 51. John's.
Newfoundland. I have argued that the women experienced a 'line of fault' between their
actual experiences and the dualistic framework presented by the medical profession. This
dualistic framework was disruptive to the women's lives because it shaped their
experiences wilhin a narrow framewolt; which did not address the holistic experience of
infertility. The women did not experience the diagnosis and treatment oflheir infertility
in terms offragmemed body pans which divorced the mind from the body. Instead. the
women experienced the medk:al treatment as whole persons.....-here there is no separation
between mind and body. In fact, the persistence of conceptual dualisms such as mind and
body. science and emotion. rational and irrational. fertile and infertile. sameness and
otherness. body and self. and object and subject alienated the women in tenns of
reorganizing their experiences within conceptual frameworks that disregarded their
voices.
The women in this study experienced alienation on several different levels
including alienation from their bodily experiences. from other individuals and alienation
owing to geographic isolation. For example. the diagnostic phase in determining
infertility is characterized by a series of questions posed by the physician to obtain the
couple's medical history which emphasizes the body and its actions. The subsequent
physical examination, laboratory testing and medical treatment further objectified and
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alienated the women from their bodies by concentrating on the abnonnalities of the
reproductive system \\ithout addressing the social. economic and emotional aspects afthc
infertility experience.
The most vivid example orlbe medicaJ trealment alienating the body from the self
was ovulation induction. The nature of ovulation induction emphasized the close. daily
monitoring ohhe body through blood tests. basal body tempem~charting. taking oral
or injectable fertility drugs and receiving numerous vaginal uluasounds. Writing on the
effects of routine work. Johnson (1983) notes how one's life shapes and disrupls one's
body and perceptions. Although Johnson writes about the experience of a worker in a
factory his analysis can be applied 10 the women's experiences of ovulation induction. He
(1983: 18) stales:
a worker on an assembly line or a secretary in an office, perfonning only one kind
ofaclion throughout the day. begins to get a sense of WiT bodies 3.5 machines
with a narrow range of movement and little feeling. The reduction of tile body's
capacities to the specific range required by the habitual wort correspondingly
diminishes the scope of one's perceptions.
Johnson names this kind of work the "technology of alienation" (1983: 80). a way of
applying techniques that disconnect people from their sensual being. The medical regime
ofovulation induction is designed to manipulate the body to ovulate. In fact. this regime
scheduled a woman's life and her activities into a pattern that filS with her monthly
menstroalcycle.
The habitual work of taking fertility drugs and receiving blood tests and vaginal
ultrasounds emphasizes one particular function of the female body. that is-to grow a
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follicle. ovulate and then possibly conceive a child. Reducing~'s bodies within
this narrow framework negatively affected how \lo"omerl perceived their bodies and
themselves. To some degree. all the women in this study viewed their bodies and lives as
being out ofcontrol and they defined their selfWOfth in tennsofthc ability 10 grow a
follicle. ovulate and become a mother.
The use of visual technology such as the vaginal uluasound and the HSG
diagoostic lest further alienated the self from the body. The women experienced a split
orientation to their bodies.~~perienced their tactile body when feeling the medical
treatment. the visual body when seeing inner body parts being displayed on a screen and
,he emotional body when they experienced the emotional roller coaster ride. While the
women were waiting 10 know the results of each procedure. they uavelled b3ck and fonh
from their tactile body 10 the visual (objectified) body by experiencing physical
discomfort and pain. The results of the medical treatment and diagnostic: test directly
impacted the development of the emotional roller coaster ride. As the body is monito~
more closely and the women invest more time. money and energy into conceiving a child.
the frequency and intensity of the upswing and downswing of the emotional roller coaster
ride increased. Instead of the roller coaster ride being spread out over a month. it
occurred daily.
Feelings of grief. disappointment and despair were also expressed by the women
with every loss they experienced throughout their emotional roller coaster ride. These
losses included the loss of control over one's life cycle and body, km ofprivac::y. loss ofa
IJO
life dream. i.e. motherhood. loss ofa pregnancy. loss ofrcproductive organs and the loss
of social relationships with family and friends. The loss ofsocial relationships
contributed further to the feeling ofalienation among the women. They noted iliat
imeractions with family, friends and co-workers reminded them of their infertility.
These reminders include seeing nieces and nephews. seeing children in maJis. seeing
empty child seats and strol1us. and being invited to baby shower.>. All these reminders
acted as symbolic cues thaI they were 'infeniJe'. Consequently. the women were
continuously reminded that no matter how hard (hey worked al becoming pregnant. they
still did not lit the pmcribed cultural and social norm of womanhood.
The feeling ofotherness and difference is further heightened because the
experience ofinfenility is often lonely and isolating. The women discussed how, unless
someone else experiences infertility, no one could understand what it is like. They felt
thaI no matter how supponive their family and friends were. these iXOple could not
understand "..hat they~ experiencing because 'you really had 10 be there.'
Furthennore. gender differences contributed to experiencing infel1ility in isolation for the
women. Women have been socialized to talk about their own heallh. bodies and feelings
whereas men have been discouraged from doing so. Discussing infertility with their
partners was difficult beause the women fell guilty that their bodies were not functioning
nonnally and that the financial expense of the infertility treatments meant that they had
to forego other amenities such as buying a house. a car or taking a vac3tion. Even
though the infenility might be officially unexplained or diagnosed as a male fertility
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problem. the women still fclt responsible. because the majority oCtile fertility treatments
were directed towards their bodies and pregnaneit's. and miscarriages happei1N 10 their
bodies.
Finally, the women experienced geographic isolation by Jiving in Newfoundland.
The one practising infertility specialist for the enlire province works in 51. John's. The
only infertility clinic. which offers limited fertility lreatments for women and their
partners. is located in 51. John's. Women wishing 10 receive IVF must travel 10 another
clinic outside the province. Moreover. women living in rural Newfoundland experience a
compounded eff«t of geographic isolation because aCme added expense of travelling and
staying in the capital city. It is important to note that the nature of the fertility
treatments. such as inducing ovulation with injectable fertility drugs. requires women to
be monitored on a daily basis. Tberefore. women living in rural Newfoundland must stay
in 51. John's for at least two 10 three weeks. Even ira woman has family or friends livin~
in the St. John's area, she and her partner may decide not to stay with them to maintain
privacy and not disclose a 'condition'that often carries a social stigma. Consequenlly.
many couples living in rural Newfoundland may find it difficu[tlO obtain fertility
treatments because of the added financial and social costs. In short. couples living in 51.
John's and in rural Ne","foundland experience lack of choice and poor access to treatments
and social support. There is lack ofchoice of which infertility specialist to see. lack of
choice of obtaining fertility lrt'atments, lack of choice of which infertility clinic to go to
and lack ofchoice of social services such as the infertility support group which is also
IJ2
lotaI.ed in St. John's.
Despite (he experience of alienation and isolalion among these women. they did
find creative ways to reconnect the body and self, reconnect with other ....omen in the
community and rewrite their Iifc cycles. Often, the ,",-omen blUJTed the boundaries
between the body and sclf. mind and body, infertility and fertility and otherness and
This a11o\\'ed them 10 explore new ways of defining womanhood and
infertility. For instance, the women did not define lhemsclves;1S being completely
infertile but in some ways fertile as well. They identified wilh Ilnd experienced both
worlds by noting that infertility was cyclical and not a pennanent state experimced
throughout their entire lives. The women also combined the emotional and physiologiC31
aspeclS of infertility in order to discuss their experiences holistically.
In fact. the expression of mixed emotions of excitement. hopefulness. frusuation.
anger. despair and griefprompled some women in the study to reevaluate the
development of their life cycles. These emotional responses were not expressions of
irrational and desperate women seeking to have a child. but rather meaningful and
purposeful responses to their experiences. These responses prompted the women to
decide rationally whether or not to continue with medical treatment or set limits on how
long they would try to conceive a child. For other women. the experience of the medical
treadmill and frustration and anger at the medical profession prompted them to refuse
medical intervention in ~ting their infertility.
Another means by which the women reconnected the body and self """3$ ~king
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out non-medical treatment for their infertility. Usually these trea~ts emphasized the
unity between the mind and body and attcmpced to discover the root cause ofthc
infertility rather than solely treating its symptoms. The non-medical appointments were
longer in duration where the women could explOfe the emotional and social3SpC'Cts of the
infertility experience.
Moreover. the women reconnected with other women who experienced inf~rtililY
by aetj..·dy searching for other women's stories on the internet. in books. magazines and
journal artides. By rese<ltChing out other infertility stories. the women recognized that
their experiences ofalienation. isolation. otherness and difference were shared
experiences among infertile women. A few women in lhe study developed friendships
with other women by meeting them in the waiting room of the infertility clinic:. by staying
in hospital rooms where women had miscarried and by attending the infertility support
group. What developed was a communal sharing ofjoys. concerns. losses and a sense of
empo....~t among the women.
The body also~ a site ofempowennent and resist.1nce where the women
actively transfonned and resisted the dominant discourses of biomedicine. motherhood
and womanhood. Such resistance took the form of refusing medical lteatment. seeking
out non·medical treatment. refusing to take fertility drugs. researching the long tenn and
short term side effects of fertilily drugs. learning about their bodies and the process of
menstruation. fertilization and pregnancy. and deciding to remain child~.
13'
Throughout this thesis I have shown thaI the women's infertility narratives are
complex. often consisting of mixed emotions. social, financial and nxdical factors
shaping their experiences. futures that are unkno\\o"'n and full of contradictions. One
significant contradiction involved experiencing infertility holistically but having it
~rganized within a medical-scientific paradigm that render the body as passive and
objectified. Another involved the female body as a siteofboth objectifICation and
resistance. And finally. there was the contradiction of medical technology thaI
segmented and objectified their bodies. while at the same time providing the women with
a sense of hope ofbccoming pregnant and offering new ways of viewing their bodies.
Within these contradictions the women rewrote. reevalua~ and redefined their lives
while lJ'ying 10 achieve an uncertain goal-motherhood.
7 I Areas for future Resarch
Generally. ""'Omen' 5 health. particularly women's health in Atlantic Canada. has
been under researehed. The experience ofinfeniliry among ",""Omen is included in this
lack ofauention. According to the Maritime Centre ofExc:cllenc:e for Women's Health.
(MCEWH 2000: 7) the overall health and well being of women. children and their
families in Atlantic Canada remains far bc:hind !he rest of Canada. Therefore. furthering
women's health resean:h which includes the experience ofinfenility will help us make lhe
best sirategic inveslmenlS for the health and welfare of women living in Atlantic Canada.
In panicuiar. further research on infertility must include the voices of ....,omen and their
partners who live in rur.al Newfoundland. Researching the impact of~raphie isolation
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and Jack of access to fertili[)' lreatmenlS and social suppon will further identify the needs
and conccms of these women and their partnerS.
Among the thirteen women I interviewed. ten wen: diagnosed ns having irregular
ovul:ation or polycystic ovarian disease. Ahhough this is the most common physiological
cause of infertility among women. a high number of women in Newfoundland are
diagnosed with this disease. Future resean:h should investigate whether the high numbet'
of women being diagnosed with polycystic ovarian disease is ~nonnal· given the
populalion in Newfoundland and Labrador. as well as explore regional differences in the
delivery of medical tn:atmcnts among infenility clinics in Canada.
FinaJly. future research into the infertility experience must examine the impact of
mcdicallechnology on the experience of embodiment. For instance. how does Ihc
inttoduclion of visual imaging technologies (ullrosound and x·ray) shape the subjective
experiences orinfertile women? More: specifically. how does the introduction of the
uluasound and x-ray shape the development ofthc emoliooal roller cooster ride? 10e
women in this study have discussed the differences in the experierK:e of the emotional
roller coaster ride once the visual imaging technologies were used to monitor their bodies.
Such research would further ex~ore these dilTerences and the impact visual technologies
have for {re)imaging the femak body.
7 2 Polic;y Recommendations
According to the World Health Organization. health refers to ~a state of complete
physical. mental. spiritual and social well-being. and not merely the absence ofdisease"
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(as cited in Colman 2000: 9). lbe following policy recommendations focus on
emphasizing the physical. social. mental and spiritual well being of .....-omen who
experience infertility.
First. physicians. nutSCS. ultrasound and x-.rn.y technicians and other- health COU'C
providers who see infenility patients mUSl: recogniu that women and their partneTS
experience infertility holistically. Women experience the diagnostic and possible
ueatment phase of their infertility as whole persons. Women are more than uteruses.
vaginas. ovaries. fallopian tubes and wombs. Moreover. health (:3f'e providers need to be
more empathic to the women's emotional needs after an infertility diagnosis and during
any subsequent medical treatment-more specifically. when they are discussing the results
afthe HSG and the vaginal ultrasound because the ~hs of these tests impact the
development oflhe emotional roller coaster ride. Heahh care providers also need to
provide detailed descriptions of the steps and procedures used to diagnose and treat
fmility problems in orner to better inform patients ofany side effects and about what is
actually involved with these procedures. Medical appoinlmenls could be scheduled for a
longer period of lime 10 allow the women to discuss their emotional needs wilh their
physician and any other concerns they have about !he diagnostic tests and the medical
Second. the availability of fertility drugs in Newfoundland should be increased by
having a pharmacist specialize in dispensing Ihesc: drugs in order to minimize delays in
the ueaunent process. Third. counselling materials that are provided to women and lheir
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paMers after they have experienced a miscamage or «topic pregnancy should include
the: diversity of experience among single. bisexual. lesbian. and ethnic minority women.
In addition.. resource nwmal should be provided 10 women and their partners who wish
to seek out alternatives 10 receiving medical treatmem for their infenility. such as
adoption. international adoption. non-medical treatments and informatioo about
remaining childfree.
Fourth, Canadian women and men who are directly impacted by government
policies designed to n::gU13tC reproductive and gertetic technologies (ROTs) should be
included in policy fonnation. For instance. during February and March of 2000. Health
Canada oftkials met with provincial colleagues 10 discuss federallegisJation surrounding
reproductive and genetic technologies. The panicipants included ~provincial and
territorial colleagues. as well as wilh represematives ofselecled stakeholder
organizations" and the purpose of such discussions was for "Health Carulda to gain a
fuller undeT"Standing of provincial. territorial and stakeholder views on proposed federal
approach to ROT's" (Health Canada 2000: I). However, the absent voices in such
discussions were women and their partners who were directly affected by this legislation.
Reproductive and genetic tcchnologies are performed on women's and men's bodies. and
therefore their voices and experiences should be included in any policy recommendation
on reproductive and genetic tcchnologies.
Finally. the women in this study noted the importance of sharing their stories with
other women because they could identify their 0\\11 isolating cxpcricott with them. They
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also felt that the support they l'ttcivcd from the women was qualitatively different from
that recci,,-cd from individuals who did not have difficuhy in conceiving a child.
Therefore, increasing the opportunity fM women to talk about their experiences with
others will help minimize the isolation felt by these women.
Increasing the social support and networks of infertile women could happen in a
variety ofdifferent ways. F~ instanet. another meeting time for the infertility support
group ""'hich meets evetY second Tuesday orthe' month could be scheduled for couples
who cannot attend because ofconflicting work schedules. However. it should be noted
that not all women can or wish to ancnd the infertility support group. Women living in
nuaI NewfoW'ldland often have to lravcllong distances to attend the support group and
this can sometimes be expensive and even impossible to consider. Others may not wish
to share their personal stories in such a 'public' space. Therefore. developing an on line
listserVe for women could help CO~1 women across the province and provide 3nother
medium \\-nerc women could discuss their infenility experiences.
Similarly, the use of audio teleconferencing technology can facilitate social
support among women. This medium would connect women from different areas ofthc
province. including Lalxadoc. and provide an added means of being able to talk to other
women face to face. Church. Curran and Solberg (2000) have noted the benefits of such
audio teleconferencing meetings among women who have been diagnosed with breast
cancer in Newfoundland. 1bey noted that this teleconferencing network helped the
women to deal with the ~tremendous emotional upheaval they were experiencing~ and
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was "invaluable in lessening both family and comnuutity burdens ofdealing with the:
disease pr1)ttSS" (Church.. Cunan and Solbag 2000: 22). Having a facilitator also presenl
for the audio [el~onferencingwould be beneficial because the facilitator would be
knowledgeable about infertility and could discuss with the women the latest in lrealmmt
options or alternatives to receiving medical treatment (Church et al. 2000: 22). On-going
or coming eventS related to infertility could also be discusseQ. The infertility support
group. an on line IistserVc and the audio Ieleconfemtcing network would all help bring
together women's voices in an infonnative and supportive way and help fosttt
connections among women in different areas of the province who an: in need ofsupport.
Bringing together women's Siories of infertility is important because all the
womenint~COf" this study expressed feelings of isolation. alienation and
difference after an infertility diagnosis. 1bey also noted how important it "':15 for them (0
be able to talk with other women who knew what living with infertility was like or
reading about women's infertility stories. Such stories included women currently
receiving medical treatment. women refusing medical treatment. women who sought out
adoption and women who remained childfree. This diversity ofexperience could provide
optimal support for the women because it is comprised. of "'..omen who had a variety of
experiences with infertility and different ways of rewriting their life cycles 3fter an
infertility diagnosis.
Moreover, sharing their stories with other women can be an act of resistance. As
Welch (1985: 41) wr1les:
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as women share stories of their own lives. a common experience of oppt"CSSion
and resi.sunce is rec:ognittd. This politicization gives women the courage to
persist in resisrance,~g lheir diftkulties have flO( only individual basis
but social and political basis as well.
Therefore. without the commtmal sharing of life experiences. the solidarity and social
support Welch writes about cannot develop and the possibility for change is limited. This
thesis has been about bringing together [ouneen stories of women who experience
infertility. Their stories offer unique insights inlo the infertility experience: as well3S
sharing the common experience ofoppression and resistance. and despair and hope. The
women confronted assumptions about their bodies. themselves and their life cycles while
redefining what it means to be a woman and infertile. I end this thesis with a quote from
Wendy because her single statement succinctly captures how sharing one's story can be an
act of resistance.
I am a woman...l have foWld fertility beyond just my body.
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Appndlsl
[piloc_e
The infertility siories of the eight "'omen not included in chapter four~
presented here. Names aCme women have been replaced with pseudonyms and I have
altered the age and occupation of the women to conceal their identities. I hope these
vignettes can to some justice to illustrate the uniqueness aCmeir incredible siories and
itlustIale the common bond they share. In each vignette. Ilu1ve tried to choose
experi~. thoughts and feelings thai were central to the: WOffiM'S narrntive.
Radle", Story
Rachel (26) was the youngest woman I interviewed. She is married. has a
Bachelor's Degree and works pan-lime as a teacher. Rachel was diagnosed with
polycystic ovarian disease or syndrome (a complex hormonal problem in which the
ovaries fail to ovulate and iflS(ead form numerous tiny cysts) at the age of sixteen by an
endocrinologist. The endocrinologist told her that she would need drug therapy to make
her body ovulate. Rachel and her partner did not seek oul medical treatment right away.
They wailed until she: was ready 10 have a child and Rachel viewed this as a mistake
because the waiting list to see the infenility specialist was a y~. This was devastating
news for Rachel. She then decided 10 ask her family doclor to refer her to a
gynaecologisl.
It was with this gynaecologist that Rachel Slarted receiving medicallrealment. It
was a year full of physician's appoinlments. blood tests, taking oral fertility drugs. and
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receiving ultrasounds. Rachel's partner also had a spenn analysis done and il revealed
that his sperm motility was low. Rachel thought that this was the end ofthc world
because~ were two contributing factors for her and her partner to ovtteome and she
wondered ifshe would ever have a child.
Rachel also recalled a vivid interaction with a medical doctor that dashed all
hopes of conceiving a child. She stated:
It was the most devastating doctors' appointment I ever had in my life. She
proceeds 10 tell us that because my husband's spenn motility and sperm count was
low, we had to have spenn donation and that was nol done here. Itjusl came to
us out orthe blue...! could not control myself any longer. And she was absolutely
confused as 10 why I was crying. She said to me. -, don't understand why you are
so upset. You are so young. You are onJy 26 years old. why are you so upset? If
you~ 36. I could understand you crying. But you have no right to cry at the
age 0(26," And thai was a big lhing. And to me. I did not think I was thot
young to want 10 have a baby. But. in the medical profession I guess I was. You
know, I was not al the last chance in my late thirties. rthink I was discriminated
against. I think I really was be<:ause of my age. I long 10 have so many years
ahead of me. like what good was that when you want a baby you know.
After this medical appointment Rachel and her partner decided to plan a trip to Toronto to
investigate the option oflVF. When they were planning to go, Rachel gOI pregnant
without any medical intcrvention and miscarried soon after. As a result. thcy cancelled
the trip to Toronto and Rachel decided to see a diffen:nt gynaecologist for her infertility.
Under the supervision of this gynaecologist Rachel started taking c:Iomid. which is the
mildest oral fertility drug used to induce ovulation. After being on this drug for one cyc:le
(a month) Rachel got pregnant again and stayed pregnant. Rachel and her partner have a
daughter and are thinking of trying to have another child.
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HSDDab', Story
Hannah is in her emly thirties. married and is employed full-time in the health
field. Hannah and herpartneT have been uying to have a child for five years. In 1995.
Hannah was diagnosed as having polycystic ovarian disease and was prescribed domid
for three months by her gynaecologist. On the third month, Hannah gol pregnam and
miscarried a few weeks later. After taking clomid for another three months. Hannah was
referred to the infertility specialist. The infertility specialist prescribed an injectable
fenility drug to induce ovulation. At the time ofttle interview, Hannah had been taking
the fertility drug for one month and was waiting for her next cycle to begin. Hannah
described her medical treatment as a regime of llequcm uluasounds and
like at the same time the doctor did not say 10 me. RWell. this is going 10 be the
regime,ft I had no idea in the beginning that eveTj' second day I would have to
have blood tests and an ultrasound until thaI cycle started. She was like. ftYou got
to come back in two days and lraCk the cycleft •••50 every second day I "-em up to
see her and it was like another disappointment E\'ef)'day I go through another
failed attempt to have a child and all my friends around me are having babies.
There are babies all around.
Hannah also discussed how impatiem she became as she progressed through the different
stages of her medical treatment and it ""'as nearly impossible to relax:
I am a very impatient pcr5On. I want things done immedialely. But it's astow
process and that makes it harder. You want results immediately and you
can't...You arc bound by this 28 or 30 day cycle you know, what they call a
nonnal cycle. And it takes that long to try something so it's a momh that's gone.
It's not like days., but it takes months because we are woric:ing with the cycle. And
you don't know if it worked until the cycle is done.
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Hannah and her partner do not have a child and they do not know how long they will
continue to try 10 conceive a child.
Gnlu'sSlory
Grace is 28 years old, a university slUdent and is married. Her panner is also a
university shJdeRI. Groce and her partner have been trying to have a child for three and a
halfyears. Grace was diagnosed as having polycystic ovarian disease by her
gynaecologist and was prescribed domid. After being on c10mid for 18 monlhs. Grace
decided to go back to university. This was a needed distraction from the 'regime' orlhe
medical trealmcnt and the pressures associated with it. She explained:
Actually I think that it helped. I stal1ed university in January of 1992. I think it
took my mind offofiL II took the edge offbecausc I was devoting my time on
something el~ ... I was enjoying part of my life. If! can't have a baby I will have
it later. I was reaching to a point that it would be ok. A couple of weeks before I
found out thai I was pregnant. I [wanted) to give up for a while because I was
tired. I just wanted a break from the pressure because everybody knew we were
trying. You know everybody was expecting a baby to happen. I mean people are
asking you, "Are you pregnant yet." You know. just lake a break for six months.
see how university goes. And because being on the fertility drugs. having to lake
your basal body temperature. and trying to chan it. going to see the doctor every
three months time. and having your period. It was all hard because you knew why
you were doing it.
G~ vividly rememben the day she found out she was pregnant and rushing out to a
pharmacy 10 buy a pregnancy journal and a teddy bear. In the journal she ""TOte all tter
thoughts and feelings surrounding the pregnancy as well as the difficult time she had
trying to get pregnant. The journal served as a reminder of what she went through and
she hoped that one day her daughter would read it and know that she was rea.lly wanted.
1S7
Grace also set up a time capsule. In the wooden box she placed the rest of her fertility
drugs. the pregnancy test and alllhe basal body temperature charts. She added. "I am
really sentimemal about everything. bUll will never forget that. I mean it was just. how
hard we tried to get pregnant."
K.thy's Story
Kathy is 37 years old and has been marriat for 14 years to hcr high school
sweetheart. She has a university degree and teaches in a college. Kathy's partner has a
PhD and works in the health field. Kathy and her panner were lTUlrried for fOUf years
before !hey started uying to have a baby. Alicr having unprotected sex for about a year.
Kathy went to her family physician and she was diagnosed as having irregular menstrual
cycles where she did not ovulate. At the lime orthe interview, they had been uying 10
conceive a child for three years. During the three years. Kathy has been on numerous
medic:l.lions 10 induce ovul:lIion including c10mid and injectable fertility drugs. When I
talked with Knthy, she noted that this would be the last time she would be on fertility
drugs and it was the last tty to get pregnant. As she staled. Mlf"'e can'l produce ourselves..
it will be us and our dogs," I asked Kalhy how she and her partner decided lhat this
would be the last time for seeking out medical treatment. Kalhy simply replied that she
did not want to go through the emotional roller coaster ride again. Kalhy and her partner
both felt that it was lime 10 say enough is enough. K:uhy also noted how she felt different
waiting for the last treatment to begin:
Ilhink lhis time around is diffemlt because we are both going 10 be, I don't know
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about Frank. but for myselfl f~1 so much more ~Iaxed almost as if a cloud has
been taken off my head. Just knowing that this is going to be the lasllime. "The
emotional aspect ofconstanlly being up and down and c\'erything is not there this
lime. And I guess the only thing I can conlribute thalia is if il doesn't happen
now, we came to the Cork in tbe road and the road that we are going to go do\\TI
on now is living child free. Life is going to be good. So I think in that regard I
have sUlrted the process ofdetaching myself away from it.
Teresa', Story
Teresa is 28 yean old, married and has a child after receiving medicallrC'atmeni.
Teresa and her partner experienced the shortest length of lime trying to concdve a child.
one year. Teresa works at home taking care arlin son and her partner is employed full·
time in the health field. After six months of trying to gel pregnant. Teresa went to her
family physician becatJSe she thought it was taking 100 long to get pregnant. Her family
doctor told her il was too early 10 do anything and the easiesllhing 10 do was for Teresa's
panner to get a sperm count done. This however. started ajoumey of confusion for
Teresa and her partner as lhey both encow\lercd the issue ofunexplaincd infertility. After
Teresa's partner had the sperm analysis done which showed a low 10 normal sperm count.
Teresa was referttd to a gynaecologist. It was hcte that Teresa felt she had no conlJ'Ol
because she was being given different explanalions and reasons for her and her partner's
difficulty in having a child. She Slaled:
I thoughll had no conlJ'Ol at all. I did everything he [the gynaecologistj said.
And then. I just fell when I went to the docton. here she comes again and then
they would say. "Some have been trying for five years and they still don't have a
baby." I know that. I mean. I gOI pregnant and it was only a year. I am so lucky.
But still. and like first we were told that my husband would never falhcr a child.
Then I was told I had polycystic ovary disease. lhcn we were lold lhat nothing
was wrong and go home and have a bubble bathe and a glass ofchampagne. So il
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was just. how can you go from tclling us. he is never going to father a child to I
am having polycystic ovarian disease. 10 neither of us have anything. righl.
Teresa's gynaecologist prescribed c1omid. and after taking it for one cycle Teresa gol
pregnant. However, me confusion surrounding the diagnosis and living in an
environment wheree~ing was a remindtt thai they Wft'e childless was diflkul1.
Teresa noted how everything became a symbollhat they were childless. from orange juice
to baby seats in cars. She explained:
Everything, !he orange juice [drinking orange juice supposedly incte3SCS a man's
sperm count), everything. it use 10 drive me insane when people would say.
-forget about it. stop thinking about it and relax.- But when you are going
through it. at least for me, everything is a reminder. You gel into your car. A car
drives by and you see a child seal in it. You go for a walk and there are strollers.
You get invited to baby showers. You've heard people getting pregnant all the
time in your family ...And it got 10 the point when:: I hakd the number two
because we would look. out the window in the swnmertime and there would be:
IwO lawn chairs there. Everything was too neal and tidy. It wasjust rully.
everything was a symbol.
Teresa and her partner are trying to have another child. hUI neither of them has sought OUI
further medicallrellment.
Kristine's Story
Kristine is 41 years old. married, has a high school diploma and works at home.
Kristine and her husband have been trying to COTnive a child for 17 years and wen:
successful five years ago 'Aith the birth of their daughter. Kristine staned having irregular
menstrual cycles when she was sixteen and this began a process of going to see family
physicians. different gynaecologists and specialists to find out what lhe problem was.
One gynaecologist told her !hat she would never conceive a child. To Kristine. this was
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not an option. As she noted:
Like years go on and I wanted to know what was wrong wilh me. One doctOf"
said, "You will never have children." I went back to another specialist. you say
my ovary is fine. bUI why can't you find out what is wrong with me. There arc no
answers and I would not accept that I could not have child~n. I just wasn't going
10 accept il. And then I went to • place. They were tJying to help us cope with it
and understand it. and acec:pt it. But I will not acecpt it. So. I would not go there
anymore. I could ROC see myself 001 having children. I mean that is every
woman's dream. You know, get married and have children.
Kristine took a number of different fenility drugs to help her ovulate. bUI none of Ihem
worked until she saw the infertility specialist and together they found the righl dosage that
induced ovulation. Kristine noted how she was the first one in her family to get married
:met the last one of her siblings 10 have a child. This was difficult for Kristine because she
watched her siblings stan their own families and she felt like a failure:
I felt like a failure. Here I am. a married woman for so many years :tnd I can't
have one. I use to say it is so unfair. not right. Then I use to say. "What did I
do?" You know. not that wasn't the reason I wasn't having one. It was a medical
reason. Then it took so long to find out what it was. all those wasted years and all
the wasted money. I am disappointed that I was not diagnosed earlier. that I was
not helped earlier because I always wanted 10 have one more child. And I am
thankful for what I got, but now it is too late. I mean it took us 11 ye<n 10 get her
and I am not, I can't wait for another 17 years to have another one. right. And
now I am not in a position 10 pay for my drugs you know. for another one...1just
don't have the money or the resources to go back to see the infertility specialisl
and try again.
V.IteSSa'ISIOry
Vanessa is 35 years old and married for six and a half years. She worked full-time
as a research analysl and her panner works full·time in the enlertainment field. Vanessa
and her partner tried for four years to have a child. During these four years. Vanessa
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miscarried twice and went through a variety ofdiagnostic tests such as blood tests. a
laparoscopy and a HSG. Vanessa cites a nwnber of diffettnt factors contributing lO her
infertility. endometriosis. a lot of adhesions on her ovaries and an incarnate uterus where
the uterus is shaped as a heart instead oran oval. After Vanessa had a negative
experience with a medical doctor. she and her partner decided not: to seek out any medical
treatment and instead pursue international adoption becnuse it was a 'sure thing':
I realized that I couldn't go through any more allhis point. We thought ok. this is
going to be very expensive ifyou go through with IVF. You had to go to the
mainland and spend endless amounlS ofmoney and you are not sure that it is
going to be successful in the first. second. or third. fourth go around. And we
thought, ok, if we are going 10 spend alllhi5 money let's go through a sure thing.
It wasn't imponanl that the child WllS biologically connected to us. so why nOI go.
It was a sure thing. We don't have to worry about if it was going 10 be successful
Of not So. that is why we went thaI route. We just couldn't spend. the thought of
it. we just decided it was enough..
After Vanessa and her partner internationally adopted their daughter, Vanessa got
pregnant on her own and gave birth to her daughter. This lead Vanessa to question the
original diagnosis and she does not really know the~n why she had difficulty
conceiving a child. She also felt shock sunounding her ~gnancy. As she explained:
Not so much shock that I was pregnant. I was pregnant before. but shock that I
was still pregnant. We were kinda of in denial going through the pregnancy. We
had been through so much you know. we were in total denial. We could not
believe it until she was born. We just couldn't get our hopes up.
In a few years. Vanessa and herpanner will try to have a third child. Right now. they are
concentrating on getting their 'lives back on track' after adopting their daughter and
having anothcrchild only a year apan. As Vanessa stated, ·We will just wait and see."
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Lauren is 34 yC31S old. married and has a Master's Degree in education ilnd
teaches full-time.~ was diagnosed with polycystic ovarian disease when she: was
22 years old. but. it was not until she: was 29 that her family physician referred her to the
infenility spec:iali51. Lauten and her partner lried for four years to have a child and in
1999 Lauren gave birth to her daughter. During the: four years of medical lrealmenl.
Lauren took a number ofdifferent fenility drugs including c10mid and injectable fenility
drugs. She also had a HSG and ovarian drilling done. The years of medical treatment
were physically and emotionaUy difficult on her body and travelling back and fonh from
her hometown to SL John's was very tiring. After she gave binh to her child. Lauren and
her partner deeided not (0 have another child because the: trealment process was just too
tiring and she experienced a difficult pregnancy where she could have lost both the baby
and Iter own life.
Moreover. Lauren \\'3S one of the: few women I interviewed that sought out non-
medical treatment while she was going through ovulation induction. I asked her why she
sought OlIt the non-medicallreatment and she explained:
[I went to) a nurse practitioner and she prescribed some naturopathic remedies and
diffemlt things like that. 1also did meditation and visualization..J enjoyed
talking to her and she: allows a lot of time for her appointments. They are more
than an hour so you don't feel that you are rushed.. You could just sit there and ask
questions and talk. [think her approach to disease is obviously different from the
medical doctor. I think if a medical doctor is often, they are trained to Ireat the
symptoms whereas a naturopathic practitioner I think will often IIy to find the
cause. the root cause of the problem and treat that rather than imposing therapy
that treats the symptoms. They arc open to the: fact that the: mind. spirit is a pan of
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the treatment of disease. Whe~as. the doctors, not that they are not
interested in it. they don't have lime to sit down and discuss those things with you.
BuL, sometimes I think that is exactly .....hat you need.
Having the: non-medicaJ treatment along with the medicaJ treatment complemented exh
other and helped Lauren go through the treaunent process. Lauren also discussed how
she was concerned about the long tcnn effects of the injectable fertility drugs she took
over the four years. especially the high doses. This concern stemmed from the focllhal
her mother was recently diagnosed with ovarian cancer and Lauren wondered iftherc was
a connection 10 the fertility drugs she was laking and the risk ofdevdoping ovarian
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Appaldis: II
Lisl of Mediall DefillitiH,'
Artifteial Insgnioaticm: A procedure by which sperm is placed in a woman's vagina as
close to her cervix as possible.
Anjtjciallnsc;mjnatioo by [)ooor: A procedure by which spcrm from a donor m:lle is
placed in a woman's vagina as close 10 her cervix as possible in the hope ofconcepcion
and successful pregnancy.
Ba..~al Body Jsrnperaturs;: Temperature of the woman. taken orally upon waking in the
moming before any activity. UsN to help determine ifovulation is occurring.
~: A ring of flexible muscle at me base ofa woman's uterus which extends into her
vagina.
Q2m.i.Q.: A trade name fordomiphenecitrale which is an oral fertility drug. It is
administered 10 induce women's ovulation.
Ectopic PregnancY: A '.lloman's pregnancy which OCCUB in her fallopian tube r;llher than
her uterus. An ectopic pregnancy can never come to term. It is a dangerous condition
and always requires surgical intervention to save the woman's life. She will almost
always lose her fallopian tube.
~: Lining of the uterus.
Endomeldal Biopsy: A procedure where:1 small pottion of the endometrium is removed
'These definitions were take from Harkness (1987); Klien (1989) and Gamer. Menning
and Wentz (1996).
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from wall of the uterus. 1ne diagnostic test is used 10 detect any abnormal cell growth in
the endometrium.
~: A painful condition oCthe female reproducth-e system in which the lining
of a woman's womb sticks to other organs in her body. It often leads to fenility problems
and can cause a woman very painful periods and pain during intercourse.
~: Two lUbes which lead from the lOp ofa woman's uterus and end with
fine finger like projections near her ovaries.
&ni!imim: The union of egg and spenn.
~: The developing embryo from the second month ofgestation to birth.
fsill..i.£k: SlruCtuJ'e in the ovary that nurtures the developing egg and from which the egg is
rrleased.
Gamat\; Inlrafallopian Tube Transfer (Glm: A variation orin vitro fertilizntion in which
eggs collected from a \lo-OOI11all (""lh the same procedures as in IVF treatment regime) and
sperm are injected into the woman's fallopian lube so that fertilization can lake place
thcTc: instead of the laborntory dish.
1:i2ml2D£: Chemical produced by the endocrine gland lhat circulates in the blood and has
widespread action throughout the body.
HyoersJimulaljon: OvetStimulation ofa woman's ovaries as a result ofme adminislt3.lion
of fertility drugs to induce ovulation. Hyperstimulation can lead 10 ovarian enlargement
or rupture ofa woman's ovary(ies).
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Hystcrosa1pjngogram fHSGl: X-ray cxaminacion ofa woman's uterus and faJlopian tubes
using radio-opaque dye injected into her UteTUS under pressure. This technique is
prefonned on women without general anaesthetic in order 10 detect anatomical
abnonnaJilies.
~: Viewing the inside of the uterus through a narrow titled telescope.
Iatrogenic Infertility: A condition of physiological infertility thai has resulted from
medical intervention.
J.n.fmiliri: The inability to conceive after one year of ....-elllimed. unprotected intercourse.
Infertility Specialist: A gynaecologist who has received further ex~ence. education. and
training to specialize in the diagnosis and treatment of infertility.
In Vitro Fenjljzatjon (lVf): IVF is the originaJ 'tesHube baby' technique. In vill'O
fertilization removes several eggs from the ovary. fertilizes them in !he labor:lIot)' with
spenn from the male partner, and transfers a small selection of the resulting embryos to
the womb for implantation and~y.
~: Visual examination of women's ovaries (or other abdominal organs) by
inserting a laparoscope (light guide) through a small incision in a woman's abdominal
wall.
~: 1be last menstrual period after years ofdiminishing or erratic menses.
commonly occurring between the ages of 45 and 55.
~: Shedding of the uterine lining by bleeding that, in the absence of
~y. normally occurs about one a month in the mature female.
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tnw Reproductive fuhnologig: New reproductive I«hnologies refer to several
different medical~~ designed to unite: sperm and eggs. thus bypassing altogether
some ofthe faclors causing infertiliry. Collectively these medical procedures are referred
to new reproductive technologies.
Ovarian Drilling: A surgical procedure where tiny holes are drilled into the ovaries.
Women who are diagnosed as Ilaving polycystic ovarian disease may have this proced~
done because it sometimes helps stimulate ovulation.
~: Female reproductive organs that store and release eggs during ovulation. as well
as the hormones eslrOgen and progesterone.
~: 1be: release of a mature egg. usually about the midpoint ohhe menstNal
cycle.
Pelvic Inflammatory Disease: In women. any infection and inflammation of their pelvic
organs which is caused by bacteria or viruses. The: infection often loc:llizes in a woman's
fallopian tubes and can cause irteparable damage from scarring. This scarring is a cause
of fertility problems.
Polycystic Ovarian Diseass;: A hormonal problem in which the ovaries r:lil to ovulate and
instead fonn numerous tiny cysts.
PrjmilD' Infertility: lnabilily to conceive: after one year of regular. unprotected int~n:ourse
(all~r 6 months if the woman is over age 35) for a couple who has never had a baby.
Secondary (nfenility: Inability to conceive after 6 months of regular unprotected
inten::ourse. or carry a pregnancy when at least one pattner has successfully c:onc~ived or
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carried one Of more pregnancies.
~: A laboralmy investigation ofa sample of a man's semen to ascertain the
number of sperm. Other spenn tests include those to detmnine the shape. size and ability
~: The process whereby a woman is administered a regimen of fenility
drugs and hormones to induce her to mature and ovulate moce than one egg at a single
menslru31 cycle.
Ultrnsound Testing: The use of high frequency sound waves to show visual outlines of
inlttnal body structures.
Unexplained Infenility: A lenn used to describe infertility when 00 medical reason can be
found to explain the cause ora couple's infertility.
~: The female reproductive organ that nurtures the fetus from implantation until
hinh.
Yuiml: The muscular passage between the uleNS and exterior vulva.
~: A varicose vein of the testicle.
Zygote Intrafallopjan Transfer fZlfO: ZIFT combines aspects of both in vitro
fertilization and gamete intrafaUopian uansfer. Eggs are collected and fertilized by the
partner's spenn in the laborn.lOfy. What makes ZIFT different from IVF is that the
embryo is placed into the woman's fallopian lube via laparoscopy instead of the uterus.
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AppcMlix III
Researching Women's Experiences with Infertility
My name;s Penny Dowedoffand I am a graduate student in
Sociology at Memorial University. I am interviewing women about
their experiences with infertility. To my know/edge there exists no
research into infertile women's accounts altheir own experiences in St.
John's. This research project will increase Ihe awareness althe needs
a/infertile women as well as showing how infertility impacts women's
lives. All precautions will be taken to ensure the confidentiality ofthe
subject. Your parlicipation is really important to my research. Ifyou
are willing /0 take part in this study. please contact me at
754-4/71
Penny Dowedoff
This project is not affiliated with the Health Care Corporation orst.
John's.
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Appntdu IV
An Exploratory Study of the Everyday Experiences of Infertile
Women in 51. John's. Newfoundland.
The purpose oflhis Conn is to provide you with infonnation about this research
project and how the interviews will be conducted. I request that you read this form
carefully and sign it ifyou agree 10 participate in this project.
First, I would like to give you a little infonnation about myselfand the research
project. My name is Penny DowedolT. I am a graduate student in sociology at Memorial
University of Newfoundland. This project is a requirement for my master's thesis. The
primary objective orlhis study is to explore women's experiences with infertility and their
social context. To my knowledge there exists no resc:an:h into infertile women's acaJunts
of lheir o"'n experiences in St. John's. It is hoped. therefore. that this research project
will increase the awareness and understanding of the daily experiences of infertile women
and their needs.
Your participation in this study is voluntary. You may refuse' 10 ansv.«questions
and you are free to withdraw from the study at any lime. Please feel free to offer
(:omments and suggestions on lopks <:overed in the interview and on issues nOI (:overed
thai you think may be relevant. With your permission. I prefer 10 record the interview to
ensure accuracy of information. However. you may l'equesl that Ilum the tape recorder
offany time durina the inlervicw. The inlcrvicw will be subject 10 strict coofidenliaJilY.
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It is my responsibility, therefore. to ~nsure the protection of both your identity and
answers 10 the questions you provided. I would be grateful ifyou would sign this form to
show thai you conscn110 be interviewed. Your assistance in this project is very much
appreciated.
Sincerely.
Penny Dowedoff
M.A. Candidate
Depanmenl ofSociology
_________, hereby agree 10 lake part in lhe aforementioned
project.
(Signalure) o Date _
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Appeadix V
Diary E_try Rdeue Fo...
Since this research proj~t is focussed on your daily experiences with infertiliry. I
feel that writing a diary is another way for you to tell me your thoughts and feelings about
infertility. In short. how infertility bas impacted your life. You may describe any new
ideas or thoughts you've had since the inlerView or any new exptticnc:es. Writing in the
diary is a place wherc: you can describe your 0 ....11 experiences and what it means 10 be
infertile. It is your st0l)' to tell.
I would like to ask you to write in the dian' for a whole ....'eCk and during one that
is particularly significant to you. Fat" instantt. during a ",eeIc~ you have a doctor's
appointment. receive medical or non·medical treatment or when your experiences of
infertility arc central in your life.
Writing a diary is completely voluntary and you arc free to wilhdraw from the
writing any time. Like the interview. it is my responsibility 10 ensure the protection of
both your idenliry and what you write in the diary. Once my work is finished. I will either
give the diary back to you or destroy it. Are you comfortable with writing in a diary and
willing to paI1icipate? If you an: willing to partic::ipate. I would be grateful if you sign this
fonn to show lhat you consent to write in the diary.
Sincerely,
Penny Dowcdoff
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M. A. Candidate
Department ofSociology
_________ hereby agree 10 lake part in theaforementioncd
project.
(SignatUfe) .Datc _
Do you prefer to have the diary retwncd to you or destroyed? _
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AppntdiI VI
~i-Struct ...ed •••erview Sdted.lc.
Date:
Place:
Time of Interview:
End oflntcrview:
Where did the panicipant learn about my study and how did she contact me:
Interview number:
Sedio. A.
FiBt. I would like to discuss your marital status and educational background.
I. Whalisyourmarilalstatus? (Single. Common-law, Married. Divorced.
Separated. Widowed). If the panicipanl identifies herself as single. ask ifshe has i1
partno,.
2. To which age category do you presently belong (under 24; 25·29: ]Q.]4: ]5-39;
40-44; 45+).
3. What is your highest level of formal education?
4. (If married or has a partner) What is your partnet's highest level of formal education?
Sectio_o.
Now I would like 10 discuss yOUl employment history (and your partner's).
1. AIe you curttntly employed. selfemployed. or not employed?
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2. (lfemployed.orselfemployed). Are you employed on a full·time. part-tirM. or
casual basis? 00 you put in any overtime wort? (Yes I No).
Iryes. how much overtime do you put in?
3. What is your CUJmII occupation?
4. Do you do any unpaid work? (Yes I No). What type of work is it? Probr(i.e.
housework).
S. What type of work schedule do you have? Ple~ describe your schedule in tenns of
paid and unpaid wort you do?
6. Accon:ling to the lenercalcgories on lhe cards. what is your~income~
~? (A. B. C. D, E. F. G. H. I. J).
7. (Ifmaniedorhasapanner). 15yourpartnefc:~ntlyemployed. selfemployed. or
not employed?
8. (If partner is employed or self employed) Is your partner employed on a full-time.
part-time or casual basis?
Does your partner put in any overtime work? (Yes I No).
Iryes. how much overtime does he or she pul in?
9. What is your partner's cunent occupation?
10. Does YOut partner do any unpaid work? (Yes I No). rrycs. what type of work is it?
Probe (i.e. housework),
II. What type of work schedule docs your partner have? Please describe your partntr's
schedule in terms of paid and unpaid work tlc or she docs?
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12. According to the letter categories shown on the cards. whnt is your partner's~
incomc~? (A. B. C. D. E. F. G. H. I. 1).
Sec1ioe C.
Next, I would like to discuss the subject ofinfenility.
I. What words do you use to describe your condition?
2. What do these words mean to you?
F~ the~ arthis interview. I will use the medical term infertility.
3. Some medical doctors use the term infertility to discuss a person's difficulty in having
a child? What do you think ofthe use of this term?
How would you define infertility?
4. Some medical doctors also use the term involuntary childlessness to refer 10 3. person's
difficulty in having a child. What do you think of the usc of Ihis term?
How would you define involuntary childlessness?
5. Do you !hink there is a difference between infertility and involuntal)' childlessness?
(Yesl No). If yes. whal is thedifTerence?
6. What k.inds of information have you found about infertility?
7. Have you rcad any books or artidts t1bout infertility? (Yes f No). Can you
remember the names ofthcm?
What specific aspects of infertility did the books or anicles discuss?
What did you think: of this infonnation? ( i.e. was the infonnation helpful).
8. Have you looked on the Internet for information about infertility. (Yes I No). If yes.
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what did you find?
What did you think Oflhis infannation?
9. For how long have you tried to conceive a child?
10. Why do you want a child? Probe. (personal choice; it is the right time: social
pressure).
II. If you cannot have a child. have you dedded 10 adopt. remain childless or have you
considered any other options? Why?
SedilHI D.
In this section. I would like to discuss Y..nom you talk 10 about your infertility and how
your infertility has affected your life.
I. Have: you talked to anyone about your infertility other than medical personnel? (Yes
I No).
2. Who have you talked to about your infertility?
Is there anyone else you talked to about your infertility?
J. What specific aspects of your infertility do you talk about?
4. Do you find it difficult to discuss your infertility with any persons you mentioned
above? (Yes or No). Who?
How come?
5. In your opinion. does your partner find it difficult to talk about your infertility with
you? (Yes I No). Why?
6. Has yoor infertilil)' changed your relationsh.ip with yoor partner in any way? (Yes ,
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No). If yes. in what ways?
7. Has your infertility changed your relationship with your family in any way? (Yes I
No). If yes.. in what ways?
8. Do you find itdifTicult to attend family gatherings? (Yes I No). Howcomc?
9. Do you know ofa support group for people who experience infertility? ( Yes! No).
Iryes. what is it?
10. Do you belong 10 a support group? (Yes I No). Iryes. do you feel free to discuss
your difficulty in having a child within this group? Why?
II. Has infertility presented any challenges in your life? (Yes f No). Iryes. how do you
deal with these challenges?
12. What is the most difficuil aspect of infertility for you?
How do you deal with il?
13. Has infertility ca~ you to fed any specific emotions? Probe.
14. In what other ways has your infertility affected your life? Probe.
Seclion E.
Now I would like 10 discuss your contact with professionals concerned wilh infertility.
I. Have you seen your general practitioner (GP) about your difficuhy in having a child?
(Yes I No). Ifyes. what is his or her name?
If no. how come?
2. Did the general practitioner {put in name) refer you to a specialist? (Yes I No).
1. {If yes to 112} What is the specialist's name?
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4. Which medical doctor is currently treating you?
5. Did your partncrcome with you to see the gennal practitioner thc first time you went
to discuss your difficulty in having a baby? (Yes' No). Why?
6. Did your partner come with you to see the general practitioner at any other lime? (Yes
I No). (fyes. when?
7. Is your geneml practitioner male or female?
8. Do you have a preference for a male or female medical doctor? (Yes' No). Why?
9. Within the ml.'<iical proCession, doctors use a process called an 'infertility work up' to
KknliFy fertility problems. It includes a variety of tests performed to determine where the
problem or problems lie. Did your general practitioner (pUI in doctor's name) do an
'infertility work up' with you and your partner? (Yes I No). What was involved in this
procedure?
If no. how ......~ you diagnosed?
10. How would you describe your meeting(s) with the g.:neral practitioner?
II. Did the general practitioner give you any books or pamphlets on the subject of
infertility? (Yes J No). If yes, can you remember what they were?
Have you read any of them? (Yes J No). lfyes..whicho~?
What did you think of this infonnation?
12. Has the genemJ practitioner given you a reason for your difficulty in having a baby?
(Yes J No).
What was his or her reason?
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13. Do you agtte with the medical diagnosis?
14. (If the participant was referred to a specialist ask the following questions) What;s
the specialist's name?
IS. Is the specialist male or female?
16. Did you experience any difficuhy in gelling the appointment with the specialist?
(Yes I No). Iryes. what was the difficulty?
17. Did your panner come with you to see the specialisl the first lime you went 10
discuss your difficulty in having a baby? (Yes J No). Why?
18. Did your partner come with you 10 scethc spccialist at any other lime? (Yes I No).
(fyes. when?
19. Did the specialist do any 'infertility work up' with you and your partner? (Yes I
No)? If yes. what did it entail?
20. How would you describe your meeting(s) with the specialist?
21. Did the specialist give you a reason for your infertility? (Yes I No).
What was his or her reason?
22. Do you agree with the m~ical diagnosis? (Yes I No).
23. (Ask this question for everyone) What is your own explanation for your infenility?
S«tion F.
Now I would like to specifically discuss your medical treatment.
I. Have you sought out any medicallrealment for your infenility? ( Yes I No). If yes.
please describe the~ure ofyour medical treatment? What did it enlail?
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If no. how come'?
2. Are you currently receiving treatment for your infertility. (Yes I No).
Iryes, please describe the procedure of your medical treatment?
3. Do you find the medical treatment is physically difficult on your body'? For instance.
does the treatment hurt; do you feel any discomfon or experience any side effects such as
vomiting. mood changes or nausea? (Yes I No). (ryes. how is the medical treatment
physicallydifficull?
4. Do you find the medical treatment isernotionally difficult? (Yes I No). Iryes. how
is the medical treatment emotionally difficult?
5. Do you mink you ....-ere "'ell infonned about the medical treatment before you received
it? (Yes I No).
Did the physician or nurse carefully explain what the procedure/treatment entailed and
any side effects ofit? (Yes I No). Was their explanation adequate? (Yes I No). Why?
6. Did the physician or nurse hand out any articles or pamphlets that explained the
procedure to you? (Yes I No). I(yes. what were they?
Did you read any of them? (Yes I No). lryes. which ones did you read?
Were they helpful? (Yes I No).
7. Have you heard of in vitro fenilization? (Yes I No).
8. Do you know ifin vitro fertilization is available in St. John's? (Yes I No).
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Sft.ion G.
Next. I would like to discuss the financial cost lWOCiated with infertility treatments.
L Have Y2Y personally had to pay for infenility treatment offered by a medical doctor
(Yes I No). Iryes, do you know the total amount of money you paid?
2. Do you anlicipatc needing any other treatments that you have to pay ror? (Yes I No).
Iryes. what are the: tttatmenlS?
3. 15 there any other medical b"e3tmenlS you would like to have. which you cannot
afford? (Yes I No). (fyes. what are the treaunent(s)?
How much do they cost?
4. Do you have medical inswanc:c that specifically covers the infertility treatment{s)
offered by your medical doctor? (Yes I No).
S. If you are not covered by medical insurance. how do you pay for the infertility
trealment(s)?
Section H.
Now I would like 10 discuss your conlnel with other professional people regarding your
infertility,
I. Have you sought out any non-medical treaunc:nts f(W your infertility such as seeing a
herbalist. acupuncturist. chiropractor. therapist or any other therapist or counsellor? (Ves
I No). If yes. who have you seen?
Ifno.oowcome?
2. (Jfyes., to III. 3sk the following questions). Are you curTC'nlly ~civing non-medical
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treatment for your infenility'? (Ves I No). Who are you seeing?
3. Please describe what this treatment entailed?
4. How would you describe your mceting(s) with the non-medical practitioner?
5. Do you lind the non-medical treatment is physically difficult on your body? For
install«. docs the treatment hun; do you feel any discomfort or experience any side
effects such as vomiting, mood changes or nausea'? (Yes I No). If yes. please explain
how it is physically difficult on your body?
6. Do you lind the non-medical treatment is emotionally difficult? (Yes I No). Iryes.
please explain how it is emotionally difficult?
7. Do you think you were well informed about the non-medical treatment before you
received it? (Yes I No).
Did the person perfonning the treatmcm carefully explain what the procedurcltreatment
entailed? (Yes I No). Was hislher explanation adequate? (Yes I No). Why?
8. Did the person perfonning the non-medical tre3lmcnt hand out any articles or
pamphlets that explained the procedureltreatmcm to you'? (Yes I No).
I(yes, what were they?
Did you read any of them? (Yes I No). If yes. which ones did you read?
Were they helpful? (Yes I No). Why?
9. How much does your non-medicallreatment cost?
10. How do you pay for your non-medical trealment?
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SediOlll.
Now I W'OtJld like to discuss any difficulties you experience in scheduling appointments.
1. How long does it take to travel to the general practitioner?
2. How long does it take to travel to the specialist?
3. If you have seen non-medical pmctilioners. how long does it take 10 travel 10 the non-
medical practitioner?
4. How do you physically travel 00 the general practitioner? (I.e.• own car. someone
else's car. public uansiL taxi. bike or cycle., walk).
S. (If the participant has seen a specialist). How do you physically travel to the
specialist? (I.e.• own car, someone else's car. public trnnsit.laxi. bike or cycle. walk).
6. (Uttle participant has seen a non-medical practitioner) How do you physically travel
to the non-medical practitioner? (I.e. own car. someone else's car. public lrl1JIsil. t:L"i.
bike or cycle. walk).
7. Do you find it difficult to schedule (and keep) medical appointments to SC'C your
general practitioner? (Yes / No). How come?
8. (lfrc:ferred to a specialist) Do you find it difficult to schedule (and keep) medical
appointments 10 S« yOUT specialisl? (Yes' No). How come?
9. (Ifparticipant has seen a non-medical practitioner) Is it difficult 10 schedule (and
keep) appointments 10 see the non-medical practitioner? (Yes' No). How come?
10. If employed. does your employer know thai you are trying 10 have achild? (Yes /
No). Probe.
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11. Ifemployed. does your employer know that you are receiving treatment for yOUf
infertility? (Ves I No). Probe?
12. If employed. is it difficult to get lime off wod for medical appointments for your
infertility? (Yes! No). Jfyes. how do you explain your need for time offla your
employer?
13. I(employed. is it difficult to get time off work for non-medical appointments (Of" your
infertility? (Yes I No). (ryes. how do you explain your need for time offlo your
employer?
14. Have you ever been fired from a job because an employer presumed or in fact knew
thai yOlJ were rrying 10 have a baby? (Yes' No). Ifyc:s.howdoyouknowthis?
15. Have you ever been refused a promotion because an employer presumed or in fact
knew that you were trying to have a baby? (Yes I No). Jfyes. how do you know this?
16. Have yOll ever received an unfair work evaluation because an employer presumed of
in f3C1 knew thai your were trying to have a baby? (Yes I No). If yes. how do you
know this?
17. Did your employer give you any specific reason(s) why you had been fired! refused a
promoIion I received an unfair won: evaluation basrd on your decision 10 try to have a
baby'! (Yes I No). Iryes. what was the reason(s)'!
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SectioaJ.
Inclosing....
I. Is there anything else you would like to tell me about your experience with infenility?
2. Arc there any other women you know who experience infeniJity . that I could talK to?
(Yes' No). If yes. do you know their names and lelephone numbers?
3. Once my work is finished. I will either return the casselle tape and transcripllo you or
erase it. Do you prefer 10 have the cassette tape and transcript returned 10 you or ernsed?
4. Thank you for taking the lime out from your schedule to talk with me and your
patience. I am deeply sony if you found any ofthese questions olTensive in anyway.
Your participation in this slUdy is gready appreciated.
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Apptllldis VII
~i-Stnchlred IntnvWw Sdled.k (Health CaR Praditionu).
Dat~:
Place:
Time of Interview:
End of Interview:
Section A.
Marilnl Status and Education Background
I. What is your marital status? (Single. Common-law. Married. Divorced. Separ.lIed.
Widowed).
2. To which age category do you presently belong (under 24: 25-29: 30-34: ]5-39; 40·
44: 45-49: 50+).
3. What is your highest level of Cannal education?
Section 8.
Employment History.
I. What is your current occupation?
2. Are you employed (at the infertility dinic)on a full-time. part-time or casual basis?
3, Who is your ~ployer (supervisor)?
4. Do you pul in anyovenime work (Yes I No). [(yes. how much overtime do you put
in?
5. Do you do any unpaid worlc.?(Yes I No). What type ofwark is it? Probe.
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Section C.
Employment Related Activities.
I. How kmg have you worlc.ed at the infertility clinic?
2. Why did you choose to work in this area?
3. Please describe in!kW.I what types ofactivilies you preform in a given day?
4. Do you see any ofthe women who come 10 the infenility dinic? (Yes f No). lryes.
ask the following questions.
S. How many women do you see in a day?
6. How much time do you spend with ca::h individual woman you see?
7. PI~ describe what activities you do with the women?
8. Do all the women who are referred to infertility specialist come to see you? (Yes I
No).
9. When the women come to sec you. do lhey bring their partner. a f3fTlily member. or
friend to the appointment?
10. Do you work closely with the infertility specialist? (Yes I No).
Section D.
Social Support and the Infertility Clinic.
I. Does the infertility clinic provide any social support for women who are infenile?
(Yes I No). Iryes, what kinds ofsocinl support does the clinic provide?
2. Do you provide any reading malerial on the subject of infertility (0 the women and
(mcn)whocomesceyou? (Yesl No). Jfycs. what typcs of material do you providc?
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3. Do you provide any infonnation about non-medical treatments for infertility such as
seeing a ~ist. acupuncturist. clliroprnctOr.lhempist or any other therapist or
counsellor? (Yes I No). How come?
4. In your opinion. is the infertility support group benefiting the "'Omen and men who
anend it?
S. What do you view as the most important aspect oCtile infertility experience for thl.'SC
women?
_Eo
Medical Treatment and the Infenility Clinic.
I. 'Wnat medical trealmenls are available at the infertility clinic?
2. What medical treatments are not available at the infertility dinic?
3. Are any ofthe medical trea~ts offered by the infertility clinic covered by medical
insurance?
4. How do the women get referred to the infenility clinic?
Have~ women been initially diagnosed by their general practitioner?
5. Is there a waiting period 10 see the infertility specialist? (Yes I No). fCyes. how long
is the waiting period to see the infertility specialist?
6. OCtile women you see. what stages are they at in thctr medical treatment?
Section F.
Background Inronnation about the Infertility Clinic.
1. How long has the infenility clinic been operating in St. John's?
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2. How did the: infertility clinic become established in St. John's?
J. How is the infenili[y clinic funded?
4. Do you lhinklhc infertility clinic is adequatdy funded (Yes I No). How come?
5. 00 you think there: is enough. funding for social research on infertility?
6. What is the Health Care Corporation o(SI. John's?
7. Is the infertility clinic connected to the Heatth Care COl'pOI'ation orSt John's? ((yes.
how is the infertility clinic connected to the Health Care Corporation orst. John's?
8. What is the Fertility Management Services! Women's Health Program at the Grace
Hospital?
9. What are the business hours afthe infertility clinic? (Is the infertility clinic open on
the weekends for medical treaunents'?)
to. In your opinion. are there any services that are lacking at the infertility clinic? (Yes I
No). If yes. what are the services lhat are lacking at the infertility clinic?
II. How did the infertility support group broome established in St. John's?
What procedures or steps did you have 10 go through 10 sct up the infertility support
group?
12. If you wanted to change any of the (social or medical) services olTered at the
infertility clinic. how would you go about doing this? What steps would you have to go
through?
13. Do you think thatlhere should be: another infertility specinlist in Newfoundland?
How come?
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SectiOIlG.
Infertility and Your Experiences Worlting allhe Infertility Clinic.
I. How would you define infertility?
2. What does infertility mean to you?
3. How would you define involuntary childlessness?
4. Do you think then: is a difference between infertility and involuntary childlessness':'
(Yes J No). If yes. what is lhedifference?
5. Has working at the infertility clinic: presented any challenges in your life? (Yes I
No). ffyes. how do you deal with these challenges?
6. Is working at the infertility clinic emotionally difficult? (Yes I No). fryes. in what
ways is it emotionally difficult?
7. Is there anything else you would like to tell me about your experiences working al the
infertility clinic?
8. Once my work is finished. I ~ill either return the cassette tape and transeriPllo you or
e~ it. Do you prefer to have the cassene tape and transoeript returned to you are~?
9. Thank you for taking the time oul from your schedule 10 !;:Ilk with me. Your
participation in this study is greatly apprecialed.




